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Preface
We are immensely pleased to introduce you to the latest issue of the Journal of Telecommu-
nications and Information Technology quarterly.
The articles presented in this edition cover some important problems experienced in the
field of broadly understood telecommunications (from network protocols and services to
telecommunications systems and security issues). The current issue of the Journal comprises
fourteen papers.
The first group of articles brings up issues related to various problems occurring in wireless
communication.
The first paper, titled ACO-Inspired Energy-Aware Routing Algorithm for Wireless Sensor
Networks, was written by R. Yamamoto, S. Nishibu, T. Yamazaki, Y. Okamura and Y. Tanaka.
It proposes a routing algorithm, known as AERO, that was inspired by the concept of ant
colony optimization for Wireless Sensor Networks. This algorithm enables to balance traffic
loads by utilizing transient optimization behaviors. AREO requires a shorter transmission to
send the same amount of data and improves energy efficiency compared with other solutions
of this type.
The second paper, titled Adaptive Load Balancing Ad Hoc Routing Scheme Inspired by
True Slime Mold, by H. Katada, T. Yamazaki and T. Miyoshi, proposes an adaptive ad
hoc routing method that is capable of constructing multiple paths based on the bandwidth
available for each link, transmission data size and residual battery level of the node. It relies
on the physarum solver that is applied to dynamic networks. The authors confirmed that
the proposed method may adaptively construct single or multiple paths based on available
bandwidth, transmission data size and residual battery level of nodes within a dynamic
network topology.
The next paper, titled Robot Local Network using TQS Protocol for Land-to-Underwater
Communications, by A. Irawan, M. F. Abas and N. Hasan, presents the modeling and analy-
sis of the proposed Tag QoS switching (TQS) protocol for a heterogeneous robot operating
in different environments. The proposed TQS protocol was inspired by multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) with good quality of services (QoS) achieved.
The paper titled Fuzzy Clustering with Multi-Constraint QoS Service Routing in Wireless
Sensor Networks, by J. Agarkhed, V. Kadrolli and S. R. Patil, proposes a fuzzy logic-
based, service-differentiated, QoS-aware routing protocol with multipath routing for wireless
sensor networks. The proposed solution relies on a modified QoS k-nearest neighborhood
technique.
Similarities between human brain and dense wireless networks have become an inspiration
for the authors of the article titled Neuroplasticity and Microglia Functions Applied in Dense
Wireless Networks (Ł. Kułacz and A. Kliks). The proposed concept is based on the idea
of wireless neurons. The neurons are stand-alone devices which do not require a central
management unit – a feature that enables scalability and easy reconfiguration for dense
wireless networks.
The paper titled Empirical Approach in Topology Control of Sensor Networks for Urban
Environment, by B. Musznicki, presents solutions for controlling topology of wireless sensor
networks.
The next paper by T. Miyoshi, Y. Shimomura and O. Fourmaux is titled A P2P-based
Communication Framework for Geo-Location Oriented Networks. It proposes a novel peer-
to-peer communication framework to realize geographical location-oriented networks called
GLocON. G-LocON provides geolocation-oriented device-to-device communication, relying
solely on current wireless technologies, such as LTE and Wi-Fi, and cooperating with the
global positioning system and peer-to-peer overlay networking.
The paper titled LoCO: Local Cooperative Data Oﬄoading System Based on Location In-
formation, drawn up by T. Yamazaki, K. Asano, S. Arai, Y. Shimomura and T. Miyoshi,
proposes a local cooperative data oﬄoading system (LoCO) that reduces the overall traf-
fic by sharing data via direct communication between neighbors, based on their location
information.
Two subsequent papers deal with problems encountered in telecommunication systems. The
paper titled Rectangular Dielectric Resonator Antenna with Single Band Rejection Charac-
teristics, by M. Debab and Z. Mahdjoub, presents a rectangular dielectric resonator antenna
suitable for wideband applications and a band notch of WLAN. The presented results have
confirmed the usefulness of the proposed solutions.
In Product of Three Random Variables and its Application in Relay Telecommunication
Systems in the Presence of Multipath Fading, D. Krstic, P. Nikolic, D. Aleksic, S. Minic,
D. Vuckovic and M. Stefanovic consider the product of three random variables. The distri-
bution of the product of independent random variables is very important in many applied
problems, as well as in wireless relay telecommunication systems (for example for multiple
relay channels).
The next paper, tilted Enhancement of Ground-to-Aircraft Communication Using Audio Wa-
termarking, by P. Dymarski, presents the results of research into improving the intelligibility
of spoken messages transmitted to aircraft from ground stations. This solution is based
on a selective calling system and the audio watermarking technique. It may help improve
the comprehension of voice commands transmitted from ground to aircraft using an analog
communication link.
In the paper titled Method for Determining Broadcaster Advised Emergency Wake-up Signal
for ISDB-T Digital Television Receivers, S. Takahashi presents a method for determining
a wake-up signal which is used to reduce the rate of false alarms in ISDB-T digital television
receivers during their idle phase of operation. The proposed method decreases the number
of false alarms, especially for low-mobility users.
The next paper, titled WannaCry Ransomware: Analysis of Infection, Persistence, Recovery
Prevention and Propagation Mechanisms, by M. Akbanov, V. G. Vassilakis and M. D. Lo-
gothetis, presents the results of research concerned with WannaCry Ransomware attacks.
Results obtained by the authors may be used for developing relevant detection and de-
fense solutions – both for WannaCry and for other ransomware families that exhibit similar
behaviors.
The last paper is titled Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of Cryptographic Hash Func-
tions. Its authors – J. Tchórzewski and A. Jakóbik – present a theoretical introduction to the
cryptographic hash function theory and a statistical experimental analysis of selected hash
functions. Such an analysis facilitates the understanding of the behavior of cryptographic
hash functions and may be very helpful in comparing the level of security offered the hashing
method selected.
We would like to thank all the authors and reviewers for the effort they have put into preparing
this issue of the Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology.
Sławomir Hanczewski
Maciej Piechowiak
Joanna Weissenberg
Guest Editors
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Abstract—Multi-hop networks, such as WSNs, become an ob-
ject of increasing attention as an emerging technology which
plays an important role for practical IoT applications. These
multi-hop networks generally consist of mobile and small ter-
minals with limited resources, which makes them vulnerable
to various network status changes. Moreover, the limited na-
ture of terminal resources available, especially in terms of
battery capacity, is one of the most important issues to be ad-
dressed in order to prolong their operating time. In order to
ensure efficient communications in such networks, much re-
search has already been conducted, especially in the field of
routing and transmission technologies. However, conventional
approaches adopted in the routing field still suffer from the
so-called energy hole problem, usually caused by unbalanced
communication loads existing due to difficulties in adaptive
route management. To address this issue, the present paper
proposes a novel routing algorithm that utilizes ACO-inspired
routing based on residual energy of terminals. Operational
evaluation reveals its potential to ensure balanced energy con-
sumption and to boost network performance.
Keywords—ant colony optimization, load balancing, routing al-
gorithm, sensor networks.
1. Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) generally consists of
a number of terminals which have the capability of sens-
ing and communicating. WSN terminals transmit the in-
formation collected to a sink, responsible for collecting
and processing information, by direct or multi-hop trans-
mission. WSN is thought to be a promising technology
for wide-range observation and requires a bunch of sen-
sors to acquire and relay data. WSN terminals are powered
by batteries with limited capacity, and powering the net-
work’s nodes in a continuous manner is nearly impossible.
Moreover, WSNs are intended to operate in the long-term,
and smaller batteries are preferred due to manufacturing
and deployment costs. In addition, the cost of replacing
the batteries significantly increases when terminals are de-
ployed in an environment that cannot be easily accessed by
operators, such as deep forests or underwater installations.
Therefore, prolonging the lifetime of WSN with limited
battery capacity an important issue that needs to be tackled
in order extend the network’s operating time as much as
possible. Therefore, efficient routing and communication
technologies are imperative for the achievement of that ob-
jective.
A number of routing methods relying on various approaches
have been studied with the view of prolonging the lifetime
of WSN, such as [1]–[3]. Although all proposals improve
efficiency to a certain degree, there is a drawback in the
scalability required to increase the physical coverage of the
network, because it requires central management for in-
formation processing and terminals with specific capabil-
ity. To address the drawback, autonomous and distributed
mechanisms inspired by the behaviors of living organisms,
such as insects, are proposed [5]–[8]. They allow to solve
various problems with autonomous and distributed opti-
mization procedures, by imitating the behavior of the liv-
ing organisms. In this paper, we adopt the concept of ant
colony optimization (ACO) [5]–[7] to achieve an energy-
aware routing mechanism. In the proposed scheme, ACO
is utilized not in order to optimize the route, but to dynam-
ically select routes according to the level of the terminals’
residual energy, with the transition statuses relied upon for
ACO optimization process.
2. Related Work
2.1. Energy-Aware Routing Protocols for WSN
Paper [1] introduces an asymmetric communication ap-
proach enabling to save energy. It utilizes the fact that sinks
are generally operated by external power supplies. Thus,
sinks are capable of conducting longer-range transmissions,
compared with terminals powered by batteries. Therefore,
terminals with energy constraints adopt the multi-hop com-
munication model, with shorter range communication, to
send information to the sink. Then, the sink, as a mains
powered device, provides long range communication with
the host. In other words, battery operated terminals re-
quire less energy compared with the sink. However, it is the
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placement of the sink that greatly affects its energy saving
ability, because energy consumption is determined by the
sum of path lengths from the terminals to the sinks.
The routing method introduced in paper [2] utilizes sev-
eral topologies, depending on network characteristics, to re-
duce energy consumption. The method adaptively utilizes
star-shaped, tree-shaped, chain-shaped and cluster-shaped
topologies. In the star-shaped topology, sinks become the
center of the star and other terminals use direct transmis-
sion to the sinks for reducing the energy required to re-
ceive, process and aggregate the data sensed. The tree-
shaped topology will be applied to suppress the energy re-
quired for transmission by using the multi-hop method. In
the chain-shaped topology, the method establishes a single
route that reaches every terminal once, and minimizes the
route length to improve reliability. In the cluster-shaped
topology, the method divides networks into clusters that
have 2-hop neighbors at the most, just as conventional clus-
tering in WNS does. Then, the cluster head aggregates the
received information and sends it to sinks to suppress the
total amount of send and receive data and the transmission
distance. However, environment-related changes caused by
joining and leaving of terminals or by other factors forces
the method to recalculate the optimal topology and the cost
increment that is proportional to the network’s size becomes
an inevitable issue.
Optimized LEACH-C [3] also adopts cluster-based routing
that estimates required energy consumption based on the
terminals’ location and the number of cluster members of
a sink. Optimized LEACH-C utilizes the estimated energy
consumption to generate an initial solution and uses the
simulated annealing to generate heuristic solutions. Then,
the solution is notified to each terminal and clusters will
be assigned to terminals entirely. However, in optimized
LEACH-C, sinks must play the role of collecting informa-
tion, performing clustering calculations and notifying the
results, which increases the operational costs.
2.2. Ant Colony Optimization
The issues described in Subsection 2.1 may be solved by
network-wide optimization which is accomplished by au-
tonomous and distributed state prehension and a decision
made by an individual terminal, i.e. by the so-called divide-
and-conquer method. The swarm intelligence strategy may
serve as an example of such an approach, as it is inspired by
the group behavior of insects. Their simple individual be-
haviors optimize objectives entirely. There are methods that
apply the optimization mechanism to manage the behavior
of terminals acting as elements of swarms, such as [4].
Ant colony optimization (ACO), inspired by the feeding
behaviors of ants, is proposed as one particular applica-
tion [5]–[7]. ACO generally utilizes agents, called “ants”,
that secrete “pheromone” to the traveled route, serving as
an evaluation value of the route, for adaptive and continu-
ous route updating. Therefore, application of ACO in such
an environment as WSN, where the communications con-
ditions change over short periods of time and mutual state
prehension by the terminals is difficult, allows to achieve
effective performance.
ACO has an ability to discover the shortest route without an
effort of centralized management by utilizing the behaviors
of ants and the secretion of pheromones, as described pre-
viously. Thus, ACO is applied in various combinatorial is-
sues, such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP). A feed-
ing ant detects pheromones on the ground, follows them to-
wards the food source and then returns to the nest with the
food, secreting pheromones. As the secreted pheromones
volatilize at a constant pace, more pheromones are present
along shorter, rather than longer routes. A route with more
pheromones attracts more ants and pheromone secretion in
regions adjacent to the shortest route becomes active, i.e.
ants tend to select the shortest route, as the time passes, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. The principle of ACO routing.
Papers [6], [7] proposed a basic ACO model, called the ant
system (AS). Here, we will explain AS with TSP, which
is applied, in particular, to combinatorial problems. In the
specific application, each ant is treated as m agents and
placed in n cities, and creates a route based on the rule
that each agent visits each city only once and decides the
next city to be visited based on the pheromone level. Equa-
tion (1) calculates the probability that agent k in city i on
cycle t travels to city j in the next cycle:
pki j(t) =


[τi j(t)]
α [ηi j]β
∑
s∈Jk(i)
[τis(t)]
α [ηis]β
j ∈ Jk(i)
0 otherwise
, (1)
where τi j(t) represents the pheromone level between city i
and j on cycle t, ηi j represents the invert of route length
between city i and j, Jk(i) represents the set of visiting
cities of agent k in city i, and α ,β are the constant.
After the agent finishes the trip upon visiting each city
and after the route has been created, AS calculates the
pheromone level to be secreted along the traveled route
with the following Eq. (2):
∆τki j =


1
Ck
(i, j) ∈ Tk
0 otherwise
, (2)
where τki j represents the pheromone level to be secreted
between city i and j and Ck represents the length of route
Tk between city i and city j that agent k created. Then,
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AS applies the calculated pheromone level to the route and
update the residual pheromone level using Eq. (3):
τi j(t +1) = ρτi j(t)+
m
∑
k=1
∆τki j , (3)
where ρ represents the volatile coefficient, i.e. AS vola-
tilizes a certain pheromone level from the remaining
pheromones and adds the pheromones secreted by agents.
AS continuously repeats this procedure until it discovers
the optimal solution.
AS enables ACO-based routing, by relying on simple pro-
cedures performed by individual terminals, to find the opti-
mal route without using centralized network management.
In addition, as the data travels along the optimal route, re-
liability improves and energy consumption per packet be-
comes lower. Although the mechanism identifies and uti-
lizes a route that is most efficient in terms of network per-
formance, concentration of traffic along specific routes may
cause an early drop out of terminals due to the exhaustion
of batteries.
3. ACO-Inspired Energy-Aware
Routing
Here we propose an ACO-inspired energy-aware routing
algorithm, named AERO, based on the residual energy of
terminals and relied upon for adaptive and dynamic routing.
The significant characteristic of AERO is that the agent ant
behavior tries not to find the optimal solution, but strives
to identify semi-optimal solutions. This prevents the routes
with a sufficient pheromone level from being utilized on
a continuous manner, until the terminals along the route
exhaust their batteries, that is until AERO positively utilizes
the transient state of ACO to improve route diversity.
AERO introduces three types of ant imitating control pack-
ets to apply ACO while routing, namely forward ant
(F-ANT), backward ant (B-ANT) and data ant (D-ANT).
In addition, AERO does not secrete pheromones into links
between terminals, as the conventional ACO does, but into
terminals. The secreted and residual pheromone levels are
notified to neighboring terminals with periodical hello mes-
sage exchanges, just as in the case of conventional routing.
A brief description of the routing procedure is presented
below.
In AERO, a source terminal first sends F-ANTs towards the
desired destination in the same way as conventional rout-
ing protocols do, as shown in Fig. 2. The F-ANTs sent by
the source terminal travel along various routes and F-ANTs
store the terminal ID and the residual energy of each inter-
mediate terminal during the travel. The destination termi-
nal that receives the F-ANTs waits for other F-ANTs, for
a predetermined period of time, to collect information about
multiple routes.
After the predetermined waiting time elapses, the desti-
nation terminal that received multiple F-ANTs evaluates
each route using the information stored in the F-ANTs. It
Fig. 2. Forward ant.
Fig. 3. Backward ant.
needs to be noted that the detailed evaluation procedure
will be explained later. The destination terminal generates
B-ANTs that contain information about the route and its
evaluation value after the evaluation procedure is com-
pleted. Then, B-ANTs start their travel by tracing back
along the route that F-ANTs traveled, and B-ANTs secrete
pheromones to the intermediate terminals along the route
during the travel (Fig. 3). This is recursively performed
until the B-ANTs reach the source terminal. Note that the
source terminal also waits for other B-ANTs, over a prede-
termined period of time, to receive multiple B-ANTs, just
as it was the case with F-ANTs.
Fig. 4. Data ant scheme.
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After the arrival of B-ANTs at the source terminal, it starts
the forwarding procedure for data encapsulated by D-ANT
(Fig. 4). Senders of D-ANT, namely source and intermedi-
ate terminals, select the next hop terminal probabilistically,
according to the pheromone level at the candidate receivers.
Once the sender determines the receiver, it records its own
residual energy to the D-ANT, and the D-ANT travels to
the receiver. The receiver selection procedure will be ex-
plained in detailed later in this section. The receiver that the
D-ANT reaches then updates own pheromones according
to the information stored in the D-ANT. By repeating the
above scheme recursively, AERO updates the pheromone
levels on intermediate terminals and the data encapsulated
by the D-ANTs reaches the destination node.
3.1. Route Evaluation and Pheromone Update
The pheromone level on each terminal is calculated at the
destination terminal by means of two evaluation values,
with the use of the collected route information and the
terminal information stored in D-ANT.
We will describe the evaluation values as HA,i and HB,i. It
needs to be noted that the pheromone level in AERO will
always be positive, and that AERO assigns upper and lower
limits to that value.
Evaluations at destination terminals. The destination
terminals calculate the evaluation values for each route us-
ing the information obtained by F-ANTs. In this proce-
dure, AERO first calculates the average residual energy Esd,i
of each terminal along route i whose source and destination
terminals are s and d, by:
Esd,i =
∑
j∈nsd,i
ei j
∣∣nsd,i
∣∣ , (4)
where ei j represents the residual energy of terminal j along
route i, nsd,i represents the set of terminals along route i.
Then, the destination terminal calculates the average resid-
ual energy of complete routes using the result of Eq. (4)
and:
Esd =
∑
i∈rsd
Esd,i
|rsd |
, (5)
where rsd represents the route set obtained by F-ANTs.
Next, the destination terminal calculates the evaluation
value HA,i as:
HA,i =(1−β ) Esd,iEsd,max +β


∑
j∈nsd ,ei j≤Esd
(ei j−Esd)
∣∣ei,low
∣∣Esd +1

 , (6)
where Esd,max represents the maximum average residual en-
ergy along the route set rsd , ei,low represents the number
of terminals along route i whose residual energy is lower
than Esd , and β is a constant.
The first member of Eq. (6) becomes closer to 1 when
the residual energy of terminals composing route i is high.
The second member of Eq. (6) gets closer to 1 when the
variance between the residual energy levels of terminals
along route i is low. The evaluation value HA,i will be
stored in B-ANTs, and the intermediate terminals that the
B-ANTs travel along update their pheromones by adding
the evaluation value to the current pheromone level.
In addition to the above, AERO takes hop counts into ac-
count to calculate the overall evaluation Hi. AERO evalu-
ates the hop count of each route and calculates HB,i as:
HB,i =
hi− (1+α)hsd
(1+α)hsd
, (7)
where hi represents the hop-count of route i, hsd represents
the average hop-count of all routes from source s to des-
tination d, and α represents the acceptable route length
increment ratio. With HA,i and HB,i, AERO calculates the
overall evaluation using the weight parameter γ as:
Hi = (1− γ)HA,i + γHB,i . (8)
Pheromone update with data ant. D-ANTs record the
residual energy of the terminals along the route and in-
termediate terminals update their pheromones using the
evaluation value calculated with the use of the information
stored. The evaluation value for D-ANTs HC, j for interme-
diate terminal j will be calculated by:
HC, j =
e j −Es j
Es j
, (9)
where Es j represents the average residual energy of inter-
mediate terminals after the source terminal s, and e j repre-
sents the residual energy of terminal j at which the D-ANT
is currently staying. The evaluation value HC, j becomes
positive when the residual energy of the current terminals
is higher than the average residual energy, and becomes
negative when the latter value is lower. Afterward, the ter-
minal adds HC, j to its own pheromone level, in order to
increase or decrease the pheromone level:
Pi(t +∆t) = (1−ρ)Pi +HC, j , (10)
ρ = θ∆t , (11)
where ∆t represents the time gap between the current time
and the last update time, ρ represents volatilization rate,
and θ represents a fixed parameter to determine the rate ρ .
3.2. Route Selection
In AERO, route selection is done by the probabilistic way
based on the pheromone level of each terminal. Each ter-
minal first confirms the set of candidate intermediate ter-
minals for sending data towards the destination, before
D-ANTs travel to other nodes. If there is only one can-
didate in the set, D-ANTs just start their travel towards the
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terminal. If there are multiple candidates, sender m cal-
culates the probability of D-ANTs’ travel towards the next
intermediate terminal n:
Qmn = Pn∑
i∈Ndm
pi
, (12)
where Qmn represents the probability that terminal m selects
terminal n as the next hop, Pn represents the pheromone
level in n, and Ndm represents the set of candidate interme-
diate terminals for F-ANTs, leading towards destination d
from m. By relying on the probabilistic intermediate ter-
minal selection procedure described above, AERO assigns
a higher priority to the node with a higher pheromone level
and data encapsulated by D-ANTs travel towards the desti-
nation terminal.
4. Performance Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Setup
Computer simulations have been conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of AERO compared to conventional routings,
using the QualNet [9] network simulator. In the simu-
lations, we adopted AODV [10], optimized LEACH-C [3],
and AS [6], [7] for the routing to be compared. Two scenar-
ios were used to evaluate the performance from the view-
point of communication qualities and network lifetime. The
first evaluates network performance by changing terminal
densities that greatly affect the routing results. The second
evaluates network lifetime by observing the number of ac-
tive terminals over time. The common parameters for the
simulations are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Routing methods AODV, optimized LEACH-C, AS
Simulation duration 1000 s
Simulation area 1000 × 1000 m
The number of terminals 100–400
The number of sinks 2–10
Wireless medium IEEE 802.11b
Bandwidth 11 Mbps
Communication radius 150 m
Terminal placement Random
The number of sessions 50 sessions
Source terminals Randomly chosen
Packet generation interval 100 ms
Packet size 1000 bytes
Battery capacity 18,000 mAs
Power consumption
840 mAs
for sending
Power consumption
800 mAs
for receiving
In the simulations, terminals are randomly placed in the
square area of 1000×1000 m, and communicate with each
other using IEEE 802.11b with the radius of 150 m at the
most. Source terminals and the number of packets to be
transmitted are randomly chosen, and every packet with
the size of 1000 bytes is transmitted every 100 ms. In
this paper, we have conducted two simulations by changing
terminal density and sink density. The number of termi-
nals is changed from 100 to 400 and the number of sinks
from 2 to 10 with 400 nodes.
4.2. Network Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the impact that terminal or sink density has
on communication performance by relying on successful
delivery rate and end-to-end delay. The successful deliv-
ery rate is calculated by dividing the number of received
packets by the number of packets generated in terminals.
The end-to-end delay indicates the time gap between the
initiation time of packet transmission and the time that the
destination sink receives the packet.
4.3. Network Lifetime Evaluation
In this simulation, we evaluate the number of active ter-
minals every 25 s to show the efficiency of each rout-
ing method. We defined the active terminal as the termi-
nal with the battery level of 40% of the initial capacity.
We firstly conducted simulations with 100 and 200 termi-
nals to evaluate the performance in an environment that
is tough for the routing methods since the available route
diversity is limited to a certain degree. In addition to the
aforementioned simulations, we conducted simulations us-
ing 6 or 10 sinks with 400 terminals. It is obvious that
with the higher number of singles, the path diversity in-
creases and balances traffic load and energy use. However,
the improvement in traffic load performance and energy
consumption, generally derives from how the routing pro-
tocols select or manage routes. Therefore, the simulations
reveal the balancing performance from a different point
of view.
4.4. Simulation Results
Figures 5–8 show the impact of terminal density on com-
munication performance. In the results, we exclude abnor-
mal outcomes caused by unclosed sessions. Moreover, the
values of top and bottom 5%, such as the outlier in the
calculation of end-to-end delay, were excluded as well.
Figures 5–7 show the successful delivery rate results. The
result indicates that the proposed method could achieve
a successful delivery rate of nearly 90%, regardless of ter-
minal and sink density. This is due mainly to the adap-
tive and dynamic route management of AERO, which ef-
fectively suppresses unnecessary route reestablishment by
avoiding energy exhaustion of terminals caused by the ex-
haustion of batteries. The conventional AODV decreases its
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Fig. 5. Simulation of successful delivery rate versus number of
terminals.
Fig. 6. Average end-to-end delay versus number of terminals.
reliability since the routing procedure is basically aimed to
establish a single end-to-end route from a source terminal to
the destination terminal based on a route length. Moreover,
the route length only takes hop-counts into a consideration,
and other parameters such as residual energy and reliabil-
ity are not the metrics for evaluating route quality. Thus,
the route established by AODV could not achieve better
route quality except for route length. Optimized LEACH-C
could achieve better routing performance due to its complex
and centralized comprehensive route management, since it
can comprehend the states of the entire network and is
capable of deriving entirely optimal solutions. Pure AS
could achieve a certain degree of improvement compared
to AODV, since AS can take other metrics into account,
such as pheromone level. However, improvement is limited
because pure AS ceases optimization once the optimal solu-
tions are found, and further optimization will be suspended
until another route request comes in.
In addition, a common feature could be observed. Namely,
the success rate of routing protocols gradually improves
as the number of sinks increases. The reason of this is
obvious: routes established within the network were au-
tonomously distributed, since the overlapping link usage
is autonomously eliminated to a certain degree. However,
AERO could achieve a higher rate since the aforementioned
characteristics were capable of increasing the base perfor-
Fig. 7. Simulation of successful delivery rate as a function of
number of sinks.
Fig. 8. Average end-to-end delay as a function of number of sinks.
mance of AERO to the higher degree than in the remaining
cases.
Figures 6 and 8 show the results of end-to-end delay for
each of the routing methods. The results show that each
protocol gradually increases the delay as the terminal den-
sity increases, whereas the delay is decreased as the sink
density grows. The reason for the delay increase mainly
derives from the increase in overall traffic within the net-
works, which will be a cause of a higher queuing delay and
interference in transmission to other terminals. Although
the delay increase is inevitable, AERO could suppress this
type of degradation by means of its adaptive route manage-
ment and could decrease the delay compared to the other
methods. In other words, the probabilistic intermediate
terminal selection by D-ANTs could efficiently select the
intermediate terminals with less traffic load. On the other
hand, other single route-based routing methods degrade the
performance compared with AERO, since their routing pro-
cedures only show an advantage in terms of route establish-
ment. The decrease of delay, observed as the sink density
increases, can also be explained with the same character-
istic as described in the explanation of the success rate.
In other words, the increase in sink density autonomously
balances traffic load without a systematic procedure. In ad-
dition to that, we could observe that the base performance
is also affected as the density increases.
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4.5. Network Lifetime Evaluation
Figures 9–12 show the transition of the active terminal ra-
tio versus elapsed time. The result shows that AERO could
reasonably reduce the number of inactive terminals com-
pared with other routing methods. Moreover, the decrease
observed in AERO seems to be linear, whereas the de-
crease typical of other methods seems to be an inversely
Fig. 9. Active terminal ratio (100 terminals) vs. time.
Fig. 10. Simulation results on active terminal ratio (200 termi-
nals) vs. time.
proportional or exponential. The main reason for the dif-
ference can be explained by the routing strategy, as AERO
relies on the principle of dynamic and adaptive intermedi-
ate selection, whereas other approaches adopt the one-time
optimization principle. Another characteristic trend may be
identified as the simulation time elapses, namely the rate
at which the number decreases is more gentle in the case
of conventional routing methods. This can be explained by
the manner in which intermediate terminals are selected by
the individual methods, since they attempt to utilize the op-
timal terminals for end-to-end routes and such devices must
transmit more packets than others. Thus, the optimal ter-
minals exhaust their batteries and become inactive sooner
than other non-optimal nodes. After the rapid exhaustion
phase, the methods must select the rest of the terminals
as intermediate devices and the selection procedure may
autonomously balance traffic loads.
Fig. 11. Active terminal ratio value (6 sinks) vs. simulation time.
Fig. 12. Results on active terminal ratio (10 sinks) vs. simula-
tion time.
4.6. Summary of the Simulations
Through the simulations conducted above, we confirmed
that the proposed AERO approach may extend the life-
time of a network while maintaining its reasonable per-
formance. The major contribution of the proposed solution
derived primarily from its adaptive and dynamic route and
intermediate terminal selection principle, which utilizes the
transient state of ant-colony optimization. Moreover, the
unique characteristic consisting in the fact that AERO se-
cretes pheromones not to links, but to terminals, enables
adaptive and dynamic intermediate terminal selection.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposes an ACO-inspired routing strategy,
known as AERO, for WSNs, enabling to balance traffic
loads by utilizing transient behaviors for optimization. Per-
formance evaluation reveals that the AERO approach pro-
posed may achieve improved routing efficiency compared
with other existing routing methods. In other words, AERO
requires less transmission effort to send the same amount
of data and improves energy efficiency.
Although the improvement achieved by AERO contributes
to prolonging the lifetime of WSNs, there is still room for
further improvement, since AERO currently does not take
into account terminal statuses, such as their awake and sleep
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modes. Moreover, such issues as refining the procedure
relied upon to calculate the evaluation values, as well as
assessment of performance with the use of realistic models
may also be addressed in the future.
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Abstract—Engineering neo-biomimetics, i.e. imitation models
based on body structures and behavior of living organisms, re-
lied upon to solve complex problems, have been studied in var-
ious fields. In distributed networks, such as ad-hoc networks
and wireless sensor networks, the behavior of a variety of true
slime molds which are capable of constructing multipath flow
networks based on the amount of body, has been studied. Ad
hoc networks only consist of mobile terminals (nodes) that
can relay packets along an established route. However, link
relations and the available bandwidth of the nodes change dy-
namically due to the mobility of nodes. In addition, the speed
of communication between nodes also varies due to node po-
sitions and their communication-related quality. Thus, prac-
tical use of ad-hoc networks still remains an issue, because
it is difficult to establish stable routes under such environ-
ments. This study aims to propose an adaptive load balancing
routing technique that adaptively diversifies the transmission
paths based on the available bandwidth, residual battery life,
and the data transmission volume, by applying a mathemat-
ical model of slime mold routing, known as the physarum
solver. We confirm the effectiveness of its adaptive behavior
in dynamic environments using computer simulations.
Keywords—adaptive ad hoc routing, ad hoc network, engineer-
ing neo biomimetic, physarum solver, true slime mold.
1. Introduction
Life forms change and optimize their structures and be-
havioral patterns in the course of evolution. Recently,
biomimetic technologies used to design artifacts inspired
by specific abilities and structures have been studied [1].
Primary examples of the application of biomimetic tech-
nologies include swimsuits inspired by the skin structure
of sharks [2], and nylon fiber inspired by the fiber structure
of cotton [3]. In the field of network research, various bio-
inspired mechanisms, such as multiple route optimization
inspired by the feeding behavior of physarum [4], shortest-
path route optimization inspired by the feeding behavior
of ants [5], and a synchronization mechanism inspired by
the synchronous behavior of fireflies, have also been stud-
ied [6]. The features of Physarum Polycephalum, which
is a variety of physarum, are applied to design a routing
protocol. Please note that Physarum Polycephalum is sim-
ply referred to as physarum below. As far as the nature of
physarum’s feeding process is concerned, it has been con-
firmed that physarum creates a tube for nutritional trans-
port, utilizes its own body and connects foods using the tube
when it finds multiple baits at different places. It also has
been confirmed that the number of constructed paths varies
depending on the amount of liquid that is the constituent
of physarum. Additionally, physarum has a negative pho-
totaxis, which means that physarum can limit the area over
which to spread its body [7]. Therefore, physarum may
optimize trade-offs between efficiency and stability of nu-
tritional transport paths, which means that is characteristics
may be applied to the selection of a relay node in wireless
multi-hop networks. Those characteristics may be applied,
for instance, in an ad hoc network that consists of mobile
wireless terminals (nodes) only, without relying on a base
station [8]. The ad hoc network finds exceptional use in
an area where a base station cannot be placed or has been
destroyed due to a disaster. In ad hoc networks, nodes can
communicate with each other by relaying packets. Such
multi-hop communication may be performed when relay
nodes exist, even if they are located outside the commu-
nication range. However, due to such factors as node mo-
bility, low battery states, radio interference, dynamic topol-
ogy changes, and network stability, degradations may occur.
One solution includes the use of a multipath routing pro-
tocol that can alleviate the impact of the dynamic changes
by simultaneously using multiple paths.
In addition, in recent wireless communication media, such
as IEEE 802.11 [9], [10], offer a functionality that may se-
lect the appropriate transmission speed between nodes [11].
Some research concerning the rate adaptation algorithm
has been conducted as well [12]–[14]. Especially, multi-
ple input and multiple output (MIMO) systems [15] which
drastically improve the transmission speed have been pro-
posed by using multiple transmit and receive antennas.
As a result, the speed of communication between nodes
varies widely due to the variation in communication qual-
ity caused by node mobility, radio interference and other
factors experienced in real life environments. Hence, the
effect of varying communication speed is approached adap-
tively as well.
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In this study, we propose a multipath ad hoc routing method
by applying a mathematical model inspired by the path find-
ing ability typical of physarum, known as the physarum
solver (PS) [16]. By applying PS, the proposed method con-
structs multiple paths and adaptively allocates bandwidth to
such paths based on the data transmission volume, band-
width available within each link and the residual battery
level of each node.
2. Related Work
Physarum consists of a stretchable tube and viscous liquid
flowing through it. The tube is a path connecting multi-
ple baits, and becomes thinner or thicker in response to
flow rate fluctuations. In addition, the tube has an upper
limit to its thickness. Figure 1 shows an example of a route
constructed by physarum in a maze. First, physarum
spreads its tube over the entire maze. Next, it selects paths
where food has been located. Then, the tube gradually be-
comes thinner as the liquid flow rate decreases, when the
path becomes relatively longer than the remaining paths.
In addition, since no flow takes place in a blind tube, the
tube degenerates relatively quickly. Therefore, physarum
prioritizes shorter and continuous paths, and the number of
remaining paths varies based on the total amount of liquid
constituting physarum. In addition to the above proper-
ties, physarum moves away from sources of light (negative
phototaxis), and therefore the tube becomes thinner along
the segment exposed to light. If the path is disrupted by
an external factor, physarum takes a detour path to reallo-
cate the flow of the disrupted path to other paths to avoid
path disruption of connectivity between the baits. There-
fore, physarum may adjust the efficiency and stability of
nutritional transport paths.
Fig. 1. Behavior of slime mold in the maze.
An experiment [17], in which the behavior of physarum on
a railway network was observed, has been conducted. In the
experiment, an agar medium imitating the railway network
in the Kanto region was prepared, and bait was placed
at positions that correspond to major cities in the region.
Then, physarum was placed in the position that representing
Tokyo, and the behavior of physarum was observed. In the
experiment, the light quantity is adjusted according to the
elevation and position of the river to imitate the topography
of the Kanto region. In the experimental results, physarum
spreads in approximately half a day, and it becomes clear
that the paths similar to the current railway network are
constructed between baits. This result has revealed that
the efficiency and stability of transport paths designed by
humans and physarum are similar.
2.1. Physarum Solver
Physarum solver (PS) [16] is a mathematical model
which focuses on the feeding behavior of physarum when
physarum constructs a route between baits. PS calculates
the flow rate of each tube based on the total amount of
liquid in physarum, as well as on the length, thickness and
pressure loss of each tube. In the initial state, PS calculates
the pressure loss in each tube based on the total amount of
liquid, length and thickness of the tube. Thereafter, the flow
rate of each tube is temporarily determined in accordance
with the pressure loss of the tube, and then the flow rate of
the tube changes as the thickness varies. By iterating such
a process, the flow rate and thickness of the tube converge
to an appropriate value, and finally the tubes that remain
are based on the total amount of liquid. Furthermore, by
setting the parameters of phototaxis, it is possible to control
the thickness of a tube independently of the flow rate.
The functioning principle of PS, with baits placed at two
locations, is shown below. Here, PS deals with tubes that
have branch points i and j at both ends.
1. PS calculates the pressure loss of the tube between i
and j based on the flow rate of the tube, as calculated
by Eq. (1), and based on the flow conservation law
of the tube, calculated by Eq. (2):
Qi j(t) = Di j(t)Li j
[
pi(t)− p j(t)
]
, (1)
∑
i
Qi j =


−Qall , j = bait 1
Qall , j = bait 2
0 , otherwise
, (2)
where Qall is the total amount of liquid; Di j(t) and Li j
are the thickness and length of the tube, respectively;
pi(t)− p j(t) is the pressure loss of the tube.
2. By substituting the derived pressure loss into Eq. (1),
the flow rate of each tube Qi j(t) is temporarily deter-
mined, and thereby a shorter and thicker tube allows
a larger flow rate. However, due to pressure loss in
the blind tube, the flow rate also becomes low.
3. By substituting the flow rate of each tube in Eq. (3),
PS updates the tube thickness:
Di j(t +δ t) = Di j(t)+δ t
{ f (|Qi j(t)|)−aDi j(t)
}
, (3)
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Here,
f (|Qi j(t)|) = |Qi j(t)|
µ
1+ |Qi j(t)|µ , µ > 1 .
a is a parameter expressing the extent of phototaxis
and it controls the degeneration speed of the tube.
When the flow rate is high or low, variations in the
thickness of the tube decrease since it changes based
on a sigmoid curve. µ is a gradient of the sigmoid
function. It is the convergence speed of the thickness
of the tube.
4. PS re-enters the updated tube thickness into Eq. (1).
By iterating the above mentioned procedure, PS converges
the route between baits.
As described above, PS operates by treating the maze as
a flow network. Therefore, it is possible to use PS as a rout-
ing solution in computer and transportation networks.
Car navigation has been proposed as one application of
PS [18]. In this method, the system determines a route
along an interstate highway between Seattle and Houston,
USA, based on PS. PS derives a single route with the short-
est mileage, when no trouble in the transportation network
is encountered. When routes are congested, PS obtains the
route with the shortest time of travel, by changing the value
of a according to the traffic volume. Moreover, if an ac-
cident takes place in the middle of the route, PS identifies
the optimum detour route to avoid the section of the road
where the accident has taken place.
2.2. Physarum-based Routing Scheme
A Physarum-based routing scheme (P-bRS) has been pro-
posed that applies PS to routing in wireless sensor net-
works (WSN) [19]. The network model of P-bRS assumes
that a multi-hop WSN consists of static sensor nodes and
a single mobile sink node, which are uniformly arranged
in a two-dimensional space. The network model also as-
sumes that each sensor node may obtain information about
the position of all sensor nodes and their residual battery
levels. The sink node broadcasts its current position pe-
riodically to the surrounding sensor nodes while moving
along a specific route.
In P-bRS, each parameter of PS is redefined to apply PS to
WSN. Equation (1) and Eq. (3) are changed to Eq. (4) and
Eq. (6), respectively:
Qi j(t) = Di j(t)Li j
[
pi(t)− p j(t)
]
=
kER j(t)+(1− k)cosθ jid
Li j
=
Pi j(t)
Li j
, (4)
θ jid = arccos
L2i j +L2id −L
2
jd
2Li jLid
, (5)
Pi j(t +δ t) = Pi j(t)+δ t{(Qi j(t))µ −Pi j(t)} , (6)
where: Qi j(t) is the virtual data packet size between node
i and j, Li j is the Euclidean distance between node i and j,
ER j is the residual battery level of node j, θ jid is the angle
of deviation that is derived from the cosine formula, and its
range is
[
− pi2 ≤ θi jd ≤
pi
2
]
. Figure 2 shows an example of
next-hop selection in P-bRS. As shown in the figure, nodes
closer to the sink node have a smaller angle of deflection.
Di j(t), which is defined as the link quality, is omitted in
Eq. (4) because the model assumes that Di j(t) is always
constant. Coefficient k is used to adjust the weight of the
residual battery level and the angle of deviation. Therefore,
P-bRS constructs a route based on both the residual battery
level and the angle of deviation to replace the pressure loss
in PS.
Fig. 2. Example of topology in P-bRS.
The operating principle of P-bRS in the scenario in which
data is transmitted from sensor node i to sink node d is
shown below. When a data transmission request is placed,
sensor node i divides its communication range into semi-
circle NNi , which is closer to the sink node, and semicir-
cle NFi , which is further from the sink node, based on the
position information received from the sink node. There-
after, node i calculates Pi j(t) for node j that belongs to NNi
using Eq. (4)–Eq. (6). Here, node i gives order jx, which
is arranged by Pi j(t) in a descending order. Node i selects
the node j0 as a relay node and transmits a control packet
to the node j0. Node j0 transmits an acknowledgement
packet (ACK) to node i after receiving the control packet.
Then, if the node j0 satisfies NNj0 = φ , it does not transmit
ACK. If node i has not received ACK from node j0 after
a certain period, node i selects the relay node jx of the
smallest x that satisfies |θ j0id −θ jxid | ≥
pi
2 and N
N
jx 6= φ , and
transmits a control packet. If node jx which satisfies these
conditions does not exist, node i calculates Pik(t) for node k,
which belongs to NFi . Here, node i gives an order ky to the
node k, which is arranged by Pi j(t) in an ascending order.
Node i selects relay node ky, as in case of selection of
node jx, and retransmits the control packet to ky. There-
fore, P-bRS constructs a route to avoid nodes in low density
areas, thus preventing an increase in the transmission de-
lay. Node i initiates data transmission after receiving ACK
from the node jx or ky to finish its routing process. By
iterating the process described above until the data reaches
the sink node, P-bRS constructs a route based on the Eu-
clidean distance to the sink node, angle of deviation, and
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residual battery level, while avoiding the low node density
area.
The results of computer simulation evaluations have con-
firmed that P-bRS improves the efficiency of the battery
use and transmission delay of the nodes compared to the
previous method. However, P-bRS does not consider band-
width use, as derived from the communication performed
by other source nodes. Therefore, data collection may be
difficult when congestion occurs in the area closest to the
sink node in a scenario with considerable communication
volume.
3. Adaptive Load Balancing Routing
Inspired by True Slime Mold
Now we propose an adaptive load balancing routing mech-
anism inspired by true slime mold model for ad hoc net-
works, which is capable of constructing multiple paths
based on data transmission volume, available bandwidth
of each link and the residual battery level of each node, by
applying PS to a dynamic network.
Figure 3 presents an overview of PS in the proposed
method. Here, the volume of data transmitted between
end-to-end nodes, data transfer rate on each link and the
transmission delay on each link in the figure correspond to
the total amount of liquid, the flow rate of each tube and
the length of each tube in physarum, respectively. Addi-
tionally, the bandwidth utilization rate is the rate occupied
by the current bandwidth used within the maximum band-
width of a link. The bandwidth occupancy rate is the part
of the bandwidth occupied by the data transmission vol-
ume requested by the source node, within the maximum
bandwidth of the link. The bandwidth occupancy rate cor-
responds to the thickness of the tube in physarum.
Each node periodically calculates the bandwidth occu-
pancy rate and the transmission delay time of all the links
from the bandwidth utilization rate and the maximum
bandwidth.
The operating principle of the proposed method is shown
below.
1. When a data transmission request occurs, the source
node calculates the data packet transfer time pi j(t)
by Eqs. (7)–(8) from the transmission data size Qall,
bandwidth occupancy rate Di j(t), and the transmis-
sion delay Li j(t) between nodes i and j:
Qi j(t) = Di j(t)Li j(t) pi j(t) , (7)
∑
i
Qi j =


−Qall , j = source
Qall , j = destination
0 , otherwise
. (8)
2. The source node calculates the transfer data size
Qi j(t) on the link i– j from the data packet trans-
fer time by Eq. (7). Consequently, larger data trans-
fer volumes are allocated to the link that has a larger
bandwidth occupancy rate and a smaller transmission
delay.
3. The bandwidth occupancy rate is updated by:
Di j(t +δ t) = Di j(t)+δ t
{ f (|Qi j(t)|)−aDi j(t)
}
. (9)
Here,
f (|Qi j(t)|) = |Qi j(t)|
µ
1+ |Qi j(t)|µ , µ > 1 . (10)
Fig. 3. Overview of PS in the proposed method.
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δ t{ f (|Qi j(t)|)− aDi j(t)} in Eq. (9) represents the
variation in the bandwidth occupancy rate after δ t.
The bandwidth occupancy rate asymptotically con-
verges to specific values because the variation be-
comes small when using a sigmoid function, even if
the transfer data size is large. Therefore, as the data
transmission volume increases, the number of links
with saturated bandwidth occupancy rates increases
as well. The damping coefficient a in Eq. (9) is a pa-
rameter for changing the bandwidth occupancy rate
independently of the data transfer volume. It is nor-
mally set to 1. It enables a path to be constructed
that prioritizes a relay node with a large amount of
residual battery level, by changing the damping co-
efficient according to the residual battery life of the
node. Thereby, it may improve stability of the route
to avoid route disruption due to the loss of battery
charge.
The source node iterates the above calculation until the data
transfer volume on each link converges. After convergence,
the source node begins data packet transmission based on
the data transfer volume of each link, while distributing the
traffic among the links. Therefore, the proposed method
may transmit data along a constructed route based on the
data transmission volume and available bandwidth.
4. Performance Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Environment
Simulations evaluate the behavior and performance of the
proposed method using software relying on the C++ pro-
gramming language. First, performed a simulation based
on the topology shown in Fig. 4. In simulations 1 to 3, the
maximum bandwidth of each link was set to 11 Mbps on
the assumption that the nodes used IEEE 802.11b [9] as the
wireless communication medium, and the initial bandwidth
utilization rate was set to 0%. Meanwhile, in simulations
4.1 and 4.2, the maximum bandwidth of each link was set
to several fixed values based on the rates supported by IEEE
802.11ac [10] and the initial bandwidth utilization rate was
Fig. 4. Simulation topology utilizing 802.11b and the available
bandwidth when the iteration count is 2000 (default is 11 Mbps).
set to 0%. We observed and evaluated the transition of the
allocated data transfer volume on each path, and used it as
an evaluation index, under several different conditions.
In this paper, we completed the following simulations under
different conditions.
In simulation 1, we evaluate the effect of varying avail-
able bandwidth using the topology as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. We assume that the available bandwidth of each
link changes due to radio interference in the simulation.
Therefore, the maximum bandwidth of each link and band-
width utilization rate of each link varies within the range
of 1 and 11 Mbps and 1% to 100%, respectively, when
the number of iterations of calculations reaches 2000 and
4000. Figures 4 and 5 show the simulation topology and
available bandwidth on each link when the number of cal-
culation iterations reaches 2000 and 4000.
Fig. 5. Simulation topology utilizing 802.11b and the available
bandwidth when the iteration count is 4000.
In simulation 2, we evaluate the effect of varying data
transfer volume using the same topology of simulation 1
that is shown in Fig. 4. We assume the data transmission
volume is changed before determining a route. Therefore,
the data transfer volume is set to 5 MB at the initial time.
Then, when the number of calculation iterations reaches
2000, the data transfer volume is changed to 10 MB, and
when the number of iterations reached 4000, it changed to
5 MB.
In simulation 3, we evaluate the effect of varying the
residual battery level of the node using the topology as
shown in Fig. 4. In the topology of Fig. 4, node 3 trans-
mits data packets with a higher frequency in comparison
with other nodes since it is located along the shortest path.
Namely, the battery consumption of the node also increases
in comparison with other nodes due to the reason referred
to above. Assuming that node 3 exceeds its battery power
available when the number of iterations reaches 2000 and
4000, node 3 adds one to its damping coefficient. Addition-
ally, if the bandwidth occupancy rate of the link decreases
as the residual battery level of node 3 becomes lower, it
is expected that the data transfer volume and the battery
consumption of the nodes along the second shortest path
S-1-2-D increase. Thus, node 1 adds one to its damping co-
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efficient every 1000 iterations after the number of iterations
has reached 6000.
In simulation 4.1, we evaluate the effect of varying avail-
able bandwidth widely using the topology as shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. Therefore, the simulation assumes a fluc-
tuation of bandwidth when using IEEE 802.11ac as the
wireless communication medium. Here, we assume IEEE
802.11ac that adopted OFDM-MIMO as the primary mod-
ulation scheme, 64 quadrature amplitude modulation 5/6
as the secondary modulation scheme, and the guard inter-
val is 800 ns. The maximum number of enable streams
of each node is 8. Under the above conditions, the theo-
retical values of the communication speed are 292.5, 585,
877.5, and 1170 Mbps when the number of antennas is 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively. Additionally, we suppose that the
bandwidth occupancy rate on each link is 100% in the sim-
ulation. Hence, we change the transmission speed stepwise
based on the rate candidates when the number of calcu-
lation iterations reaches 2000 and 4000. Figures 6 and 7
show the simulation topology and available bandwidth on
each link when the number of calculation iterations reaches
2000 and 4000.
Fig. 6. Simulation topology utilizing 802.11ac and the avail-
able bandwidth when the iteration count is 2000 (default is
292.5 Mbps).
Fig. 7. Simulation topology utilizing 802.11ac and the available
bandwidth when the iteration count is 4000.
In simulation 4.2, we evaluate the effect of varying avail-
able bandwidth using another topology as shown in Figs. 8
and 9. Unlike in the above simulations, in the topologies
of the simulation shown in Figs. 8 and 9 relay nodes have
Fig. 8. Simulation topology and the available bandwidth when
the iteration count is 2000 (default is 292.5 Mbps).
Fig. 9. Simulation topology and the available bandwidth when
the iteration count is 4000.
three or more links. Therefore, we observe the changes
in the convergence behavior of the proposed method, since
the network topology changes.
4.2. Simulation Results
The results of the four simulations described in 4 are shown
in Figs. 10 to 12, Fig. 13, Figs. 14 and 15, and Figs. 16
and 17, respectively. The simulations sufficiently iterate the
calculation to observe the effect of convergence of the pro-
posed method. Note that the number of iterations may be
shortened by aborting the calculation after a certain num-
ber of iterations, when the data transfer volume has been
sufficiently converged in a practical situation.
Fig. 10. Simulation 1: the transfer data size when the data
transmission volume is fixed at 1 MB.
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Fig. 11. Simulation 1: the transfer data size when the data
transmission volume is fixed at 5 MB.
Fig. 12. Simulation 1: the transfer data size when the data
transmission volume is fixed at 10 MB.
Simulation 1. Figures 10 to 12 show that the data transfer
volume of each path increases as the available bandwidth
of each link in the path increases. Furthermore, if multi-
ple paths exist, the proposed method balances the required
time to transfer data among the paths by calculating their
appropriate data transfer volumes based on available band-
width. In particular, the largest data transfer volume among
the paths is allocated to path S-3-D with the minimum hop
Fig. 13. Simulation 2: data transfer volume when varying data
transmission volume.
count at the initial state of the simulation. This is because
the data transfer volume is preferentially allocated to the
path with the minimum transmission delay since the avail-
able bandwidth of all links is uniform in the simulation.
Simulation 2. Figure 13 shows that the number of paths
increased when the data transfer volume increased. This
is because path S-4-5-6-D is constructed as the third path,
since the bandwidth occupancy rate of the other two paths
is saturated owing to the increase in data size. Addition-
ally, after the data transfer volume is reduced to 5 MB, the
allocated data size is also decreased and then path S-4-5-6-
D disappears. Since the bandwidth occupancy rate of the
other two paths gives a bandwidth margin due to a decrease
in the data transfer volume.
Fig. 14. Simulation 3: data transfer volume when varying resid-
ual battery level (data transmission volume: 1 MB).
Simulation 3. Figure 14 shows that the detour path S-1-
2-D is used since the data transfer volume on path S-3-D
via node 3 decreases. In addition, the data transfer volume
on path S-4-5-6-D also increases. After, the data transfer
data volume on path S-1-2-D decreases because node 1
consumes its battery, when the number of iterations is 6000.
Finally, path S-4-5-6-D, that has a large amount of residual
battery of the nodes, is used. Figure 15, shows that paths
Fig. 15. Simulation 3: the transfer data size when varying resid-
ual battery (data transmission volume: 10 MB).
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S-1-2-D and S-3-D do not disappear, unlike the result in
Fig. 14. Since the bandwidth occupancy rate of each path is
saturated due to the assigned large data size, the variation
of the data transfer volume becomes very small. These
results indicate that PS can select routes with a low risk of
route disruption due to battery loss.
Simulation 4.1. Figure 16 shows that the path convergence
is faster than in simulations 1 to 3 since the variation of
the bandwidth occupancy rate reaches its peak at the first
calculation step by the sigmoid function due to the large
data transfer volume.
Fig. 16. Simulation 4.1: data transfer volume when the data
transmission volume is fixed at 100 MB.
Fig. 17. Simulation 4.2: data transfer volume when the data
transmission volume is fixed at 100 MB.
Simulation 4.2. Figure 17 shows that the proposed method
allocates the data transfer volume based on the available
bandwidth of each link while continuing to balance the
sent and received data volumes. Additionally, even if the
data transfer volume is the same as in simulation 4.1, link
1–3 appears, to which the data transfer volume is scarcely
allocated, when the number of iterations is 6000. This
is because the number of available paths increased due to
the topological change. Hence, these results indicate that
the proposed method realizes the allocation of data transfer
volume based on the bandwidth available along each path
even when a relay node on which the confluence of flows
occurs exists in the topology.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive ad hoc routing
method that can construct multiple paths based on the avail-
able bandwidth of each link, data transfer volume and resid-
ual battery level of the node by applying PS to the dynamic
networks. As a result of our simulations, we confirmed that
the proposed method is capable of adaptively constructing
single or multiple paths based on the available bandwidth,
data transfer volume and residual battery level of nodes,
in the dynamic network topology. Our data suggested that
PS improves availability of ad hoc network. In the present
study, we found that the path convergence time and the
number of available paths change according to the number
of nodes and links in the topology and the parameters of
each link. In the future, the increase in transmission delay
due to the increasing of hop counts will be investigated.
Moreover, we will define and evaluate the load balancing
rate and will propose the parameters needed to optimize
the number of paths in various topologies. Additionally, we
will conduct a detailed performance evaluation of the pro-
posed method by extension of the existing routing protocol
through a network simulator. Furthermore, the proposed
method may be extended to be used in a table-driven rout-
ing protocol, because the operation of the proposed method
requires such network-related information as the maximum
bandwidth of the link.
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Abstract—This paper presents a model and an analysis of
the Tag QoS switching (TQS) protocol proposed for hetero-
geneous robots operating in different environments. Collab-
orative control is topic that is widely discussed in multirobot
task allocation (MRTA) – an area which includes establish-
ing network communication between each of the connected
robots. Therefore, this research focuses on classifying, prior-
itizing and analyzing performance of the robot local network
(RLN) model which comprises a point-to-point topology net-
work between robot peers (nodes) in the air, on land, and
under water. The proposed TQS protocol was inspired by
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), achieving a quality of
service (QoS) where swapping and labeling operations involv-
ing the data packet header were applied. The OMNET++
discrete event simulator was used to analyze the percentage of
losses, average access delay, and throughput of the transmitted
data in different classes of service (CoS), in a line of transmis-
sion between underwater and land environments. The results
show that inferior data transmission performance has the low-
est priority with low bitrates and extremely high data packet
loss rates when the network traffic was busy. On the other
hand, simulation results for the highest CoS data forward-
ing show that its performance was not affected by different
data transmission rates characterizing different mediums and
environments.
Keywords—class of service, land-to-underwater communica-
tions, robot local network, tag switching.
1. Introduction
Heterogeneous robot communication or multirobot net-
working is conducted mainly via the Internet. There are
many issues related to establishing robot local networks
(RLN) for collaboration purposes, and they need to be re-
solved in order to achieve specific objectives, with a partic-
ular emphasis placed on dependability, safety and security
of the system. To enable collaboration between robots, two
elements need to be defined, i.e. the communication pro-
tocol and the collaborative procedures. Undoubtedly, an
efficient protocol is essential for effective decentralization
of the distribution of data between the robots.
Researchers have taken several approaches to improve com-
munication between heterogeneous robots. Some of them
rely on the communication protocol, while others use the
intelligent control technique to improve the performance of
the system. There is also a hybrid approach which com-
bines both these techniques. Stamatescu et al. described
the communication protocol by applying the cognitive ra-
dio (CR) scheme, i.e. by exploiting the time, frequency
and spatial stream of the wireless environment. Accord-
ing to the testing results, they claimed that the commu-
nication reliability at each hierarchical level increased [1].
Another approach consists in applying a formal taxonomy
to the allocation of tasks to a mobile robot, as proposed
by Gerkey and Mataric [2]. This method is further im-
proved by Korsah et al. with their proposed iTax, a tax-
onomy addressing interrelated utilities and constraints via
a combination of optimization methods and operation re-
search. This method is based on the recognition that the
key distinguishing factor between different types of mul-
tirobot task allocation (MRTA) problems is the degree of
interdependence of agent-task utilities [3].
Adaptation of intelligent systems is also becoming an ap-
proach that is favored in multirobot collaborative control
and communication. Zhang et al. applied an adaptive fuzzy
logic in tackling MRTA reliance on the intuitionistic fuzzy
set theory [4]. Similarly, Cheng et al. proposed a linear
temporal logic (LTL) which optimizes path planning by us-
ing the formation control feedback mechanism [5]. Power
is another constraint that needs to be considered while es-
tablishing a collaborative robotic system. Moreover, there
is a tradeoff between the number of nodes that can be de-
ployed in the mission and the density of information that
can be exchanged. Bano et al. in [6] explored these con-
straints and proposed a random waypoint mobility model in
a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET). This system was tested
with a robot group comprising 5–6 collaborating robotic
nodes and the results showed that it was better than the
Manhattan mobility model. MANET is also implemented
by Kulla et al. for a real-time emergency scenario of mov-
ing the multirobot (nodes) indoor [7]. Bandwidth sharing
is also possible for an MRTA communication system using
resource controller (RC) and aggregate resource controller
(ARC) management techniques [8].
Classification and aggregation also offers a vast potential
that may be explored in robot-to-robot or human-to-robot
communication, and mainly in enhancing reliability per-
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formance and in ensuring priority for different types of
data exchanged over the Internet. Automation and robotics
place a greater emphasis on the physical layers, with real-
time data and control area network (CAN) serving as the
primary platform. A virtual private network is available in
the Internet protocol (IP) version, such as the virtual private
network (VPN) used for long distance and indoor remotely
controlled mobile robots [9], [10]. However, the problem is
still an issue in the case of communication between mobile
robots (swarm scenario).
The present research proposes the application of tag switch-
ing inspired by multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) [11],
as a data carrying technique for an RLN operating in a dif-
ferent environment. A modular network testbed in C++
(OMNeT++) [12], i.e. a discrete event simulator, was used
to develop a logical RLN model to perform a case study
focusing on multirobot communication in a different envi-
ronment. The nodes in the RLN were programmed with
the Tag QoS switching (TQS) protocol proposed, and were
considered to be robots (moving nodes). Data forwarding
performance, expressed as the percentage of packets lost,
average edge-to-edge access delays, as well as throughput,
was verified by comparing one line of transmission between
the edges of robots in a different environment.
2. Modeling of a Local Multirobot
Network with Tag Switching Protocol
2.1. Case Study Involving Land-to-underwater
Communication
For the case of multirobot communication involving differ-
ent environments, e.g. in the land-to-underwater scenario,
the robots may be flying in the air, may be submerged under
water or may be placed on the ground, as shown in Fig. 1.
Underwater communications have limitations in terms of
distance and bandwidth. For example, optical wave trans-
mission requires high precision in pointing narrow laser
beams and is affected by scattering, although is resistant to
high attenuations [13]. On the other hand, electromagnetic
waves are also limited to short distance with the highest
frequency at about 2.4 GHz for 250 Kbps, according to
Fig. 1. Example of a heterogeneous RLN topology for land-to-
underwater communications.
the IEEE 802.15.4 standards [14]. Alternatively, data sig-
nal may be also propagated in conductive salty water by
using radio frequency (RF), but only at extra-low frequen-
cies (30–300 Hz) that may require large antennas and high
transmission power [15]. Several attempts have been made
to enhance the speed and throughput of transmission, such
as a routing technique relying on the surface of the wa-
ter for underwater communications [16], as well as using
the water surface relay to increase the overall transmission
speed [17].
Therefore, this study investigates and analyzes data for-
warding and switching/routing performance for the land-
to-underwater communication scenario, using the proposed
TQS protocol. It emphasizes the RLN topology in which
robots are considered to be dynamic nodes of the switches,
or routers for data transceivers. This study neglects all
salt- and tide-related factors, as well as noise present in
both mediums. The analysis focuses on logical data trans-
mission implications and on the dynamic changes in data
transmission rates experienced when the packet of data en-
ters the water using the proposed protocol. Moreover, the
focus is placed mainly on data the forwarding period and
on traffic management. Some of the switching/router mod-
els were programmed to operate at low data transmission
rates (10–100 Kbps) to represent nodes in the underwater
environment, while other were programmed for speeds of
up to 1 Gbps to represent nodes on land/in the air.
2.2. Tag-QoS Switching Protocol
The TQS protocol is suited for a network topology with
dynamic nodes, such as RLN, as it is inspired by MPLS.
MPLS was released by Cisco System in 1998 and started
to gain popularity in IP deployment for wide area networks
(WAN) and metropolitan area networks (MAN) [18], [19]
in 2000. MPLS allows tunnel routing known as label
switched paths (LSP), where a tunnel is characterized
by a path in the network and by a reserved band-
width [20], [21]. This protocol belongs to layer 2.5 in the
open systems interconnection (OSI) model [22]. It im-
proves both layers 2 and 3 by providing fast switching and
reliable routing. Moreover, this protocol is bonded to an
IP network as an extra header that involves the Internet
service provider (ISP) area [23], [24]. However, the dy-
namic tagging and stacking methods used in MPLS have
the potential to be deployed in a small-scale local network
and data communication scheme, such as RLN shown in
Fig. 1. The label swapping concept in MPLS [25] enables
dynamic establishment of tunnels that depends on traffic de-
mand. The tunnels are opened based on aggregation, clas-
sification and prioritization of communication between peer
robots. MPLS also enables network virtualization through
the labeling or tagging method, in order to create virtual
and physical layers [26] that leverage the implementation
of energy-aware traffic engineering [27].
The TQS protocol proposed is applied in the same manner
as the MPLS label stack entry (LSE) shown in Fig. 2, but
with specific label value calculations which involve both the
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indication of the LSP and the differential service (DiffServ).
The calculation also includes a flow aggregate that requires
network traffic to be marked and conditioned at the edges
of the network, ensuring a different treatment for each of
the tagged packets. The label value in TQS-LSE is:
L =
[
α(N +1)
]
+P , (1)
where α is the definite positive gain used for simple in-
dication and for reducing conflicts in the tagging process.
N =1, 2, . . . , n is an LSP identification number, expressed
as an integer, which represents the type of incoming data
e.g. video or voice streaming. P = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n is denoted
as a sub-LSP identification number for the bandwidth that
is generated by the packet index at the edge of the node
I when the number of channels for the D group of band-
widths satisfies the condition I > D− 1. The P value can
be obtained from:
P =
{
P = 0 I > D−1
P = I D≤ D−1
. (2)
Fig. 2. LSE as a data tag in the Tag QoS switching protocol
proposed in an RLN data distribution scheme.
As far as RFC 3270 is concerned, the experimental bits
(EXP), renamed as traffic class (TC) bits [28], are used
to encode and aggregate all per-hop behavior (PHB) bits
from the data header to LSE [29]. In addition to that, three
behaviors aggregating bits (BA) were used to encode with
the DiffServ code point (DSCP) from the data header [30].
DSCP defines drop precedence in each type of class of
services (CoS) for each data packet. MPLS-QoS encoding
provides inferring CoS and drops precedence information
from the data header to LSE. The bottom of stack (S) bit
for the last entry of the label stack indicator and time-to-
live (TTL) bits, as shown in Fig. 2, are the standard bit in
the MPLS format, as defined in RFC3032 [11].
2.3. RLN Topology Model with TQS Protocol
For modeling and simulations relying on the proposed pro-
tocol, the nodes of switches/routers (robots) were catego-
rized into two sections: tag edge mobile robot (TER) and
tag switching robot (TSR). These switches/routers are the
primary entities in RLN acting as transceivers for edges
and switching, respectively, according to the TQS proto-
col data forwarding. As shown in Fig. 3, for simulation
and analysis purposes, the RLN was modeled with several
Fig. 3. RLN model topology for simulation and analysis in the
OMNeT++ graphical runtime environment.
TERs and TSRs in OMNeT++. Here, the TER module was
programmed to generate a raw/unlabeled data packet. The
system consists of three sub-elements which are catego-
rized as wire switch module (WSM), buffer switch module
(BSM), and bandwidth switch module (BandSM), as pic-
tured in Fig. 4. The usage of WSM in the TER module is
the main feature that differentiates it from the TSR (Fig. 5).
The switching process is applied when the label was
swapped in the TSR instead of WSM, as shown in Fig. 6.
The incoming tagged packets are buffered and then passed
to the tag switching module (TSM) to swap the tag or
label for the next hop bandwidth in BandSM. The swap
process depends on the information label map (ILM) that
has been programmed in the forwarding information table
(FIT) of TSR (Fig. 6). Label value will always be swapped
or replaced with a different number for the next hop band-
width. The same goes for TTL as S bit values, they are
also continuously updated. On the other hand, the informa-
tion about bandwidth assignment is extracted in BandSM
from the inverse calculation of Eq. (1) to get the infor-
mation about the LSP and sub-LSP switched to the next
hop of peer robot/node. BandSM, either in TER or TSR,
is programmed to control the per-flow threshold according
to the proposed bandwidth assignment scheme (BandAS),
as presented in Table 1. The peak data rate (PDR) for
premium/expedited forwarding CoS, or the committed data
rate (CDR) for Olympic/assured forwarding CoS will dis-
card the incoming data packets whenever the threshold is
reached.
For the TER model, the process of forwarding the equiva-
lent class (FEC) [11] to the next hop label forwarding entry
(FTN) is applied in WSM as a labeling process, whereby
the untagged data packet destination address is screened for
the labeling process (Fig. 7). Initially, the data are gener-
ated with source address bits, destination/group address bits
and hop limit values that are the same as those of packet
data with the IP address. Moreover, the DSCP code in the
generated packet data was aggregated to request the FEC
code from the programmed FIT. Then, the label value with
L bits (here 10 bits) was obtained (Fig. 7). The hop limit
value and the DSCP code were then encoded to the TTL
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Fig. 4. TER model system engine with the TQS protocol proposed.
Fig. 5. TSR model system engine with the TQS protocol proposed.
Fig. 6. Swapping process in BandSM.
Table 1
Bandwidth assignment scheme (BandAS)
Class of services Channel bit rate
Premium
100% maximum bandwidth
O
ly
m
p
ic Gold
Silver 80% maximum bandwidth
Bronze 60% maximum bandwidth
Best effort 40% maximum bandwidth
field and TC bits, respectively, using the MPLS-QoS [29]
encoding method. The CoS for the applied QoS is de-
termined according to the RFC 2597 draft, in which gold,
silver, and bronze CoS of the Olympic CoS are applied [31].
Fig. 7. FTN process for an unlabeled data packet in TM inside
the TER model.
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The drop precedence process is also conducted differently
for all sub-CoS in the Olympic CoS. Hence, the channel bit
rate was defined differently for the sub-CoS of the Olympic
CoS in BandAS, as shown in Table 1. Gold CoS was the
lowest drop precedence, and bronze CoS was the highest.
With reference to the MPLS-QoS queuing process [29], as
well as RFC2597, WSM in each TER and BandSM in TSR
was programmed to perform marking through the labeling
process on the untagged data packet. Data packet with
low drop precedence was marked as a low priority packet
to be discarded instead of the data packet with high drop
precedence in BSM.
Table 2
Buffer assignment scheme
Buffer Capacity (buffer length)
B0 20% × maximum buffer length
B1 40% × maximum buffer length
B2 Maximum buffer length
This first select-and-drop process (before BandAS) oc-
curred when the number of packets in the allocated buffer
reached its threshold limit, as allocated in Table 2, concern-
ing the simple buffer assignment scheme [32]. The TC bit,
as shown in Fig. 2, is an indicator for allocating the data to
the particular buffer channel. The first-in-first-out (FIFO)
principle was used in the BMS queuing process, where B0
and B2 for each TER/TSR were programmed to use the
tail drop procedure, and B1 was programmed to use the
random early detection (RED) procedure [33], mainly for
Olympic CoS.
3. Simulation and Performance Analysis
Simulation and analysis of the RLN model were conducted
and set up with the proposed TQS protocol, as shown in
Fig. 3. The setup protocol was considered done in this sim-
ulation study, and all nodes were established with the least
cost routing. The analysis relied on the same QoS class as-
Fig. 8. Analysis notification for simulation purposes and analysis
in the modeled RLN.
sessment program used in the model as applied in BandAS:
premium, Olympic and best effort CoS. The analysis was
performed by determining T1 as a focus line for perfor-
mance evaluation, with other lines serving as disturbances
for T1, as shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, TER1, TER2, TER3
and TER4 were modeled with proper underwater acoustic
conditions, where the data rate for receiving/transmitting
data packets equaled between 10 and 100 kbps. On the
other hand, the TSR models were assumed to be positioned
on the surface of the water as floating nodes that provided
a link between TERs in the air/on land and under water.
Communication between TSRs was modeled using ad-hoc
communications, with arrows appearing when a link exists
between individual peer nodes.
Fig. 9. Average access delay versus total of data packet streaming
on T1.
Fig. 10. Throughput versus percentage of data packet loss on T1.
The results for T1 data forwarding performance are pre-
sented in Figs. 9–12, with the data packet size randomly
generated between 250 bytes and 1.5 Kbytes per packet.
The results show a different performance of network pa-
rameters for different CoS: premium CoS (Pre), best effort
(BE), and Olympic CoS members, namely gold CoS (Gld),
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silver (Silv) and bronze CoS (Brnz). Overall, Pre is the
leader in terms of the performance of the majority of pa-
rameters.
Figure 9 shows that the average access delay for Pre was
the lowest among all forwarding CoS, even though the
BandAS channel bitrate was the same as that of the Gld
channel, as shown in Table 1. Generally, the percentage
of BE forwarding losses was the highest, whereas Pre for-
warding was the lowest in both forwarding states (request
and reply). This makes the throughputs for Pre CoS the
highest for T1 communication, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In
this simulation, other TERs were run to communicate with
each other through the shortest path TSRs to provide traffic
disturbance (to make the traffic randomly busy).
Fig. 11. Data packet loss percentage versus total data streamed
on T1.
As far as the data packet loss percentage rate is concerned,
Olympic CoS and Pre show similar growth trends and are
shown in Fig. 11. BE shows the highest rate of data packet
loss compared to other scenarios. The results are most ev-
ident when the overall data streaming rate on T1 was be-
tween 5000 and 20,000 KB. In this case, the loss percent-
age rate for BE is by about 61% higher than in the case
of other CoS forwarding methods. Before a loss occurs
(total of data streaming rate < 35000 KB), access delay of
Pre forwarding was by about 10% lower than in each of
Olympic CoS forwarding members, and by almost 100%
lower than in the default forwarding or BE. The differences
in the performance of individual CoS, with increasing data
forwarding rates in T1, are shown in Figs. 9 and 11.
As far as the comparison between access delay and data
packet loss, as shown in Fig. 12 is concerned, BE forward-
ing shows a considerable decrease, as data packet loss rate
approaches 100%. However, the average access delay of
Pre forwarding is still the lowest and within the acceptable
range as the value continues to drop with the increasing
data packet loss. Similar results can be observed in the
case of Olympic CoS members, where the performance of
Gld data forwarding, in terms of access delay, was the best
compared to Silv and Brnz, when the data packet loss rate
Fig. 12. Average access delay versus data packet loss percentage
on T1.
increased. The results show that both Pre and Olympic CoS
have minimal differences in data distribution and switching
(Fig. 12). The throughputs to BE CoS forwarding started
to decrease when the overall data streaming rate on T1 in-
creased to more than 300,000 KB.
4. Conclusion
The proposed TQS protocol in RLN was modeled and ver-
ified. The priority control via CoS was presented, with
prioritization in data routing and switching deployed to
achieve different performance outcomes. Pre shows the
ability to control the average access delay, although the
data packet loss decreased with the increase of the volume
of data, since it is the highest priority CoS as far as minor
access delay, high throughput and small data packet loss are
concerned. Such a prioritization excludes the factor of dif-
ferent mediums used. Pre and Gld show good reliability for
video and voice data forwarding, with the ability to control
the number of data packets lost and to achieve a low average
access delay, even though the network traffic is busy with
handling the number of data packets that increases along
with simulation time. The research will continue with the
implementation of the proposed TQS protocol in swarm
robot RLNs.
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Abstract—This paper presents a fuzzy logic-based, service
differentiated, QoS aware routing protocol (FMSR) offering
multipath routing for WSNs, with the purpose of providing
a service differentiated path meant for communication be-
tween nodes, based on actual requirements. The proposed
protocol initially forms a cluster by fuzzy c-means. Next, the
building of a routing follows, so as to establish multiple paths
between nodes through the modified QoS k-nearest neighbor-
hood, based on different QoS constraints and on optimum
shortest paths. If one node in the path fails due to lack of
residual energy, bandwidth, packet loss, delay, an alternate
path leading through another neighborhood node is selected
for communication. Simulation results show that the proposed
protocol performs better in terms of packet delivery ratio, de-
lay, packet drop ratio and throughput compared to other ex-
isting routing protocols.
Keywords—fuzzy logic, QoS, routing, WSN.
1. Introduction
Energy efficient routing is the main objective of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs). In WSNs, sensor nodes collabo-
rate with each other by communicating with neighboring
nodes. They also perform basic computations based on
the data collected and complete different tasks, such as
neighborhood node discovery, smart sensing and optimal
efficient routing – at every layer. The routing protocols
are classified in terms of QoS aware protocols and perfor-
mance [1]–[3]. In order to provide QoS in the applications,
in most of the cases fuzzy logic-based selection of cluster
head is used in the course of the routing process, which
provides a non-probabilistic approach with two fuzzy vari-
ables: one is base station distance and the other is residual
energy of the sensor nodes.
Multi-hop communication is used for the selection of clus-
ter head (CH). This has the authority to communicate with
other CHs and with BS. Various methods are used to iden-
tify the next forwarding node. The selection of nodes is
based on different techniques, such as fuzzy logic, neuro
fuzzy and the mobility of nodes [4].
Flooding is also used to set up possible routes to destina-
tions which rely on bandwidth, node energy or link quality.
As a consequence, these strategies may lead to unneces-
sary message transmissions, network jamming, longer de-
lays and loss of packets. To avoid these problems, it is
essential to come across the optimal path between nodes
using the existing resources in the network. However, at-
tempting to choose a route that satisfies many constraints
may result in conflicts and the process may be complicated.
Therefore, it is recommended to deploy multi-metrics in
WSNs, with path and packet communication based on dif-
ferentiated services [5].
An effective, optimal, multipath, service-differentiated rout-
ing protocol, known as the fuzzy-based service-differen-
tiated QoS-aware routing protocol (FMSR), is proposed,
which initially forms a cluster by fuzzy c-means and uses
multiple metrics, such as link bandwidth, residual energy,
packet loss and delay to choose the neighborhood nodes.
Multiple paths are subsequently established between the
source and the destination, leading through these neigh-
borhood nodes, by means of the k-nearest neighborhood
method, thus forming an optimal route for differentiated
services. If a neighborhood node along the path fails due
to lack of bandwidth or energy, an alternative path is es-
tablished.
In Section 1 an introduction to the paper is presented. Sec-
tion 2 contains a short survey of the existing routing pro-
tocols. The plan of the proposed work is described in Sec-
tion 3. Finally, performance, simulation results and con-
clusions are summarized in Sections 4 and 5.
2. Related Work
Several studies have been conducted to attempt, with vary-
ing degrees of success, to address the problem of energy-
efficient, delay-constrained routing in WSNs and multi-
ple metrics are used for routing, considering link rate and
packet loss, i.e. [6].
Soft computing methods have been truly helpful in a variety
of areas and have shown capable outputs. Novel clustering
algorithms are based on the fuzzy c-means concept, where
the selection of the cluster head is based on its proximity
to the middle of the cluster and to the node having the
highest residual energy. Non-cluster head nodes broadcast
sensed data to the cluster head perform data aggregation
and transmit data straight to the base station [7], [8].
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Fuzzy logic control, known as BOKHARI-SEPFL, based on
distance of nodes form the base station, density of nodes
and energy level, as well as traditional threshold values
are used to enhance the process of cluster head election to
improve the lifetime and throughput of the WSN [9].
An energy efficient adaptive routing is proposed in the form
of a fuzzy-based clustering protocol that makes use of the
direct transmission technique, depending upon the critical-
ity and the location of sensor nodes [10].
Mamdani’s fuzzy inference system is used to identify the
ability of a sensor node to become a group cluster head,
depending on the distance of the input parameter and the
energy of the sensing nodes. The heuristic search algorithm
is used to find the minimum path length from the source to
the receiving node. The aggregated data packets are routed
from the originating CH to the receiving node along the
selected route [11].
Energy-aware routing protocols have been proposed for
WSNs. Most of them are energy savers and there is not
much focus on energy balancing. Though, the lifetime of
WSNs severely depend energy use; so, energy management
is a necessary job to be considered [11], [12]. The energy
aware routing protocol – FEAR which balances energy and
energy saving, is considered. It shows an appropriate trade-
off between the saving of energy and energy balancing by
a fuzzy set scheme. Based on examination of energy ex-
penditure for the data transceiver, a single-hop forwarding
system is proved to provide less energy than multi-hop for-
warding [13], [14].
The main advantage of the fuzzy logic control-based QoS
management (FLC-QM) method consists in changing traf-
fic load. It utilizes a fuzzy logic controller, relying on the
source sensor node to get the sampling period and the dead-
line miss ratio for the transmission of data from the sensor
to the actuator [15], [16].
A protocol has been introduced that exchanges roles be-
tween regular nodes and cluster heads in a round robin
manner, following the token ring methodology. The equi-
distribution of cluster head burden over all sensors in
the same cluster reduces the need of expensive periodic
re-clustering. The domain memberships of edge sensors
are handled through fuzzy logic, based on the residual
energy [17].
The rumor routing algorithm in WSNs allows the query
source to distribute the query to identify a source which
helps get a timely query message, but energy efficiency is
improved by relying on the hierarchical clustering formation
method, while the fuzzy logic method is a used to increase
network efficiency [18].
Intelligent multipath routing has been used, which uses
fuzzy stochastic multipath routing (FSMR) for providing
hop count, battery power and signal strength. Nodes are
stochastically forwarded with path selection, which results
in automatic load balancing and fault tolerance [19], [20].
Geographic opportunistic routing (GOR) used to provide
QoS with end-to-end reliability and delay restrictions in
WSNs, for different opportunities, has been proposed to
ensure multi control service quality in WSNs – a problem
that may be formulated as one involving multi-objective
optimization, i.e. selection and prioritization of a set of
candidates for efficient forwarding. The solution is suitable
for WSN in terms of efficiency energy, latency and temporal
complexity [21].
An adaptive multi-constraint multipath routing protocol
which minimizes loss rate, energy consumption and de-
lay between clusters, based on a weighted cost function
and on such parameters as loss rate, residual energy and
delay, is presented in [18]. An approach to calculate ap-
proximately probabilistic timeliness guarantees end-to-end
communication delivery delays in WSNs and is used at
run-time to build a metric which estimates the probability
density function of the end-to-end latency of a path [22]. In
fuzzy stochastic multipath routing (FSMR), multiple met-
rics are used to determine hop count, battery power, signal
strength and fuzzy logic is used to offer multiple optimal
paths [23]. A novel relative mobility metric for mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs), which is based on power level
ratios changing at every node due to consecutive receptions
from its neighbors, is addressed in [24].
3. System Architecture and
Methodology
The proposed work identifies multiple paths between nodes,
leading through candidate nodes, based on different QoS
constraints. The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
It comprises 3 parts:
• cluster formation by using fuzzy c-mean,
• optimal shortest routing by using k-nearest neighbor-
hood method,
• providing service differentiations based on service re-
quirements.
QoS nodes based on different constraints are known as can-
didate nodes and are chosen from the CH set. These nodes
are chosen based on residual energy, bandwidth, packet
loss and delay. The distance of the CH from the sink is
essential for energy efficiency and is crucial for balancing
energy spending and network lifetime. Hence, the forma-
tion of clusters between sensor nodes is given priority. The
fuzzy c-means clustering approach is used in cluster for-
mation to determine the set of k clusters in d-dimensional
space. In the network structure, each sensor node has main-
tained a routing table with neighbor node distance, residual
energy, bandwidth and packet loss between nodes. Before
starting any operation, each sensor node initializes each
sensor by exchanging the routing table. After initiating,
each node starts the transmission phase. Before the trans-
mission, it checks the required bandwidth, delay, residual
energy and packet loss by comparing it with the thresh-
old value set. The routing path is a set of applicant nodes
based on different QoS parameters. If any QoS applicant
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Fig. 1. System architecture.
node in the path fails because it does not meet the require-
ments related to bandwidth, residual energy, packet loss, an
alternate path is established.
In the initialization phase, every sensor node telecasts
a hello message to neighboring nodes, keeping in mind
that the end goal is to have enough high quality informa-
tion. Every sensor node maintains and updates a table with
neighboring nodes during this stage. The table contains
a list of the sensor node’s neighboring nodes. While estab-
lishing each path, the sensor node sends a hello packet to
another node. If the parameters are met, then the path is
established (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Route initialization phase.
Next, cluster formation proceeds and the fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm is applied. It uses the information
about its members to select the right option. Then, cluster
head formation is calculated and the cluster head is selected
for each cluster.
In the neighborhood scheme, a modified QoS k-neighbor-
hood algorithm is used. The distance between CH and
sink is calculated by the Euclidian distance (Algorithm 1).
This demonstrates how to route data information based
Fig. 3. Applicable cluster node selection.
on QoS parameters: residual energy, delay, bandwidth and
packet loss. Within the network structure, each sensor node
maintains a routing table that contains neighbor node dis-
tance, residual energy, bandwidth and packet loss experi-
enced while communicating with other nodes, as shown
in Fig. 3. Before commencing any operation, each cen-
sor node is initialized, i.e. it exchanges the routing table.
After initiating the transmission phase, but before the trans-
mission, it checks the minimum bandwidth, delay, residual
energy and packet loss.
To validate the routing, four metrics are used:
• Bandwidth. When a node intends to transport data,
it has to be conscious of the local bandwidth and the
interference and transmission range of the neighbor-
ing nodes. Therefore, the node needs to monitor the
channel and estimate local bandwidth (LBW) which
depends on the idle-to-busy time ratio. Residual en-
ergy is computed by the node over a given period of
time.
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• Packet loss rate (PLR). The packet loss rate is cal-
culated as the ratio between the amount of data pack-
ets received and the total amount of data packets
sent.
• Delay – is the time difference between the time when
the packet was sent from source and he time when it
arrives at the other node.
Algorithm 1 : Modified QoS k-nearest neighbor
Let (Xi,Ci) where i = 1,2, . . . ,n be data points. Let x be a point
related count class.
Calculate using k-nearest neighbor along with QoS parameters:
Step 1. Compute d(x,xi), i = 1,2, . . . ,n, where d represents
the Euclidean distance between the points along
with the QoS parameter
Step 2. Arrange the calculated n Euclidean distance form
Step 3. Let k be a positive integer, take the first k distances
from this sorted list based on the QoS parameters
Step 4. Find individuals k-points matching to these k-distances
and QoS parameter considerations
Step 5. Let ki denotes the number of points belonging to
the i-th class among k points, i.e. k ≥ 0. Consider
those nodes which satisfy the QoS based on a single
constraint and multiple constraints
In the next step service differentiations are provided based
on service requirements. Packet and path classifiers are
determined as well (Fig. 4).
Packets are classified based on QoS constraints. If packets
are delay sensitive, then they are sent to the delay sensi-
tive path. If packets are bandwidth sensitive, then they are
sent to the bandwidth sensitive path. If packets are energy
sensitive, then they are sent to the energy sensitive path.
The best available path matching the service type is consid-
ered for routing the data. The path with the lowest energy
consumption, delay, bandwidth and packet loss is consid-
ered to be the optimal path.
3.1. Path Discovery Phase
When a source node intends to broadcast a data packet to
a target node, it initiates the multipath routing detection
process between the source and the destination. This initi-
ates the routing process. The source node must first check
its routing table to determine whether the routing table con-
tains information. If a route is established, the source will
make use of the route to send the data packet instantly, or
else, the source node will broadcast a route request (RREQ)
packet.
The state of d node indicates whether the node is des-
ignated as a candidate node or a non-candidate node.
When a node receives an RREQ packet, it will for-
ward the packet to all its neighbors. When an interme-
diate node receives an RREQ packet, if it has previ-
ously received an RREQ packet with a similar series num-
ber and destination ID, it drops the unnecessary RREQ
packet. When an intermediate node receives an RREQ
packet for the first time, it updates its routing table with
the source ID and destination ID and the previous hop node
ID and its state and appends its state to the RREQ mes-
sage in the node state field and analyzes the destination ID.
When the destination node receives the RREQ message, it
appends its state to the route reply (RREP) and unicasts
the reply message on the reverse path toward the source.
The destination performs this action for every RREQ it re-
ceives. At the same time, an intermediate node receives the
RREP message, it appends its state to the message, updates
its routing table and unicasts the RREP in the direction of
the source using the formerly stored hop node information.
The source chooses a path of applicable nodes to transmit
the data packet.
3.2. Data Transmission Phase
Figure 5 shows the optimal path’s source (thin line, path 3)
and destination nodes, indicated by a square box. The ser-
Fig. 4. Packet and path classifier.
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Fig. 5. Path discovery.
Fig. 6. Service differentiation paths.
vice differentiation paths are shown in Fig. 6. After re-
ceiving transferring of sense data it represented output
results by the graph. For example, in the figure shown,
node 6 wants to send data to node then it will find a des-
tination node using multipath paths are For example in the
figure, node 6 wants to send data to node then it will find
a destination node using multipath paths are:
• 1.6-7-5-9-1 – in this path, the hop count is larger, it
consumes more energy and node 9 is busier than in
other paths,
• 2.6-7-1-4 – in this path the hop count is lower, less
energy is consumed and BW is greater,
• 3.6-7-2-1-4 – in this path the hop count is higher,
more energy is consumed and BW is lower compared
to path 6.
Checking all parameters, select the optimized path used to
transmit data from the source to the destination.
4. Simulation System and Parameters
A comparison of the proposed protocol with existing pro-
tocols is performed using the NS-2 network simulator [25].
The simulation models use a network of 100 nodes in
a 500× 500 m region, with the number of sensor nodes
varying from 0 to 100. The average of 10 runs has been
performed for simulation purposes. Each and every node
randomly selects a position and moves in the direction of
that position. Once the node arrives at the position, it stays
there for a predefined period of time. After that time, it
selects a new position and repeats the process. The simu-
lations run lasts for 200 s.
The evaluation of the proposed protocol is based on rel-
evant parameters - the number of packets dropped, delay,
bandwidth and hop count.
4.1. Comparative Analysis
Figure 7 shows a comparison between the packet delivery
ratio (PDR) in the proposed network and in the existing pro-
tocol [14], with varying times. As the time increases, the
number of packets delivered increases in the existing pro-
tocol. The existing protocol’s FSMR chooses the optimal
route for transmission and finds an alternate path through
the applicable nodes when the path breaks. When appli-
cable nodes are selected, no other nodes are involved and
they are sent to sleep mode. Consequently, it offers better
PDR in terms of different QoS constraints.
Fig. 7. PDR versus time.
Fig. 8. Delay versus time.
Figure 8 shows that the delay in FSMR will be lower than
in FEAR, because of the fact that applicable nodes have
already considered the delay parameter, and if the link
breaks, another applicable node will be chosen to estab-
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lish the route. FSMR offers also a better service based on
QoS constraints, and a separate path with a specific delay
is maintained. It checks whether the QoS delay parameter
is satisfied or not for each link. It separates all available
paths only by considering the most prominent delay, and
selects one optimal path based on the delay constraint and
the shortest path to transmit the packet.
Fig. 9. Throughput versus time.
Figure 9 shows that the delay of FEAR increases as the time
increases, because the longer time may deplete more en-
ergy. This may lead to packet loss, buffer overflow, degra-
dation in throughput and frequent route breaks. Therefore,
it results in a longer end-to-end delay. FSMR achieves the
best path to transmit the data from the source to the desig-
nation before transmitting any packets, so the link selecting
process has to be performed. The selected path should have
a lower mean end-to-end delay.
Fig. 10. Control overhead versus time.
Figure 10 shows the behavior of the proposed protocol
according to the control overhead. It shows the packets
that are sent and received with the use of a specific route.
A different simulation time has been adopted here for each
of the iterations, while the characteristics (initial power,
node distribution and distance from sink) remain the same.
The average of 10 simulation runs have been conducted to
evaluate performance.
The overall control overhead is reduced for FSMR, because
adopting fuzzy logic, and also by using the selected nodes
only to establish the route for servicing the packets for
particular services.
5. Conclusion
The purpose of the proposed protocol is to find the opti-
mized path between nodes, using relevant nodes. The node
selection process is performed using the modified QoS k-
nearest neighborhood technique. Simulation performed in
the NS2 simulator shows that the proposed technique re-
duces the delay, as well as increases the packet delivery
ratio and throughput.
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Abstract—This paper presents developments in the area of
brain-inspired wireless communications relied upon in dense
wireless networks. Classic approaches to network design are
complemented, firstly, by the neuroplasticity feature enabling
to add the learning ability to the network. Secondly, the mi-
croglia ability enabling to repair a network with damaged
neurons is considered. When combined, these two functional-
ities guarantee a certain level of fault-tolerance and self-repair
of the network. This work is inspired primarily by observa-
tions of extremely energy efficient functions of the brain, and
of the role that microglia cells play in the active immune de-
fense system. The concept is verified by computer simulations,
where messages are transferred through a dense wireless net-
work based on the assumption of minimized energy consump-
tion. Simulation encompasses three different network topolo-
gies which show the impact that the location of microglia nodes
and their quantity exerts on network performance. Based on
the results achieved, some algorithm improvements and po-
tential future work directions have been identified.
Keywords—ad-hoc network, brain inspired communication, glial
cell, neurons.
1. Introduction
The human body has a great potential of adjusting itself
to new, specific situations. There are various mechanisms
which enable us to learn, become immune to disease and
adapt to distinct settings. Such a straightforward observa-
tion could be, however, a source of great inspiration in real-
ization of various network capabilities and features, such as
learning capability, fault-tolerance, and self-organization.
One may observe that almost all human functions are con-
trolled or somehow affected by the central and peripheral
nervous system. A closer look on these systems enables us
to identify the neuroplasticity attribute which allows neural
connections to adapt and reorganize. On the other hand,
there are astrocytes which – among various functions they
perform in the human body – join two separate, completely
different systems enabling them to work together. Astro-
cytes are mainly involved in linking circulatory and nervous
systems. Lastly, dedicated glial cells exist, with microglia
being their peculiar type, having the ability to repair dam-
aged neurons. Observations of all these features and capa-
bilities of the human body (with the brain and the nervous
system being their primary focus) lead to new proposals
concerning their implementation in the context of dense
wireless networks [1], [2].
In such a case, numerous transmission points (nodes), de-
ployed randomly over the area concerned, transmit with
relatively low power rating, thus communicating with their
closets neighbors. The well-known examples include wire-
less sensor networks [3] and ad-hoc networks, widely ex-
plored over the past decades. In this work, however, we
are targeting the problem of achieving high fault-tolerance
(as may be observed in the human brain) in dense wireless
networks, but based on two assumptions: that the overall
amount of energy consumed is minimized to the extent pos-
sible, and that the complexity of communication between
the nodes is reduced to the minimum required. Thus, one
of the key assumptions is that the transmission power is
minimized to a certain reasonable level (as discussed later),
and that the number of nodes deployed within the network
is large enough to model the link between the neighbor-
ing nodes as a line of sight with the dominance of addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and that the effect of
multipath transmissions is neglected. Such an approach is
necessary to relax the need for the application of advanced
coding schemes and retransmission algorithms. We attempt
to mimic the behavior of human brain whose energy effi-
ciency in transmitting one bit of information is much lower
than that of contemporary wireless systems, with a rela-
tively high level of fault-tolerance being guaranteed.
In this paper we describe how a few inspirations based on
the functionality of the human nervous system have been
applied in the scenario considered, i.e. in a dense wireless
network system, with the ultimate goal of achieving high
reliability with ultra-low energy consumption. The paper
is structured in the following way. First, in Section 2 we
summarize the key capabilities and the selected features
of the human brain and nervous system. In Section 3 we
present our approach to potential implementation of these
biological features in a dense wireless network. Simulation
results are discussed and conclusions are drawn in Sec-
tions 4 and 6, respectively. Section 5 presents the authors’
plan for the future in this topic.
2. Human Body Inspiration
In our investigations, we targeted highly energy-efficient
and fault-tolerant dense wireless networks, where we at-
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tempted to follow our overall inspirations based on the hu-
man brain and nervous system. In this section, we recap the
biological and medical information about the roles played
by selected components of the human body. We indicate
precisely, how these components inspire us in the context
of the scenario considered.
2.1. Neuroplasticity
The observation that human brain and the entire nervous
system optimize energy consumption through the course of
the entire life is the leading idea behind the research con-
ducted. The brain of an embryo that is a couple weeks old
has a fully connected network of neurons. Later, as a result
of synaptic pruning, a small child’s brain uses 44–87% of
the total energy consumed by the body, whereas the brain
of an adult – 25% at the most [4]. The process of main-
taining commonly used neural connections and removing
the rarely used routes is called neuroplasticity and ensures
better performance of the human brain and lower energy
consumption. In addition, in the case of injuries caused
by illness or accidents, the brain is capable of rewiring the
connections (after long rehabilitation). This means that it
has the ability to bypass the damaged parts of the neural
network and create new connections to restore the functions
affected, e.g. feeling in the limbs. Fault-tolerance in that
case is not instant, but requires much time. Although in
a real-life wireless network a repair lead time that is too
long is typically not acceptable, neuroplasticity still consti-
tutes an interesting mechanism that is worth considering.
It may improve the fault- tolerance ability of the network
while keeping the overall energy consumption at the desired
level.
From the point of view of wireless communications, neu-
roplasticity may be treated as the ability to optimize the
functioning of the network, and to guarantee fault-tolerant
communication in the case of an emergency.
2.2. Neurons
Neurons play an important role in nervous system of mam-
mals. A neuron is made up of the cell body, dendrites and
an axon with synapses at its ends. Dendrites receive neuro-
transmitters by receptors. In consequence, the neuron may
generate the so-called action potential (AP) in the axon’s
hillock. This AP moves from the cell body, through the
axon, to the synapses that release other neurotransmitters
and may activate another neuron. That is how information
is transferred within the nervous system. It is worth noting
that this type of communication is unidirectional, meaning
that where some impulses are generated, no reception of
direct response is possible. To understand how the brain
knows that some actions have already been performed (like
moving or shaking one’s head), one needs to note that all
information between the central and the peripheral nervous
system pass through the spinal cord. In the spinal cord,
there are 31 pairs of spinal nerves and each pair is made
of afferent and efferent nerves. Afferent nerves transfer
impulses from sensory neurons (e.g. receptors placed in
the skin) to the brain. An analogy to uplink transmissions
in wireless networks may be identified here. On the other
hand, efferent nerves transfer signals from the brain to mo-
tor neurons, e.g. those placed in the muscles, which could
correspond to the downlink transmission. Communication
relying on afferent and efferent nerves is realized through
different paths. This is why the same person may not be
able to feel the touch with their hand, but may at the same
be able to move their hand. Such symptoms may be the
consequence of melanotic cancer, for instance [5].
The functioning of a neural network is continuously im-
proved in the process known as neuroplasticity, which is
based on a very simple rule: “neurons that fire together
wire together” [6]. In this respect, a very important role is
played by the myelin sheath which is formed on axons and
ensures the acceleration of passing signals, as well as pre-
vents unintentional leakage of impulses to other neurons.
In simple words, myelin sheath protects information [7].
In the context of wireless networks, neurons may be treated
as transmission points (nodes) responsible for the reception
of and for relaying the message. Various neurons are re-
sponsible for different communication directions. Finally,
the presence of myelin sheath may be understood as a way
of boosting transmission in a specific direction and of pro-
tecting the information.
2.3. Microglia
Microglia are cells that play a key role in brain mainte-
nance. They constantly monitor the neighboring (associ-
ated) neurons and eliminate the damaged or unnecessary
neurons and synapses. Where a dangerous signal is de-
tected, microglia switch into active mode. If the severity
of the signal is moderate or low, they clean the debris,
support regeneration and secrete substances needed in the
process of remyelination [8]. But if the dangerous signal
is intensive, microglia produce various types of substances
to stop the cells that threaten neurons, and stimulate the
production of new cells. Microglia are the primary form of
the active immune defense system. It is also important to
bear in mind that microglia have the ability to communicate
with other microglia, nerves and astrocytes.
In the case of wireless networks, microglia may serve as
a source of inspiration for creating specific devices which
enabling the network to self-repair and activating in the
state of emergency.
3. Bio-inspired Functions Applied in
Wireless Networks
Once our inspirations originating from the particular ele-
ments of the nervous system have been presented and sum-
marized, we intend to discuss, in the present section, de-
tails of the system model and the experimental scenario
built based thereon. Selected algorithms have also been
proposed and described.
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3.1. System Model
It needs to be borne in mind that our ultimate goal is to
investigate the solutions for wireless communications and
data transfer, guaranteeing a high level of reliability with
extremely low power consumption. The term extreme shall
be considered in such a way that we intentionally want to
eliminate all potentially unnecessary sources of power con-
sumption. In particular, we intend to minimize processing
in physical and medium access layers by relaxing the need
for advanced message coding and decoding, sophisticated
link adaptation, retransmissions, etc. Such an approach
may be considered in a case where, for example, distances
between the neighboring nodes are small enough to guar-
antee a line-of-sight transmission, and where the link may
be effectively modeled as flat with AWGN dominance. In
consequence, in this analysis we assume the presence of
a dense network of simple (i.e. not complicated) wireless
nodes deployed randomly over a certain area, and a set
of users, also randomly placed on edges of this area, as
presented in Fig. 1. Neurons are represented by distributed
antenna systems consisting of four antennas (denoted in the
figure by black dots), centrally connected by grey lines, and
marked by ID. The neuron itself is described in detail in
Fig. 1. Topology of the network considered: Mi denotes micro-
glia nodes, blue color is used to represent those microglia nodes
which will be used to repair the network, and red color is used
to represent those neurons which will be considered as damaged.
(For color pictures visit https://doi.org/10.26636/jtit.2019.130618)
Fig. 2. A wireless neuron.
the following section and shown in Fig. 2. Microglia nodes
are shown likewise as neurons, but are marked with grey
dots. As black dots represent active antennas, grey color
should indicate that microglia node antennas are not cur-
rently used for data transmission. Additionally, microglia
nodes are marked by M prefix added to their ID. In our
experiments, we are testing the behavior of the network in
the case of various errors. Therefore, the neurons which
will be considered damaged in later deliberations are high-
lighted by the use of red text. On the other hand, microglia
nodes marked with blue text are the ones which will be
used to repair the network. Users transmit messages be-
tween themselves, and the main role of the dense wireless
network within the area considered is to forward data from
the source user to the destination user. We assume that
a unique ID is assigned to each user.
Following the analogy to the brain and nervous system, the
considered network is composed of devices acting as wire-
less neurons and wireless microglia nodes (marked with the
letter M letter before the index), as defined in the follow-
ing subsections. By assumption, wireless neurons are very
simple transceivers with learning (storing) ability - they can
remember the approximate location of the user by associ-
ating their IDs with the nearest antenna. This information
may be used to transmit data in the right direction, directly
towards the specific user. The main goal of microglia nodes
is to monitor the performance of the network. In the case
of any network failure, these nodes may enable classic neu-
ronal functionality (i.e. they can relay messages).
3.2. Wireless Neuron
Inspired by the functioning of the nervous system, we con-
sider a transceiving device (we also refer to it as a wireless
neuron) which mimics the behavior of a natural neuron.
In particular, let us assume that i-th device ni is equipped
with a low-power distributed antenna system containing NA
antennas denoted as Ai,# and connected to the central pro-
cessing unit Ui. An exemplary device with NA = 4 antennas
is shown in Fig. 2. The transmission power on each an-
tenna is set to −1 dBm, and omnidirectional antennas are
considered only. The wireless neuron is fired only when
the strength (observed aggregated power) is above a certain
threshold. Assuming constant noise power, this constraint
may also be reflected by means of the minimum signal-to-
noise ratio required, SNRmin. Fulfillment of this require-
ment guarantees also that message dropping functionality,
existing in the human brain as well, is applied too. Finally,
such a wireless neuron is able to learn and adjust itself
(following the neuroplasticity functionality) in order to re-
duce total energy consumption in the network and to send
messages directly towards the destination node, as shown
in Algorithm 1. Neurons use the myelin functionality to
reduce unnecessary interference they induce within the net-
work by selecting the antenna which is nearest to the desti-
nation user of the message. They also reduce energy con-
sumption of the single neuron (the message is transmitted
only by a subset of all antennas). In consequence, neurons
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which are too far away from the best message route will
not receive the message, thus the interference level will be
reduced.
Algorithm 1: Neuron learning algorithm
Data: neuron with NA antennas
1 if SNR on any antenna is above the limit SNRmin
then
2 if neuron did not have message from this
source yet then
3 select antenna with highest SNR
4 save pair of source and antenna index
5 end
6 if neuron had received messages previously
from destination of current message then
7 transmit message on saved antenna only
8 else
9 transmit message on all antennas
10 end
11 end
The neuron that receives, for the first time, the message
from a specific source relays this message using all anten-
nas. This means that, at the initial phase, the network nodes
broadcast all messages and, by doing that, they train them-
selves. Once trained, the neuron can utilize the distributed
antenna system for a more precise message delivery directly
towards the destination. Please note that the ultimate goal
of the network is ensure that its functionality is realized
with minimized energy consumption.
3.3. Wireless Microglia
Wireless microglia nodes, in this case, are the devices very
similar to the wireless neurons, for example, they are also
equipped with distributed antenna system, but they deliver
other functions to the network. In particular, microglia
nodes observe surroundings, and if some changes in mes-
sage flow are detected, like neuron failure (neuron not re-
sponding), microglia nodes can enable inbuilt neuron func-
Algorithm 2: Algorithm of enabling neuron func-
tionality in microglia nodes
Data: microglia node with NA antennas
1 if received a message then
2 save source and destination of the message
3 observe SNR on any antenna
4 if current SNR is drastically different from
previous saved SNR values then
5 enable neuronal functions
6 neurons in range of this microglia node have
to start learning from beginning
7 end
8 end
tionality, which was inactive so far in order to reduce energy
consumption, and transmit data.
In our case, each microglia node calculates the power (and
in consequence estimated SNR) of each received message,
and if the SNR value observed differs dramatically from
previous values (or is even at the noise level), the microglia
node switches into active mode. Microglia nodes represent
some emergency devices, so if they are enabled, they do not
learn the routes of messages and simply transmit the mes-
sages using all antennas. The detailed procedure based on
which microglia nodes operate is presented in Algorithm 2.
In what follows, we denote each of X microglia nodes as
Mi, i = 1, 2, . . . , X .
4. Simulation Results
4.1. Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm pro-
posed in the considered scenario, we considered a dense
network with 18 wireless neurons at random positions, with
their main role being to transfer messages between users. In
this case, three network users have been randomly deployed
on the borders of the analyzed area, and they exchange mes-
sages between themselves. The transmission power of the
users was set to 1 dBm and they have only one antenna.
The AWGN channel and free space path loss have been
considered only. All simulations were performed using the
Matlab environment. The distances between the neurons’
processing units and the antennas are approximately 1 km,
and the distances between neurons equal at least 1.5 km.
Algorithm 3: Main simulation loop
1 Deploy all neurons, microglia nodes and users
2 for Y times do
3 generate message from random user tx to
random user rx
4 while user rx does not receive message do
5 foreach node, which has message and did
not send it yet do
6 select transmission antenna, based on
own saved history
7 foreach node i do
8 calculate SNR
9 if SNR > SNRmin then
10 if node i is neuron then
11 run Algorithm 1
12 end
13 if node i is microglia node then
14 run Algorithm 2
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 end
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We assume the frequency of 3.5 GHz and the system band-
width of 5 MHz. SNRmin was set at 5 dB.
The main simulation procedure is presented as Algorithm 3.
The node represents any type of device: a user, a neuron
or a microglia node. Note that the results of depend highly
on the topology of the network.
4.2. Routing
Let us now observe the routing mechanism implemented in
the network due to the application of two algorithms: for
neuron learning (i.e. Algorithm 1) and for activation of the
neural functions in the microglia node (Algorithm 2). At
the beginning, when neurons do not have any knowledge
about users’ locations, messages simply flood the network.
Later, once the learning phase is finished, we can observe
the paths created to deliver messages between users.
Let us now analyze the following example of message rout-
ing from user 2 to user 1, as shown in Fig. 3. Green points
mark the nodes that have already received the message, and
red lines mark antennas of the specific nodes that are used
to relay data to subsequent neurons. It needs to be noticed
that the simulation shows that identification of a specific
path between two users results in a significant reduction
in power consumption, equaling approximately 85% (com-
pared to the unlearned network).
Fig. 3. Route of message from user 2 to user 1 after neuron
learning.
After observing the failure of neuron n6, the microglia node
M5 activates its neuronal functionality. It is worth noting
that in this example the microglia node M5 is activated and
microglia nodes M1 and M2 are not, even though the lat-
ter are closer to the faulty neuron n6. In the algorithm we
did not consider direct communication between microglia
nodes, so the first microglia node which identifies the prob-
lem is turned on. In the considered example, when message
from user 2 is sent by neurons n2 and n12, it is also received
by the microglia node M5. Then microglia node M5 waits
for the confirmation message (as in saved history) sent by
neuron n6, but does not received anything (due to neuron
failure), so it turns on its own neural functionality. An-
other reason for not activating the nearest microglia nodes
stems directly from our algorithm. A microglia node must
first receive a message to have the ability of resending it
in the case of an emergency. In this specific coincidence,
microglia nodes M1 and M2 do not receive any messages
after the failure of neuron n6. The new path for transfer-
ring the message transfer from user 2 to user 1 is shown in
Fig. 4. It is important to point out that the path between
users 1 and 3 did not change. Let us note that neurons n1,
n9 and n11 could potentially transmit using one antenna,
but after erasing their memory (due to the fact that the
neuronal functionality of the microglia node is enabled)
they will not receive any new messages from user 1. This
means that this neuron does not know where the destina-
tion user of the message is. In order to solve this, periodic
update messages from all users may be broadcast. More
precisely, at some particular time stamps, each neuron will
send a message using all antennas. This will result in an
update of the network topology in every neuron.
Fig. 4. Route of message from user 2 to user 1 after neuron
learning and after neuron n6 being damaged.
Fig. 5. Route of message from user 2 to user 1 after neuron
learning and after neurons n6 and n11 being damaged.
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Let us now consider another failure that has happened in
this network. After the failure of neuron n11 is detected,
microglia nodes M1 and M2 activate their neuronal func-
tionality. The new resultant path is shown in Fig. 5.
4.3. Network Fault Tolerance
To evaluate performance of the considered solution, we
have analyzed the tolerance of the network to neuron faults.
As in the previous subsection, the network topology (as
shown in Fig. 1) comprises neurons n6 and n11 (marked red)
which stop working properly at one-third and two-thirds of
the simulation period, respectively. These time stamps cor-
respond to approx. 12 and 24 messages sent. The blue
color of microglia nodes M1, M2 and M5 indicates those
microglia nodes which enabled the transmission due to fail-
ure detection. In Fig. 6 energy consumption (by the radio
portion) and the number of message hops in the network
along the path between user 2 and 1 are presented. It may
be noticed that energy consumption in the network is very
high at the beginning, when neurons do not know where
the users are located. The lowest energy consumption value
Fig. 6. Power consumption and number of hops on route of
message from user 2 to user 1.
Fig. 7. Power consumption and number of hops on route of
message from user 3 to user 1
is observed when network learning is completed and every
device works properly. When neuron n6 stops working, the
microglia node M5 turns on its neuronal functionality and
the message still reaches its destination, but with higher en-
ergy consumption and with more hops. Without microglia
nodes and in the presence of the same failure, messages
from user 2 cannot reach their destination. On the other
hand, it may be noticed that there is no difference in mes-
sage flow between users 3 and 1, even when neurons n6
and n11 stop working.
Fig. 8. Network topology (second scenario).
It is important to notice that the proposed algorithms sub-
stantially depends on network topology. To evaluate the
potential problems and challenges, two other examples are
analyzed. In Fig. 8 we can see that once the failure of
neuron n3 has occurred, the distance to the closest mi-
croglia node is too high. That is why no microglia node
will activate its neuron functionality after the failure of this
particular neuron. In consequence, user 1 is unable to com-
municate with other users. This situation shows that fault
tolerance of the network depends highly on the location of
microglia nodes. One possible solution to this problem as-
sumes the deployment of microglia nodes closely to each
neuron. This will offer a significant increase in fault tol-
erance, but a high additional hardware cost is required and
a resultant increase in energy consumption is observed.
In the third scenario, illustrated in Fig. 9, 18 neurons and
10 microglia nodes have been deployed. Thus, we should
achieve a better protection of neurons than in the previous
scenario. In that case, once the failure of neuron n16 has oc-
curred, we can observe activation of subsequent microglia
nodes, resembling the flooding effect. The failure of this
neuron has caused 8 microglia nodes activations, because
each of the microglia nodes along the route of the message
has observed some changes in the transmission, and has
turned on their neural functionality. The distant microglia
nodes (M6 and M10) are simply too far away from the mes-
sage route, so they fail to observe the changes concerned.
This behavior results in the network connections being re-
paired, enabling the messages to be once again exchanged
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Fig. 9. Network topology (third scenario).
between users. However, in terms of energy efficiency, this
is not the best solution. In order to cope with this problem,
one option is to suspend the activation of other microglia
nodes when the first (closest) one has already been acti-
vated (no flooding effect will be observed). This may be
realized by the introduction of a dedicated pause message
which is sent by the just-activated microglia nodes, through
a dedicated channel, to all nearby microglia nodes, or as
a control message. With that change, the failure of neu-
ron n16 activates the transmission ability only in microglia
node M3, and prevents other microglia nodes from activa-
tion. Let us now compare the transmit power consumption
(i.e. with and without the pause message), and the number
of hops in both scenarios, as shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Power consumption and number of hops on route of
message form user 2 to user 1.
It can be seen that the number of hops changes only for a
moment (shortly after failure), but in fails to change in the
long-term, in both cases. However, energy consumption
is much better in the scenario with the pause message.
This shows the impact of microglia node redundancy in
the network.
5. Future Work
5.1. Control Channel
Analysis of the simulation results leads to the conclu-
sion that, conceptually, activation of other microglia nodes
should be suspended once the right microglia node had
turned on its neural functionality. Each activation of mi-
croglia nodes in the aftermath of a neuron failure changes
the route along which the message passes between the users.
From the point of view of other microglia nodes, such
a change may be observed as a neuron failure, which is in-
correct. There are two methods that seem to be worth con-
sidering in future research. First, a dedicated control chan-
nel between the microglia nodes may created, where vari-
ous control messages (such “suspend activation for a spe-
cific period of time”) could be transmitted. In such a case,
control and data channels occupy various frequency bands.
In the second approach, an in-band transmission of control
type messages is envisaged, where control messages are
mixed with user data on the same physical channel.
5.2. Multiple Activation
Another issue is related to the fact that in our experiment
each microglia node activation is associated with drop-
ping the routing memory of nearby neurons, but it can
be currently activated only once, and another activation of
an already activated microglia node is impossible. By as-
sumption, the microglia node was set as a single use repair
device, exactly like a microglia in the human body, where
cells of this type are used as the first line defense deployed
by the immune system. However, in practice, a dedicated
mechanism reverting the microglia node to an idle state or
enabling its multiple activations is necessary, and should
be the object of future work.
5.3. Switch between Simplified and Advanced Data
Transmission
In the considered scenario, very short distances between
nodes in the network are considered, and, in consequence,
the wireless link may be analyzed as one that is dominated
by the additive white Gaussian noise with a dominant direct
line of sight. In such a case, one may consider the relaxing
of any advanced signal processing technologies (including
coding). In specific cases, even a distinct type of an analog
transmission could be considered to minimize, to the ex-
tent possible, the energy consumed by the node for signal
processing and for removing the quantization noise. In this
case, we can benefit from lower energy consumption due to
a simpler transmitter and receiver structure. Therefore, in
our opinion, it would be interesting to evaluate a mechanism
for selection of when and where in the network advanced
signal processing schemes could be switched off, leaving
space for a fully simplified, analog-like transmission.
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6. Conclusion
The simulation shows that the human brain and nervous
system is a big source of inspiration for current and upcom-
ing communication systems. The functionality observed
seems to be useful and may be applied, in certain cases,
in wireless networks as well. Wireless neurons in our sys-
tem are stand-alone devices which do not require a central
management unit, which provides scalability and easy re-
configuration for a dense wireless network. Moreover, the
functionality of microglia nodes may be applied in order
to increase the level of fault-tolerance of the system. The
simulations conducted proved the correctness of our ap-
proach, showing that the application of additional, human
brain-inspired solutions may lead to an increase in network
performance. For example, we foresee that addition of the
myelin sheath functionality may be a topic of future re-
search. In order to reduce the transmission delay, neurons
with myelin sheath could transmit with a higher power to
reduce the number of hops within the network.
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Abstract—Research into the topology control of Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSNs) is geared towards modeling and analysis
of methods that may be potentially harnessed to optimize the
structure of connections. However, in practice, the ideas and
concepts provided by researchers have actually been rarely
used by network designers, while sensor systems that have al-
ready been deployed and are under continued development in
urban environments frequently differ from the patterns and
research models available. Moreover, easy access to diversi-
fied wireless technologies enabling new solutions to be empir-
ically developed and popularized has also been conducive to
strengthening this particular trend.
Keywords—empirical approach, node deployment, sensor net-
work, topology control, urban environment, WSN.
1. Introduction
The need to use devices that provide measurement data and
those that transport thus obtained information to a destina-
tion point usually located deep inside the network is an
inextricable element defining the operation of any Wire-
less Sensor Network (WSN) [1]. Hence, with reference to
WSN, a sensor is typically understood not only as a com-
ponent that performs measurements, but also as an entire
small-size network node. This small and highly specialized
microcomputer should be equipped with measurement sen-
sors, but also with its own power supply, a wireless commu-
nication module, a microcontroller or microprocessor and
memory [2]. In addition, other components defining the
applications area, e.g. a GPS signal receiver or relays that
make the control of external actuators possible [3], may be
required as well.
Initially, work on sensor networks involved the individual
authors’ own hardware designs, mainly due to the lack
of commercial availability of dedicated products. As re-
cently as 5–10 years ago, sensor platforms belonging to the
MICA2, MICAz and TelosB families were considered to
be the most advanced and were most widely accepted by
researchers. Over the past few years, general-purpose em-
bedded platforms, such as the Arduino UNO, equipped with
the ZigBee module, or the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B which
provides IEEE 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 4.1 wireless con-
nectivity, seem to be used increasingly frequently. Because
of their easy availability, affordable pricing and numerous
configuration options, they enable researchers, enthusiasts
and innovators alike to design and deploy sensor networks
or sensor-like networks [4]–[8].
Another factor that supports the development and imple-
mentation of WSNs is the increasing coverage ensured by
different wireless access networks [9]–[12] that can be used
to transfer data. Moreover, Low-Power Wide-Area Network
(LPWAN) technologies that support long-range low bit rate
and energy efficient communication in sub-1 GHz frequen-
cies are being developed (e.g. by LoRa Alliance, SigFox
and Weightless SIG). In urban environments, such network
infrastructure may be found, most frequently, on top of
high-rise structures (see Fig. 1), i.e. mounted on masts or
placed on rooftops of buildings, as well as at more un-
usual locations such as, for instance, on the branches of an
artificial tree on the slope of a hill or in palm trees. Fur-
thermore, components providing access to different local
(short-range) wireless networks are common inside office
and apartment buildings as well.
What becomes more and more apparent is the fact that
objects which at first glance are a far cry from simple sen-
sor nodes, here understood as devices with limited com-
putational capabilities and battery-based power supply, are
now being equipped with integrated sensor capabilities.
In real-life applications, sensor functions are performed,
ever more frequently, by vehicles and consumer devices,
such as residential water meters, mobile phones and sports
watches. They are often called smart objects and are con-
sidered to be capable of providing additional functionalities.
Objects such as these may be combined to form an inte-
grated system and are capable of cooperating to complete
more complex and context-related tasks [13], [14]. They
are often combined with additional analytical tools and
distributed resources provided by cloud computing [15].
The ever-increasing potential in terms of the range of ap-
plications for sensor-based or sensor-like devices, which
are already perceived as one of the components of the
Internet of Things (IoT), is followed, within the domains
of research and product marketing alike, by the need for
their further differentiation. Subsequent subcategories with
their particular functionalities and purposes clearly iden-
tified emerge [16], [17], including Vehicular Sensor Net-
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Fig. 1. A rooftop cellular and IEEE 802.11 networks base station (left) (Poznań, Poland, July 2011), an artificial tree used as a base
station on a hillside (middle) (Sophia Antipolis, France, March 2016), a wireless station on a palm tree (right) (Athens, Greece, October
2013).
works (VSNs), Body Area Networks (BANs), home au-
tomation, smart factory or smart city, just to name a few.
All of them, however, have one thing in common – they
perform measurements and rely on wireless communica-
tion solutions [18].
In recent developments, attention is attached not only to
functionality-related issues, but also to considerations re-
lated to the nature of the processes involved and to system
of connections. The structure of connections and the way
they are used depend on the environment and the condi-
tions in which the network is operating, as well as on the
assumptions made and the tasks that are to be performed.
Such circumstances are often investigated in simulations of
the required type [19]. It may be stated, based on the au-
thor’s research, that the implementation phase is of a dual
nature. It is sometimes preceded by a long-term research
study (lasting for years), but more often simply follows the
product development stage. This leads to a certain disso-
nance between research and actual implementation prac-
tices. On the one hand, the results of novel research re-
lated to optimization methods can be relied upon [20].
On the other, however, in response to changeable business
needs, well-established technologies and solutions are con-
tinuously used, while the very vision of the sensor network
is either being simplified or modified so that it meets the
requirement of quick execution of ideas and commercial
adaptation of the product to the needs of the market.
The above observation partly coincides with the opinion,
as presented in [21], that “although new topology control
algorithms are presented on a regular basis, topology con-
trol has never made the breakthrough in real-world deploy-
ments”, and may be accompanied by a statement that the
obstacles faced include the following: unrealistic assump-
tions, unsuitable graph structures, application agnosticism,
unclear role in the stack and insufficient framework support.
The arguments presented included insufficient utilization
of graph-based methods for optimization of the structures
of typical WSNs. In the author’s opinion, with real-life
implementations of sensor-type networks, it is rather the
market situation and the way in which innovative products
and services are created that is largely decisive for the ap-
proach adopted with regard to topology issues. As a conse-
quence of this attitude, this paper provides a juxtaposition
between theoretical and research-based views on the man-
ner in which the structures of WSNs are managed on the
one hand, and the empirical approach to deployment and
implementation of sensor-based systems, as seen by a net-
work architect with practical experience, on the other. The
presentation is based on the author’s experience with vari-
ous networks and his involvement in tests pertaining to the
networks under scrutiny.
Section 2 provides a definition of the notion of topology
control, whereas Section 3 presents two types of physical
arrangements of nodes that may be found in practice. Both
categories are illustrated with examples of real systems.
Conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. General Objectives of Network
Topology Control
Network topology is typically understood to be a model that
describes the structure of connections between the elements
within a given network [22] and is frequently presented in
the form of a graph G = (V ,E ), where V denotes the set of
vertices (in other words nodes, such as sensors), whereas E
is the set of edges (i.e. connections) between vertices [23].
This notation may refer to both physical relations (rela-
tive arrangement of nodes and connections between them,
directly stemming from the properties of the transmission
medium applied) and logical relations (an operational con-
figuration based method for transmitting data via the net-
work from the starting point to the end point, between the
elements of the network’s infrastructure [24]. As a result,
physical and logical topologies may be distinguished [25].
Topology control is a related notion and in general encom-
passes different aspects related to planning, maintenance
and adaptation of the system of connections within a given
network [26]. Topology management is an alternative term
used on some occasions [27], [28].
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In its broadest and the most diverse scope, topology control
is closely connected with wireless networks, not only due
to the variable character of radio communications, but also
due to the particular features of devices that rely on wireless
transmission. Topology control is distinctively illustrated
with regard to the ad-hoc networks [29]–[31], and becomes
of special significance within the WSN context. As the
development of sensor networks progresses, this issue is
gaining in importance and reflects the increasingly more
detail-oriented and extensive scrutiny of each of the aspects
influencing the network structure.
Santi states that “topology control is the art of coordinat-
ing nodes’ decisions regarding their transmitting ranges, in
order to generate a network with the desired properties,
e.g. connectivity, while reducing node energy consumption
and/or increasing network capacity’’ [26]. Labrador and
Wightman point out, more broadly, that “topology control is
the reorganization and management of node parameters and
modes of operation from time to time to modify the topol-
ogy of the network with the goal of extending its lifetime
while preserving important characteristics, such as network
and sensing connectivity and coverage” [32]. At the same
time, they emphasize that the above definition refers not
only to the control of the transmitting power of sensors,
but also to turning on and shutting off nodes depending on
current needs. Aziz et al. provide the following definition
“topology control is a technique that uses any controlled
network parameter to generate and maintain a topology for
the benefits of reducing energy consumption and achieving
a desired property for an entire network” [33]. Li et al.
present, in turn, a view that topology control is a fundamen-
tal benchmark “which characterizes how well a sensing field
is monitored and how well each pair of sensors is mutually
connected in WSNs” [34]. Consequently, studies related
to topology control may include investigations into oper-
ational management and transmitting power control of ra-
dio modules [35], [36], energy-harvesting [37], interference
prediction [38], as well as sensor placement [39], network
coverage [40], logical network structure and message rout-
ing [41], [42], node functional diversification and hierarchy
(e.g. chaining [43], and clustering [44]).
Having closely examined the development of this particular
domain and taking advantage of the definitions presented
above, it can be generalized that the term topology control
covers all activities intended to influence the physical or
logical structure of a network in order to optimize the way
the network executes its tasks while retaining the expected
properties.
3. Sensor Nodes Deployment
Node deployment is the basic element that influences the
way the topology of a sensor network is controlled [1], [45].
Moreover, the empirical practices related to topology con-
trol in commercially-oriented ventures, as discussed in the
following sections, seem to focus, first and foremost, on the
distribution of nodes.
In real applications, depending on particular requirements
or environmental conditions in which a given sensor net-
work operates, random [40] or deterministic [46] distribu-
tion of network nodes may be distinguished. This distri-
bution may be predicted at the designing stage, or can be
partly or totally random in a dynamically changing work-
ing environment. In many real applications it is difficult or
even impossible to assign a given type of node distribution
within a network (or a part thereof) to just one of two cat-
egories. One should not forget that each sensor structure
is characterized by a certain degree of determinism (there-
fore also a degree of randomness) that will vary along with
changes in the external environment, though frequently to
an extent that can be neglected in a given application.
The following subsections discuss both types of node de-
ployment schemes that may be encountered in urban en-
vironments, i.e. random deployment and deterministic de-
ployment, and provide examples of their implementations.
3.1. Random Deployment
Since the very beginning of work on WSNs, a general view
has prevailed in the literature of the subject that random de-
ployment of nodes [40] is the fundamental approach, serves
as the point of departure while constructing WSNs and is
typical of this group. One of the basic areas of application
for such a network is monitoring the parameters of the
natural environment (e.g. temperature or pressure) [47].
Much attention has been then given to methods for random
deployment of sensors, while one of the most frequently
mentioned examples illustrating the above would be a situ-
ation in which sensor devices are dropped from an aircraft
over the area to be monitored [48].
The sheer multitude of potential applications of sensor net-
works that has been identified over nearly two past decades
has led to numerous complex concepts related to the con-
struction of the networks’ physical topologies. Many of
them depart from randomness of node deployment, under-
stood in the direct and unconditional manner, by introduc-
ing some kind of order. In the author’s opinion, one of
the most interesting scenarios is a network in which the
sensors are deployed in an unknown working environment,
with the process carried out according to a predefined al-
gorithm and based on information obtained during actual
deployment [49].
Other networks that should also be noted within this con-
text include VSNs, in which a sensor network typically
covers the intended area – a road and its closest sur-
roundings – and may be spread over tens or even hun-
dreds of kilometers. In the case of such networks, one may
speak of a combination of randomness and determinism,
i.e. a certain portion of the sensors are deployed perma-
nently alongside the road, while the sensors that commu-
nicate with them are those that may be deployed in vehi-
cles. Their distribution is random in such a case and they
frequently remain beyond the control of sensor networks’
operators [50]. Vehicles may be then viewed as mobile
agents that perform not only tasks assigned to them, but also
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additional functions that relate to stationary sensors [51].
Currently, it is rare that nodes in such systems communi-
cate between one another, because typically the exchange
of information is performed with a central point only (e.g.
a control center or a data collection software). Further-
more, in the case of VSN, it is common to omit is-
sues related to limitations of energy sources or compu-
tational power – so important in traditional WSNs [52].
This is why the largest number of implemented examples
of sensor-type and sensor-like networks may be found in the
group of systems related to transport and presented in the
subsequent subsections. It is worthwhile noticing, at this
point, that the largest systems of this type, based on smart-
phones that serve as mobile agents, form today’s most
widely used sensor networks and that their number and
scope of functionalities are depicted by a continuous up-
ward trend.
3.1.1. Mobile Measurement Agent within INEA
Network
Following the research studies initiated by the author and
carried out together with the associates from INEA, a re-
gional Polish telecommunications operator, it was possible
to perform measurements related to the operation of ra-
dio networks that are based on the IEEE 802.11 family of
communication standards [53]. A detailed description of
the tests and an analysis of the results obtained are pre-
sented in [11], while the conclusions from this work are
presented below.
The first group of experiments was performed using access
points providing wireless Internet access, with the use of
the 2.4 GHz band, to the passengers of 330 public trans-
port vehicles in Poznań and Konin, two cities in the Greater
Poland region. The movement of those agents was beyond
any control of the telecommunications network operator
because it was the transport operator that decided about
the movement of the vehicles involved, at the same time
impacting the topology of the network. By relying on de-
vices known as RouterBoard RB751U, deployed in trams
and buses and equipped with a 2.5 dBi antenna and a 4G
cellular network modem-based uplink (providing Internet
connection), a collection of samples was performed in each
vehicle once every 15 minute. The important parameters
included noise floor level (background noise), expressed in
dBm, and the values of the Received Signal Strength In-
dicator (RSSI) related to each of the connected users were
recorded. In this way, reliable around-the-clock distribu-
tions for the urban environment were obtained, thus allow-
ing a technical and a business analysis useful for INEA to
be performed.
The around-the-clock distribution of the average noise floor
that occurred over the period of one month was particularly
interesting. In order to verify the distributions observed,
they were compared with the results obtained with the help
of 10 stationary INEA access points operating in the 5 GHz
band, located on masts and on rooftops. It turned out that
both trends were nearly identical, which is clearly visible
Fig. 2. Average noise floor observed with the use of INEA’s
IEEE 802.11 access points.
in Fig. 2. Each point in the graph corresponds to the aver-
age value from a given month, whereas confidence intervals
correspond to standard deviation. Because the comparison
involved a mobile network and a stationary network, both
operating in different environmental conditions and with
the application of antennas with a much higher gain and
on other frequencies, the conclusion drawn is the changes
in noise floor were mainly caused by external factors and
were not typical of human activity. Further studies were
conducted in 2017 with the use of a stationary 3.5 GHz
IEEE 802.16e WiMAX network, yielding similar charac-
teristics and suggesting that they may result, in addition
to other factors that are yet to be identified, from ambient
temperature [54] changes.
The other group of experiments involved issues related to
the operation of more than 20 thousand fixed residential Wi-
Fi hotspots, i.e. IEEE 802.11 access points that were located
at INEA customers’ homes. Each INEA subscriber takes
advantage of a community Wi-Fi service based on home
routers connected to the INEA HotSpot WiFi network.
The experience of mobile users was verified using a smart-
phone equipped with an IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (2x2
MIMO) radio module, GPS and GLONASS navigation re-
ceiver, as well as measurement and communication free-
ware. The test to be carried out involved measurements of
signal parameters and extraction of technical information
for each Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) observed.
During the test, the user was moving, with the smartphone,
on the sidewalk, between multi-story apartment buildings
in council housing estates built in the 1970s. It was ob-
served that 313 out of 1874 BSSIDs used the Service
Set Identifier (SSID) with the name INEA HotSpot WiFi.
The tests performed indicate that 59% of INEA residen-
tial hotspots could have been used for conversations with
the use of Voice over IP (VoIP), provided that the user
standing on a sidewalk was connected to the access point
and that the strength of the signal received was not lower
than −75 dBm.
3.1.2. Yanosik Driving Assistant and notiOne Location
Beacon
The development of mobile radio-location systems, as well
as increasingly common packet data transmission has led
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Fig. 3. Poznań city center road traffic map presented by Yanosik (ver. 3.1.1.1), 9 May 2017.
to widespread use, among drivers, of sensor systems based
on mobile agents. No statistical comparisons are avail-
able that would illustrate the popularity of particular so-
lutions, but, based on market observations, one may come
to a conclusion that the Yanosik driving assistant, operated
by a Poznań-based company named Neptis, is the leading
platform among Polish drivers. On the global scale, such
applications as Google Maps, HERE WeGo and Waze are
based on similar concepts.
The Yanosik driving assistant is primarily a system used for
exchanging information and warnings between drivers, re-
lying on dedicated devices and smartphones (a special free
app has to be installed). Both devices need to be wirelessly
connected to the Internet (usually via a cellular network)
to act as mobile agents. Vehicles (devices) do not commu-
nicate directly with other road users because the entirety
of the exchange of information is performed on the cen-
tral operator’s host platform. This network has a dynami-
cally variable random topology of the logical star type, in
which the location of nodes depends on the situation on
the road.
Drivers who report events, such as road accidents, road
works or a police patrol, are the source of information.
Along with a report, additional information is forwarded
on the user’s location. A smartphone with the Yanosik app
may be also used as a navigation system with real-time traf-
fic service. As indicated in a release issued to the author
by Neptis in April 2017, at its peak times, the system is
used by over 150,000 concurrent users, which means that
it comprises the same number of sensor nodes. The fur-
ther processing of data makes it possible to develop real
time traffic intensity maps (Fig. 3). In addition, the author
was shown the results of an investigation that demonstrated
the use of information gathered from sensors embedded in
smartphones (accelerometers and gyroscopes) in order to
evaluate the quality of roads and driving comfort. This
enabled data on vibrations experienced by drivers and ve-
hicles, while in motion, to be analyzed. The smoothness
of traffic flow and the average speed were studied as well.
In more complex network topologies, smartphones offer
wireless interfaces of different types and make it possible
to connect with devices of other types to execute additional
agent functions. This provides a basis for the operation of
devices known as notiOne, which are the so-called beacons
(see Fig. 4). These simple and small-scale mobile transmit-
ters broadcast signal that includes a device identifier and
may be received by smartphones that happen to be in the
vicinity. In this way, the location of the beacon is approxi-
mated based on the accurate location of the smartphone that
received the beacon’s signal. Effectiveness and accuracy of
such geolocation depends on the number of nearby smart-
phones on which software co-operating with the system has
been installed.
Fig. 4. Opened notiOne beacon with a CR1632 button cell
battery.
The beacon may be attached to a key pendant or a dog
collar, so that if lost, it makes it possible to easily obtain
information on its location by means of a dedicated app.
The location highlighted on the map will indicate the spot
where the beacon’s signal was received for the last time.
The notiOne device is powered by a button cell battery that
allows the device to work for nearly one year, with the range
up to 90 m using Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy connectivity.
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3.1.3. The Veniam System
The activity of Veniam serves as a good example of a suc-
cessful implementation of research work on mobile sen-
sor networks in a commercial product. The company’s
founders, Barros, Cardote, and Sargento, were previously
involved in research on mobile and sensor networks, among
others [55]–[58]. In 2003, as a result of their work, com-
missioned by city authorities, Veniam launched in Porto,
Portugal, a mobile wireless network targeting to collect the
results of measurements performed in the urban environ-
ment and improving the operational efficacy of the city’s
transport and service utility vehicles. Recently, the network
comprised nearly 350 vehicles (buses, police cars, garbage
trucks, taxi cabs) [59]. These vehicles are equipped with
a device that serves as an access point (with a network in-
terface, etc.) known as NetRider. To provide connectivity,
radio base stations are used, operating in the bandwidth
of 5.9 GHz according to the IEEE 802.11p standard for
the mobile environment, in particular for the so-called In-
telligent Transport Systems (ITS) [60]. Each access point
serves as an IEEE 802.11g Wi-Fi hotspot and makes the In-
ternet available to passengers. Sensors are placed inside ve-
hicles to make environmental measurements and to monitor
the fleet. The vehicles may communicate with one another
and serve as mobile transceivers (called mobile relays) [28],
making indirect, real time communication between the con-
trol system and the out of range vehicles possible. In turn,
when communication in real time is not possible or suffers
from delays, thus forming, in fact, a delay tolerant network
(DTN), a function of data extraction and temporary buffer-
ing, most frequently called data MULE (Mobile Ubiquitous
LAN Extension) [61], is performed. If a vehicle that passed
near a stationary sensor located at the edge of the road is
just outside the base station coverage, the reading is taken
(receiving a portion of data using IEEE 802.11 or Blue-
tooth) by using the local memory of the mobile agent, with
data forwarded to the central repository once the connec-
tion with the base station has been reestablished [62]. The
system employs a complex and variable topology of con-
nections that is successfully created by means of different
models and methods for wireless communication.
The author has had a chance to examine the Veniam net-
work’s control and management panel. The virtual environ-
ment software makes it possible to monitor the network in
real time and to store and analyze the data extracted. The
location of any vehicle is presented, just as are the estimated
range of the hotspot and the live traffic intensity map for
the area covered.
3.1.4. Automated Road Passenger Transport
Transport automation is another area of sensor applications
that is currently under development. One of the leading
European projects in this area was CityMobil2, launched
in 2012 and concluded in August 2016, co-financed under
the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme [63].
The goal was to create a pilot automated passenger road
transport platform with automated and autonomous vehi-
cles, and to carry out tests in a number of European urban
environments [64]. The platform was made up of electric
vehicles, i.e. mini buses equipped with wireless interfaces
for communication with the control center, as well as with
sensors necessary for the unmanned vehicles to operate.
The entire system used a central controller that gathered
data transmitted by the vehicles and controlled the vehicle
movement, hence the physical network topology. In ad-
dition, the personnel was capable of override the control
system.
In 2016, the author had a chance to visit a demonstra-
tion route used by autonomous vehicles in the French
Sophia-Antipolis technology park, and took a ride in the
EasyMile EZ10 autonomous vehicle shown in Fig. 5. The
one-kilometer test lane with five stops was used by three
autonomous shuttle service vehicles, each with the capac-
ity of 9 passengers. By using a GPS receiver, proximity
detectors and accelerometers, the vehicles were capable of
adjusting the driving speed to other road users and avoided
obstacles or, alternatively, stopped before them if avoid-
ing the obstacle was impossible. When this was the case,
Fig. 5. EasyMile EZ10 (left), dedicated bus lane (middle), and autonomous vehicle precedence sign (right) (Sophia Antipolis, France,
2016).
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the vehicles were sending information to the control center,
requesting operator’s intervention.
The primary reason for the operator’s presence in the au-
tonomous vehicle was, according to the operator, the re-
striction imposed by applicable French legal regulations
that do not allow vehicles to be admitted to streets and
roads without a person authorized to drive them on board.
The other reason was the occurrence of a potentially dan-
gerous situation, due to the pilot stage of the project. In
fact, this turned out to be necessary when, for example, the
board computer crashed, when a situation occurred on the
road that had not been foreseen in the control algorithms
applied, or when an uncontrollable panic attack took place
among the passengers.
During the tests, a collision of a car driven by a human and
one of the unmanned vehicles occurred at the only crossing
of the dedicated bus lane with a general traffic road, and
as a result the presence of the operator also turned out to
be necessary. Following this accident, to make the test
and demonstration route more conspicuous to other road
users, it was additionally marked with noticeable posters,
and a STOP traffic sign with a visible note “priorite´ navette
autonome” (French for “priority for the autonomous shuttle
bus”), as shown in Fig. 5, was installed.
The tests have shown how diversified problems need to be
foreseen and predicted while designing autonomous sys-
tems operating in a dynamically changing environment.
Moreover, more integrated and complex information is to
be extracted by means of different sensors, enabling a fast
and reliable interpretation of the road traffic situation.
3.2. Deterministic Deployment
Deterministic deployment of nodes in WSNs is the sec-
ond category identified in the process of creating physical
topologies. For example, some of industrial WSNs are ca-
pable of using fixed or controllable node deployment (distri-
bution) schemes. This type of a network would be tasked,
for example, with monitoring the vibration signatures to
predict maintenance needs [65]. Manually deployed sensor
networks with cameras and microphones [66] are also be-
ing considered for implementation. In addition, in various
research projects related to natural environment monitor-
ing, sensors are deployed manually. This makes it possible
to adjust network topology to the nature of phenomena ob-
served and to the assumptions based on which the experi-
ments are to be carried out. As often as not the location
of nodes remains deterministic (in most cases it changes
slowly or remains fixed) during their service life (e.g. this
is the case with investigations concerning volcanic phe-
nomena [45]). The deployment of nodes or the range of
their relocation makes it possible to prolong the operating
time of a network. This can be also achieved, for example,
by securing such distances between sensors that would en-
able the routing mechanisms applied to remain operable in
the most effective way, without the need to manipulate the
power of transceivers [1], [39].
In consumer applications, home automation systems (other-
wise known as smart home systems) become increasingly
popular. Usually, they have the features of a small-scale
sensor network and take advantage of wireless communi-
cation protocols, such as Bluetooth Low Energy, ZigBee,
Z-Wave and 6LoWPAN [67]. Their physical topology is
usually determined at the installation stage due to the op-
erational range being limited to just one property, whereas
network communication takes place predominantly directly
between the node and the base station (control center), and
only occasionally with the use of intermediary network
nodes [68]. In multi-family houses, radio-enabled electric-
ity meters [69] or water meters [70] may also be found,
often placed inconspicuously but effective in performing
their measuring functions.
3.2.1. Sensor Network in Cisco openBerlin Innovation
Center
The sensor network launched in Berlin, Germany, at the
Cisco openBerlin Innovation Center, is an example of the
deterministic deployment scheme. The network is used both
as a backbone of a smart home system and as a testbed on
which research projects of companies affiliated with open-
Berlin are evaluated [71] (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Cisco openBerlin Innovation Center (left) and Bosch XDK110 based sensor network (right) (Berlin, Germany, 2016).
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The author had a chance to examine the components of the
test and demonstration set, as well as to verify the topology
of the network deployed within the building that consisted
of several hundred nodes. The node hardware is based on
the Bosch XDK platform. The devices are located at dif-
ferent places, including cable support ceiling systems in
the office section or near ceiling joists in the recreational
section, as shown in Fig. 6, and are marked with dotted
circles. The Bosch XDK110 node is a hardware component
equipped with a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller,
1 MB Flash memory, 128 KB RAM, a Micro SD card
reader, Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy and IEEE 802.11b/g/n
modules, 560 mAh rechargeable battery and contains 8 sen-
sors: an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a magnetometer, as
well as humidity, pressure, temperature, acoustic and light
sensors. The network is used as a source of data for the
system developed by an IoT company known as Relayr,
and allows temperature and lighting inside the building to
be controlled.
3.2.2. Fibaro Home Automation System
The Fibaro home automation system comprises a host con-
troller that wirelessly manages the attached sensors and ac-
tuators (Fig. 7). The sensors include smoke, flood and mo-
tion detectors, door or window opening sensors, as well as
a universal device that allows any sensor with a binary out-
put to be added to the system. In addition, such components
as a switch-key in the electric wall socket enclosure with
an energy consumption measurement functionality, roller
and gate shutters, lighting controller or relay switches may
also be used. The system is capable of co-operating with
a home weather station, wireless speakers or cameras.
Fig. 7. Components of FIBARO home automation system.
It should be stressed that components of the Fibaro sys-
tems communicate via the Z-Wave protocol, and not via
IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee [72] that is in common use in re-
search environments. The Z-Wave protocol was initially de-
veloped by the ZenSys, and was then largely used by the
standardization organization ITU-T for the development of
the G.9959 recommendation [73]. Radio communication
relying on the Z-Wave protocol uses, in Europe, primar-
ily the 868.42 MHz frequency band, but systems for the
2.4 GHz band are available as well. Data is routed be-
tween network nodes by assigning identifiers, whereas the
throughput is not more than 40 kbps [74]. For a com-
mercially available device to be capable of making use of
the protocol, it has to be equipped by the manufacturer
with a Z-wave communication module, sold separately, and
then certified for interoperability to comply with the license
agreement.
4. Conclusions
Sensor networks continue to raise the interest of researchers
who pursue further improvements to complex problems and
propose potential innovative applications. Network tech-
nologies and hardware platforms are being developed in
parallel, while more and more types of devices are equipped
with sensor components. By striving to optimize the opera-
tion of WSNs, it is possible to make use of or draw inspira-
tion from new ingenious concepts and products. However,
despite the availability of a number of new solutions, in
today’s real-life sensor network deployments that enjoy an
established reputation among their users and are commer-
cially successful in urban environments, one may primarily
list only those that treat the idea of WSNs in a rather sim-
plified manner, or those that have been even developed in
isolation from elaborate and complex scientific research.
Hence, sensor-based systems and products are often more
loosely termed as IoT, smart home, etc. This is particu-
larly visible in the area of topology control that can be
analyzed and executed as a complex and multifaceted re-
search problem, while it is still hard to find good examples
of its implementations in which it would constitute one of
the main issues. It seems that, in practice, the prevailing
model of implementation is empirical, i.e. draws from ex-
periments, past experience, best practices and intuition. In
some implementations, network topology is even unknow-
ingly or deliberately pushed aside from the areas of interest
or remains beyond any significant interest of network de-
signers involved in a project – as a component of industry
standards or licensed protocols implemented in building
blocks relied upon.
The primary or exclusive aspect of topology control is then
reduced in its essence merely to the deployment of nodes.
In applications related to transport, randomness and vari-
ability of node deployment, and hence the physical topology
of the network, still remain the dominant element. In appli-
cations encompassing building automation systems, in turn,
it is the deterministic and static distribution of nodes es-
tablished during the installation of each of the components
that remains dominant.
Although sensor products and services available today still
remain at different, frequently early stages of development,
they allow given assumptions to be verified and lines of ac-
tion to be corrected, so that they would meet the expected
needs in the best possible way. This might be one of the
factors facilitating the introduction of sensor or sensor-like
networks into common use. This situation brilliantly illus-
trates the often overlooked significance of an appropriate
and fruitful combination of research activities and market
operability. In the area of sensor networks, a number of re-
search investigations outpace, by decades, the current mar-
ket needs or the implementation capabilities available. As
a result, despite their research excellence, they might never
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be adopted in practice in their full and extensive forms. In-
novative business enterprises may not be able to undertake
a risk or accept costs of an implementation of too complex
and seemingly expendable ideas. No wonder then that they
tend to choose ready-made and easily available components
and proven solutions that make it possible for them to focus
on functionality issues rather than on details of all-technical
aspects. This, however, is often done at the cost of get-
ting attached to license-fee paying technologies that are not
fully open and, more importantly, are developed by some
other companies. As a result, business enterprises chose
to provide Minimum Viable Product (MVP) as quickly as
possible, i.e. such a product that would in the most favor-
able way satisfy the expectations of the first group of users
and would allow the product to be further developed [75].
It is important then that scientists in their research efforts
are able to follow the market developments and try to un-
derstand current and future needs of prospective users and,
wherever possible, check and streamline their new ideas in
close cooperation with operators of already existing net-
works and systems [76]. Moreover, socially-oriented and
valuable results may be achieved when research investi-
gations provide opportunities to transform them into real
systems. Then, by gaining practical relevance, they will
have a chance to enter the mainstream and be appreciated
by standardization organizations, thus, at least to a certain
degree, be in a position to shape the way sensor networks
are implemented in the future.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel peer-to-peer communi-
cation framework to implement geographical location oriented
networks, called G-LocON. Location-based services have been
gaining in popularity, as proven by ridesharing and mobile
games. Although these services have to construct geolocation
oriented networks based on their users’ geographical loca-
tions, they completely rely on client/server models to commu-
nicate with neighboring terminals. G-LocON provides geolo-
cation oriented device-to-device communication only with the
current wireless technologies, such as LTE and Wi-Fi, coop-
erating with the global positioning system and peer-to-peer
overlay networking. G-LocON will serve as a type of a mo-
bile ad-hoc network in which devices located within the fo-
cusing area are capable of communicating directly. We de-
veloped a primitive Android application to implement the G-
LocON framework. Evaluation of the solution’s performance
has verified the usefulness of the proposed system that offers
an admissive transmission delay. Moreover, to confirm the
application-related potential of the G-LocON framework, we
also show a practical map software in which all neighboring
mobile devices present in the focusing area are displayed.
Keywords—geolocation oriented network, location-based ser-
vice, overlay, peer-to-peer.
1. Introduction
In the past decade, smartphones have been expanding the
range of their functionalities and have been gaining in pop-
ularity - not only mobile phones, but also as portable com-
puting devices. Some reports forecast that the number of
smartphone users in the world will reach 2.7 billion and will
exceed 50% of all mobile users in 2019 [1], [2]. One of the
remarkable smartphone functions is the global positioning
system (GPS). GPS is capable of pinpointing the geograph-
ical location of users based on signals received from four
or more GPS satellites, without any data transmission from
GPS receivers. Ohmae defines a generation-based evolu-
tion model for the location information (LI) business [3].
The history of LI started in the 1990s with digital map ser-
vices, including car navigation and digital map services on
personal computers. In this generation, LI was used per-
sonally and privately to display the user’s location on the
map. In the 2000s, the advent of social networking ser-
vices (SNS) and smartphones has brought about the next
generation solution – LI 2.0. Users commonly provide their
own LI to smartphone applications, some of which send LI
to servers, where it is registered, and may therefore enjoy
geolocation-based services (LBS). Ohmae estimates that we
are now opening the door to the LI 3.0 era, in which LBS
will be much improved and enhanced by Internet of Things
(IoT) devices and sensors around us.
As far as geolocation-based applications are concerned, dig-
ital maps came first, route search and navigation still remain
the areas in which the service is much more popular and
useful. SNS applications, such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, are also installed on most user smartphones. By
tagging and sharing the users’ locations, trajectories and
data on where they are/were or what they intend to visit,
the applications may easily find useful information, such
as reputations and recommendations of shops and popu-
lar places. Ridesharing services, such as Uber and Grab,
integrate LI and SNS. Digital map applications show the
user’s position, as well as the vehicles available around the
user, and social networks establish trust and accountability
between passengers and drivers [4], [5]. Furthermore, aug-
mented reality (AR) has become, in recent years, a popular
application that relies on the user’s LI. Sekai Camera [6]
has brought about a new world where, through the smart-
phone camera, we can see the messages and photos that
are saved and linked to the real world by means of LI
tags assigned by other users. Niantic [7] launched megahit
games, Ingress and Pokemon Go, and is the world’s leader
in AR gaming.
Following in the footsteps of the LI services referred to
above, inter-vehicular communication is one of the promis-
ing core technologies in intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) [8], [9]. In general, vehicular-related communica-
tion forms a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) among
neighboring devices by utilizing radio propagation-based
direct communication [10] and infrastructure-based com-
munication [11]. VANET thus realizes a close-range direct
or multi-hop communication among vehicles and other pe-
ripherals [12].
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As described above, geolocation-oriented communications
have good prospects for the future. However, there are
some problems and challenges in LBS. Firstly, the current
location-based applications are mainly realized as server-
based systems. User devices and their LI are registered
on and maintained at the location servers, and each device
has to connect to the servers to obtain information about
objects around the user. The computation- and storage-
related load would be therefore concentrated on the servers.
Secondly, although multi-hop communication has certainly
been a promising technology for more than 20 years now,
no one knows when it is due to become widespread and in-
stalled on consumer devices. Several research groups have
attempted, in recent years, to evaluate VANET commu-
nications using IEEE 802.11p [13]–[15]. However, most
conventional studies focus solely on fundamental charac-
teristics of packet transmissions between vehicles, such as
packet delivery ratio, transmission delay and jitter. More-
over, IEEE 802.11p devices have not yet become common
in consumer products. The VANET system will work well
after all vehicles have been equipped with wireless com-
munications solutions, and it has to be borne in mind that
people do not tend to replace their cars with new ones very
frequently.
In this paper, we propose G-LocON – a novel communica-
tion framework that may be relied upon to establish geo-
graphical location oriented networks. G-LocON constructs
a peer-to-peer (P2P) logical overlay network around each
user. We implement a location tracker, which maintains
LI of the user’s devices and helps discover neighboring
devices. Therefore, the proposed framework provides ge-
olocation oriented device-to-device communication. Since
the system relies solely only on such current technologies
as LTE, Wi-Fi and GPS, the public may enjoy this service
of the future on their smartphones without any delay.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly discusses previous works related to LBS and
location-based P2P networks. In Section 3, we explain the
G-LocON framework and describe the proposed protocols,
as well as an implementation method. Section 4 shows
a primitive application to realize the G-LocON framework
and reports the results of its experimental evaluations in
the actual environment, from the viewpoint of transmission
delay. In Section 5, in order to confirm the potential of
the G-LocON framework, we will demonstrate a practical
Android application in which all neighboring mobile de-
vices positioned within the focusing area are displayed on
a peripheral street map. Conclusions and suggestions for
future work are provided in Section 6.
2. Related Work
LBS is one of the recent and hot topics and it has suc-
ceeded in attracting much attention from numerous re-
searchers [16]–[24]. Popular research objectives are mainly
related to LBS frameworks [16]–[18] and LBS applica-
tions [19], [20], [23], [24]. In the former category, authors
propose new network architectures or frameworks to pro-
vide location-based services. The latter category, on the
other hand, develops new applications, such as mobile po-
sitioning or navigation systems.
Some articles utilize the P2P approach, which we also fo-
cus on in this paper, to construct logical overlay networks to
discover neighbor peers [21]–[24]. Kaneko et al. propose
a tree-based P2P overlay structure called LL-Net [21]. They
assume a mixed environment where both fixed and mobile
devices coexist, and try to form a three-layer tree struc-
ture on a traditional grid-cutting region model. LL-Net
was evaluated for content retrieval by means of a computer
simulation. Kovac˘ević et al. also propose a hierarchical
tree-based P2P overlay called Globase.KOM [22]. They
focus on a world-wide spanning network, which is divided
into non-overlapping rectangular zones. Simulation results
show that Globase.KOM achieves full retrievability of area
searches and a short response time. Wang et al. develop
a P2P mobile navigation system to guide visitors in a flora
exposition with 3D renders [23], [24]. P2P technology is
used for clustering neighboring users who have similar in-
terests and for downloading data from them. They also
validate faster transmission rates of the proposed system
by computer simulation, assuming all devices are connected
to Wi-Fi.
The conventional location-based P2P systems mentioned
above still suffer from certain problems. Both LL-Net and
Globase.KOM target wide-area content retrievals and then
form hierarchical tree-based overlay networks. This ap-
proach is costly in terms of finding super peers and con-
structing hierarchical networks when the focus is placed
on a small area around each user. Moreover, all systems
mentioned above seem not to consider real-time commu-
nications between users. In addition, they can hardly be
implemented as-is in the current mobile network environ-
ment due to the private addressing system they rely on. We
believe that a hybrid P2P system in which some servers ex-
ist for maintaining peers helps identify neighbor peers in
a quicker manner. For reference, a hybrid P2P system is
a certain kind of an implementation form and is very com-
monly used in popular P2P file sharing and video streaming
applications, such as BitTorrent, PPTV and PPStream.
3. G-LocON Communication
Framework
3.1. Overview of G-LocON
This paper proposes a P2P-based communication frame-
work to realize a geographical location oriented network,
and is called G-LocON. An outline image of the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 1. Here, mobile devices, i.e. peers,
are assumed to connect to various networks: they con-
nect to cellular networks, Wi-Fi and so on. G-LocON pro-
vides a hybrid P2P network by implementing a location
tracking server called L-tracker. L-tracker maintains the
peers’ information that consists of peer identifiers and lo-
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cations, and helps each peer discover the neighbor peers
around it.
Fig. 1. G-LocON framework: forming a P2P overlay managed
by L-tracker on interconnected physical networks.
G-LocON, by nature of a hybrid P2P system, may flexi-
bly manage such unstable logical overlay networks formed
by the dynamically moving focusing areas. Furthermore,
each user is free to decide the size of its focusing area,
since the range within which communication with neigh-
bor peers may be established is unlimited. All peers may
connect to each other through the Internet, independently
of user density. This is a major advantage over ad hoc net-
works in which mobile devices hardly form a network in
an area with sparsely located users, unless they are located
mutually within the range of their wireless communication
systems.
When a new peer joins the proposed system, it sends, firstly,
a join message with peer information and its LI to the
L-tracker. The peer then requests neighbor peers informa-
tion from the L-tracker, and finally establishes P2P connec-
tions to its neighbors. In the proposed system, every peer
periodically registers its LI with the L-tracker by reusing
the join message, obtains renewed information about neigh-
bor peers and updates the connections to its neighbors.
After establishment of P2P connections, the peer directly
communicates with its neighbors without relaying data
through any servers. This is a typical behavior of hybrid
P2P systems.
3.2. How to Form the G-LocON Overlay
To establish a direct connection between two mobile de-
vices, a peer needs to know the translated IP address and
port number of the destination peer. Such information is
called address bindings and is automatically allocated when
a packet crosses a NAT gateway. In this paper, a STUN
server [25] is deployed to resolve the bindings information.
Moreover, peers also have to exchange metadata to coordi-
nate communication. Therefore, we introduce a signaling
server to share the information about peers and to coordi-
nate connections between them.
Fig. 2. Process of joining G-LocON.
The process of joining G-LocON. Figure 2 shows the
communication process that takes place when a new peer
joins the G-LocON overlay network. The sequence of pro-
cess is described as follows:
• Firstly, the new peer sends a binding request to the
STUN server. The server provides a binding response
that consists of the IP address and port number, as
observed from the server’s perspective;
• The new peer then sends a registration request to
the signaling server. The request message contains
the peer’s IP address and port number resolved by the
STUN server. The server allocates a unique identifier
to the peer (peer ID) and registers these three types
data in the database. The server also sends back the
peer ID to the peer as a response;
• The peer sends a join message to the L-tracker. The
message includes the peer ID and LI that is obtained
by the GPS module. The L-tracker then registers
them in the database and replies with an acknowl-
edgment. This step will be periodically repeated for
updating LI at intervals of Tint.
Fig. 3. P2P connection process.
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Establishment of P2P connection between peers. Af-
ter the joining process has been completed, the peer be-
comes ready to establish P2P connections. Figure 3 shows
the communication process. When a peer sends a neigh-
bor search query to the L-tracker, the focusing area to be
searched has to be clearly indicated. In this paper, we de-
termine that each focusing area is a circular form that is
defined by a center and a radius. The center point may be
the peer’s location, and the radius represents the size of the
focusing area. The sequence of the P2P connection process
is described as follows:
• The peer sends a query message to the L-tracker to
discover neighbor peers. The message includes the
focusing area information, such as the peer’s LI and
a radius. The L-tracker makes a list of neighbor peers
found in the focusing area and then sends it back to
the peer, as a reply message. The peer maintains
a list which consists of peer IDs only;
• Based on the list of neighbor peers, the peer sets up
P2P connections with its neighbor peers, relying on
the assistance of the signaling server. This process
enables the peer to obtain the IP addresses and port
numbers of each neighbor peer. The server sends an-
other signaling message to each neighbor peer to in-
form it of the connection request from the new peer,
as well as to provide its IP address and port num-
ber. Herewith, the two peers may establish the P2P
connection and may subsequently communicate with
each other any time while the connection remains
alive. Each peer maintains the list of P2P connec-
tions;
• The peer closes its P2P connections if the neighbor
peers that have already been connected to disappear
from the list of neighbor peers.
If there is a particular type of NAT between two peers, the
connection cannot be established by the above sequence.
In this case, the peers try to connect through a TURN
server [26]. Moreover, the P2P connection process is ex-
ecuted after each periodic repetition join messages sent to
L-tracker. The interval time is thus Tint.
The process of leaving G-LocON. Figure 4 shows the
communication process when a peer leaves the G-LocON
overlay network. The sequence of the leaving process is
described as:
• The peer first closes all the P2P connections with its
neighbor peers, by sending connection closing mes-
sages;
• The peer sends a leave message to the L-tracker. The
L-tracker then deletes relevant information from the
database;
• The peer sends a peer unregistration request to the
signaling server. The server then deletes relevant in-
formation from the database.
Fig. 4. The process of leaving G-LocON.
Avoidance of multiple P2P connections. If two peers at-
tempt, virtually simultaneously, to initiate P2P connections
with each other, multiple connections may be established
occasionally. We therefore prepare a process to avoid such
multiple connections. When a peer detects a new P2P con-
nection with a neighbor peer, the peer checks if another
connection with the same peer ID exists in the list of P2P
connections. If it does, the new connection is immediately
closed. Otherwise, the list is updated by adding information
about the new connection.
3.3. Implementation
We implemented the G-LocON framework to establish
geolocation-based P2P overlay networks. The L-tracker
was developed on NIFCLOUD, a public cloud computing
service provided by Fujitsu Cloud Technologies [27]. We
also used SkyWay API, a WebRTC platform provided by
NTT Communications [28]. SkyWay also offers the STUN,
TURN, and signaling services. The mobile software was
developed with the use of Android Studio with NIFCLOUD
and SkyWay APIs. Asus ZenFone 3 / 3 Laser / 2 Laser,
LG Nexus 5 / 5X, Samsung Galaxy S6, and Sony Xperia
ZL2 were used as Android-based smartphones.
In the application developed, each peer obtains its LI from
the GPS module every second, as well as registers and
updates LI to the L-tracker every five seconds: Tint = 5 s.
After establishing P2P connections with neighbor peers,
each peer tries to share and send LI to its neighbors as
soon as LI has been updated, i.e., every second. Each peer
will maintain LI received from its neighbor peers.
4. Performance Evaluation
4.1. Experimental Settings
To evaluate the performance of G-LocON, we performed
experiments to form a P2P overlay network comprising sev-
eral Android smartphones operating in the real-world en-
vironment. In the experiments, we focused primarily on
communication and processing delays. Here, tl , ts, and tr
denote the times when a peer obtains its LI from the GPS
module, when the peer starts sending LI to each neighbor
peer, and when the neighbor peer receives LI, respectively.
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These times were recorded in each smartphone by rely-
ing on the GPS signal and its internal clock that had been
adjusted beforehand by the network time protocol (NTP).
Tsend = tr− ts represents the transmission delay required for
a peer to send its LI to each neighbor peer. Meanwhile,
Ttotal = tr − tl represents the total delay time from when
a peer obtains its LI to when LI arrives at each neighbor.
In this paper, we evaluate Tsend and Ttotal.
Two situations have been considered, namely a static and
a dynamic scenario. In the static case, two to nine smart-
phones were placed in the laboratory, next to a window, to
enable GPS signals to be received without any problems,
and were connected to our university’s Wi-Fi network.
The G-LocON overlay established by those devices formed
a full mesh topology since all peers were within the focus-
ing areas of the other peers. Therefore, the smartphones
mutually regarded each other as their neighbor peers. In
one experiment set, each peer sends its LI to the remain-
ing peers 300 times. Three sets have been performed and
the mean values of Tsend and Ttotal were calculated. In
the dynamic case, two to five persons randomly moved
with their smartphones, walking with a specified open-air
area. The devices connected to LTE cellular networks pro-
vided by well-known Japanese mobile service providers,
au (KDDI) and IIJ mobile (MVNO on NTT DOCOMO).
The form of the G-LocON overlay was not always of the
full-mesh variety, since some peers occasionally moved out
of the focusing areas of other peers. We performed only
one experimental set and calculated the mean values of Tsend
and Ttotal.
4.2. Results
Figures 5 and 6 present the average transmission delay Tsend
and the average total delay Ttotal in the static case, respec-
tively. In a similar fashion, Figs. 7 and 8 show the results
in the dynamic case. In each figure, we indicate three types
of delay values: the overall average delay (blue line and cir-
cles), the average delay when peers obtain the updated list
of neighbor peers from the L-tracker (red line and squares),
and the average delay when the updated list is not obtained
(green line and triangles).
Fig. 5. Average transmission delay Tsend (static case).
Fig. 6. Average total delay Ttotal (static case).
As shown in Fig. 5, the average transmission delay Tsend be-
comes gradually longer with an increase in the number of
devices. This is because both transmission and processing
load of each peer become large as the number of neigh-
bor peers increases. On the other hand, the delay when
peers receive the updated list of neighbor peers (red line)
is lower than the delay when the list is not obtained (green
line). For updating the neighbor peers, each peer connects
to the L-tracker at intervals of Tint. Since this process is ex-
ecuted sequentially in our current implementation, the peer
does not communicate with its neighbor peers; and conse-
quently the processing load will be reduced. From Fig. 6,
it is observed that the average total delay Ttotal becomes
much larger than the transmission delay Tsend. In particu-
lar, the red line is roughly twice as high as the blue line.
The total delay represented by the red line includes the
processes required to obtain the list of neighbor peers from
the L-tracker and to establish P2P connections with the
neighbors. These processes take 170 to 270 ms, with the
said values obtained as differences between red and green
lines. Based on the results presented above, we are of the
opinion that the performance of G-LocON depends strongly
on communication with L-tracker and on the establishment
of P2P connections.
Fig. 7. Average transmission delay Tsend (dynamic case).
Next, we turn to the dynamic case. It may be seen in Fig. 7
that the average transmission delay Tsend reaches more
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than twice the value observed in the static case. This is
because a longer network delay was added, since all smart-
phones were connected to LTE networks. However, the
value does not deteriorate along with an increase in the
number of devices. This phenomenon may be potentially
explained by the fact that the cellular network connectivity
varied by the hour, and the bandwidth available changed ac-
cordingly. To be honest, however, further experiments and
thorough measurements are needed with more smartphone
devices in the dynamic case.
Fig. 8. Average total delay Ttotal (dynamic case).
As shown in Fig. 8, the average total delay Ttotal has simi-
lar characteristics to those observed in the static scenario:
The total delay when the neighbor peers list was updated is
much longer than in the case without the update. This also
makes it clear that communication with the L-tracker and
the establishment of P2P connections take a relatively long
time compared with direct P2P communications between
the peers.
As far as this aspect is concerned, we carefully examined
the log data related to a situation in which three smartphone
devices formed the G-LocON overlay in the dynamic case.
We focused our attention on how long it takes for a peer
to completely establish a P2P connection after it receives
the list of its neighbor peers. From the observation, we
found that cases existed in which the time required equaled
several seconds. The time scale of this waiting time can-
not be neglected when the G-LocON framework is used for
real-world applications, such as inter-vehicular communica-
tions. Since the delay time will probably increase with the
number of peers, implementation of the protocol to com-
municate with the L-tracker and the processing methods re-
lied upon to establish P2P connections should be improved
considerably.
5. Practical Application of G-LocON
Framework
5.1. Application Design
To confirm the potential of the proposed G-LocON frame-
work, we developed practical software for Android smart-
phones. We believe that G-LocON may be applied in inter-
vehicular or in vehicle-to-pedestrian communications. In
the developed application, assuming that both drivers and
pedestrians use their own smartphones, the locations and
moving speeds of neighbor peers present in the focusing
area are shown on a peripheral street map.
The principal operation sequence of the developed software
is based on the processes explained in Subsection 3.2, as
described below:
1. A peer first joins the G-LocON overlay network.
The joining process is repeated every five seconds:
Tint = 5 s;
2. The peer sends a query message to the L-tracker to
discover neighbor peers, and then obtains the list of
neighbor peers in the circular focusing area whose
radius equals 50 m;
3. The peer sets up P2P connections with its neighbors.
They exchange their actual locations and moving ve-
locities, relying on P2P communication, every sec-
ond. The moving velocity of peer i, denoted by v i(t),
can be calculated as the difference between current
and previous position vectors,
vi(t) = Pi(t)−Pi(t−∆t)
=
[
xi(t)− xi(t−∆t), yi(t)− yi(t−∆t)
]
,
where Pi(t) = (xi(t), yi(t)) represents position of
peer i’s at time t. ∆t represents the interval in which
LI is obtained the GPS module, and ∆t = 1 s.
4. The peer’s current location and circular focusing area
are displayed on the peripheral map by relying on the
Google map API. All neighbor peers are plotted con-
currently as pins on the map. If the moving speed of
a neighbor peer is vth faster than own speed, the color
of pin becomes red to alert the user about a moving
vehicle approaching in the vicinity. The other neigh-
bors are shown as green pins. In this implementation,
vth is set to 10 km/h.
5. When the user taps a pin that represents a neighbor
peer, a popup balloon (known as toast in Android)
appears to show the following information: peer’s
name, location, and moving speed.
5.2. Field Experiment
To confirm the behavior of the application, we performed
a small field experiment. The software developed was in-
stalled on seven Android smartphones. All devices con-
nected to the Internet using LTE cellular networks or Wi-Fi
tethering via other mobile phones’ hotspots.
Figure 9 shows the experimental environment in a residen-
tial area. In the experiment, two vehicles and five pedes-
trians used the application simultaneously. They can rec-
ognize one another as a neighbor peer if they enter the fo-
cusing areas of other peers. Two vehicles are approaching
the intersection from outside of the pedestrians’ focusing
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Fig. 9. Experimental environment for practical applications.
areas. Car 1 has to stop at a stop sign and wait for car 2
to by. Both vehicles obviously have to be careful and mind
the pedestrians.
Fig. 10. A scene of the experiment when car 2 is passing an
intersection: pedestrian P4’s view.
The field experiment is shown in Fig. 10, with the im-
age taken from the location of pedestrian P4. In this fig-
ure, car 2 is running through the intersection in front of
car 1 which stops at the stop sign. The screenshots of
Android smartphones are shown in Fig. 11. Figure 11a
is P4’s screenshot, and it only displays four other pedes-
trians because the vehicles have not entered the focusing
area yet. On the contrary, Fig. 11b shows that two vehicles
are entering the focusing area and are plotted by red pins.
The users are therefore aware of the fact that moving ve-
hicles are approaching. Figure 11c shows that the driver
of car 1 is aware of car 2 running from left to right, as
well as of some pedestrians. This application will certainly
help drivers recognize other vehicles and pedestrians even
at intersections with poor visibility. Finally, in Fig. 11d,
a popup balloon appears to show information about car 1
when the user taps the pin of car 1. The peer’s name,
location and moving speed are obtained through P2P com-
munication between car 1 and car 2.
Although the application developed was rudimentary in
nature, the screenshots shown above clearly suggest the po-
tential of the G-LocON framework. Namely, the proposed
P2P mobile network overlay successfully conducts geolo-
Fig. 11. Smartphone screenshots.
cation-based device-to-device communication relying only
on current technologies. We are confident that the
G-LocON framework will soon bring us to future LI ser-
vices, such as inter-vehicular or vehicle-to-pedestrian com-
munications.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a G-LocON framework to estab-
lish a P2P-based geolocation-oriented network. By using
the proposed scheme, each mobile device can easily dis-
cover its neighbors around and may then form a G-LocON
overlay network. We firstly developed a primitive Android
application to implement the G-LocON framework by uti-
lizing public cloud computing and WebRTC platform ser-
vices. The results obtained from the evaluation experiments
can be summarized as follows:
• The average transmission delay between peers, repre-
sented as Tsend, is of the order of tens of milliseconds,
and gradually increases with the number of neighbor
peers;
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• The average total delay from the moment a peer ob-
tains its LI from the GPS module to the moment LI
arrives at each neighbor, represented as Ttotal, is of
the order of hundreds of milliseconds, and gradually
increases with the number of neighbor peers;
• When peers obtain the updated list of neighbor peers
from the L-tracker, the total delay becomes much
longer than that without the update. Several seconds
are occasionally needed to initiate a P2P connection
after the neighbor peers list arrives.
We also developed another practical Android application
based on the G-LocON framework, which realizes P2P-
based direct neighbor communications to exchange infor-
mation about peers between vehicles and pedestrians. Al-
though the functionalities of the application are elementary,
the small field experiment with vehicles and pedestrians has
given an indication of the future potential of the G-LocON
framework.
By analyzing the results of experiments described above,
we have identified some problems concerning the G-LocON
framework that require to be solved. Firstly, the protocol
relied upon to communicate with the L-tracker and the pro-
cessing methods establishing P2P connections should be
much improved for larger-scale real-time applications. We
will strive to introduce parallel processing in the commu-
nications between the L-tracker and neighbor peers. Sec-
ondly, public cloud services probably have their limits, such
as the maximum number of connections, processing power
and transmission speeds. We are now trying to implement
our own L-tracker, which operates independently, without
any cooperation with public cloud platforms. Finally, since
the practical Android application developed in this paper
was of the rudimentary nature, it was only capable of ex-
changing basic information between neighbors. We will
strive to develop a more sophisticated application that may
be used in a wide variety of environments.
In addition, we will evaluate the characteristics of the pro-
posed system when user density changes.
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Abstract—The development of high speed mobile networks
and the widespread use of smartphones have enabled users
to easily obtain large data volumes via the Internet. This
causes a heavy consumption of network resources, a burden
on the available bandwidth. To solve such problems, a data
oﬄoading method with a wireless LAN access point has been
used to distribute traffic from mobile to fixed networks. How-
ever, the method using wireless LAN access points can only
change the communication paths but cannot reduce the over-
all traffic. This paper proposes a local cooperative data of-
floading system (LoCO) that reduces the overall traffic by
sharing data, with direct communication between neighbors
based on their location-related information. Moreover, the au-
thors implemented the LoCO system on Android smartphones
and clarified its performance in comparison with a traditional
client/server system through experiments to download data in
a real-world environment.
Keywords—cooperative oﬄoading, distributed download, load
balance, load reduction, location information, peer-to-peer.
1. Introduction
The development of high speed mobile networks and the
widespread use of smartphones have enabled users to easily
obtain a large volume of data via the Internet, regardless of
the user’s location. However, Cisco’s forecast [1] predicts
that the overall traffic from mobile terminals in 2021 will
increase by approximately 7 times from that of 2016. In
particular, it is also predicted that, in 2021, video content
traffic will account for approximately 78% of all mobile
data traffic. The Ericsson mobility report [2] also predicts
that the overall mobile data traffic will increase by approx-
imately 8 times from that of 2017. In 2023, video content
traffic will account for approximately 73% of all mobile
data traffic. Thus, on the basis of the reports, to alleviate
the effect of large volume data, such as a video content,
the heavy use of mobile networks’ resources must be dealt
with.
For solving this problem, data oﬄoading methods to dis-
tribute and reduce mobile traffic have been discussed [3].
As one of the major data oﬄoading methods, a method
with a wireless LAN access point [4]–[10], known as
Hotspot [11], which changes the communication path and
distributes data traffic from mobile networks to fixed net-
works via the wireless LAN access point, referred to as
vertical handover [12], has been widely used. As a dif-
ferent approach from the above, cooperative data oﬄoad-
ing, downloading, and sharing methods in which terminals
download data to cooperate with their neighbors [13]–[18]
have been proposed.
Although the data oﬄoading method with a wireless LAN
access point can only distribute data traffic to move it from
mobile networks to fixed networks, the overall data traf-
fic is the same. Hence, the method is not able to reduce
the data traffic generally. The cooperative oﬄoading and
downloading methods can reduce the data traffic. How-
ever, the methods require modifications to access point and
terminal firmware. In addition, the discovery process of
cooperation users has not been researched and discussed in
many cases. The cooperative download method with ter-
minals passed by opportunistically determines the range of
data for a partial download based on mobility prediction.
However, its sharing efficiency may decrease under actual
environments, since the method strongly depends on the
accuracy of mobility prediction.
This paper proposes a local cooperative data oﬄoading sys-
tem (LoCO) which is able to download cooperatively and
shares data among neighbors via direct communications
based on location information, relying on peer-to-peer com-
munications. In addition, LoCO is likely to be able to con-
figure and select a cooperative download method. This pa-
per also proposes cooperative download methods referred to
as leader election-based cooperative download (LCD), dis-
tributed cooperative download (DCD) and enhanced DCD
(eDCD). Moreover, this paper implements the LoCO sys-
tem on smartphones that run it at the application-level,
which means that it does not require any firmware-level
modifications.
2. Related Work
Currently, a data oﬄoading method with a wireless LAN
access point is widely used to distribute data traffic from
mobile networks to fixed networks [4], [8]–[10]. The de-
ployment methods of wireless LAN access points have also
been discussed in [5]–[7] for improving the data oﬄoading
effect. In the access point-based method, users who con-
nect to the Internet via mobile networks change their own
connection to wireless LAN, such as public wireless LAN
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services. Hence, the method may change the communica-
tion path from mobile to other networks. However, since
this method only focuses on the data traffic distribution be-
tween mobile networks and fixed networks, it is not able
to reduce data traffic. It is only applied to specified areas,
because it only enables an area where there is a wireless
LAN access point. Hence, the distribution effect of traffic
strongly depends on the location.
The cooperative download method, where users download
partial data and disseminate it to each other by passing it
opportunistically based on a mobility prediction, has been
proposed in [17], [18]. Here, each terminal sends a control
message to a server. The message includes its own current
position, destination, departure time and information about
own partial data. Upon receiving the control message, the
server generates a reply message which includes the ID of
the terminal which is capable of encountering the sender
of the control message, the probability of encountering the
sender of the control message, the time of encountering
and information about own data. Then, the server sends
the message to each terminal. Based on the information
received, each terminal predicts positions of encountering
the other terminals which cooperate with each other and
share partial data. Then, each terminal prioritizes to share
the partial data which is difficult to obtain based on a mo-
bility prediction. Although the method realizes cooperative
data download based on a mobility prediction, the predic-
tion of user mobility is difficult under actual environments.
Hence, the sharing efficiency of the method may decrease
since the method strongly depends on the accuracy of mo-
bility prediction.
3. Local Cooperative Data Oﬄoading
System Based on Location
Information
This paper proposes a local cooperative data oﬄoading
(LoCO) system that reduces data traffic to cooperatively
download and share data among local terminals called
neighbors, based on their location information.
Fig. 1. Overview of the LoCO system.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the LoCO system. First,
the LoCO constructs a local group among neighbors that
request the same data via a peer-to-peer network on mobile
networks. Then, group members exchange control mes-
sages with each other, which include the download method
and the data sharing type, to decide the oﬄoading algorithm
based on the messages. This paper also proposes several
cooperative download methods and data sharing types. The
LoCO system supports uniform resource locator (URL) etc.
to specify the data, since it is relied upon to perform the
range request function [19] which is a kind of conditional
request [20] within HTTP/1.1 [21], [22] to enhance its flexi-
bility and versatility. The function is also usable in the
future because it is compatible with HTTP/2.0 [23]. After
finishing downloading data, they share the data among other
group members via a local communication medium, such
as wireless LAN, Bluetooth, etc. After that, the terminals
leave the group and the procedure ends.
3.1. Local Group Structure
This section defines the structure of a local group in the
LoCO system, which consists of a single leader that man-
ages the group and single or multiple followers. It is con-
structed to download the same data cooperatively. The local
group is arranged in a circle centered around the leader,
has a pre-determined radius and requires that the leader
communicate with others via direct communication. All
terminals exchange control messages except for data traffic
via a peer-to-peer network on mobile networks. This paper
does not focus mainly on the peer-to-peer system, since an
existing peer-to-peer architecture [24], [25] specialized in
sharing location information among peers, has already been
proposed. The peer-to-peer architecture focuses on the con-
struction of a local group based on location information of
peers and supports the establishment of a connection among
peers using session traversal utilities for NATs (STUN) [26]
and traversal using relays around NAT (TURN) [27].
3.2. Local Group Construction
This section introduces the procedure of local group con-
struction. Table 1 shows an example of peer information
stored in the P2P server.
Table 1
Example of peer information in P2P server
Peer ID Position Content Terminal ID Requesting
P1 (X1,Y1) Data1 M1 True
P2 (X2,Y2) Data2 M2 True
P3 (X3,Y3) Data1 M3 False
P4 (X4,Y4) Data3 M4 True
First, when a terminal wants to obtain some data, it
it searches its neighbors that also request the same data
via the peer-to-peer network based on location informa-
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tion. Then, if there is no terminal that requested the same
data, terminal i promotes a leader and registers own peer
ID Pi, own location (Xi,Yi), request data name or type,
terminal ID Mi, and a Boolean value that denotes either
requesting or not in the peer-to-peer control server. Peer
ID Pi, which is generated at the beginning of the process of
searching for neighbors on the peer-to-peer network, is used
for designating the peer on the peer-to-peer network. The
requested data name denotes the uniform resource identifier
(URI) [28] of the requested data and so on. The terminal
ID Mi, is generated when the communication among neigh-
bors starts via the local network, and is used for designating
the direct communication terminal.
If a group already exists, the terminal connects to its leader
and establishes a peer-to-peer connection and then it be-
comes a group follower. The leader and the followers peri-
odically update the registered information in the peer-to-
peer control server in order to eliminate obsolete infor-
mation.
Therefore, the LoCO system searches terminals that re-
quest the same data and enables cooperation between the
group members to use the local group via a peer-to-peer
network.
3.3. Local Cooperative Data Oﬄoading Method
The LoCO system cooperatively obtains and shares data
among terminals in a group. The procedure of the local co-
operative oﬄoading method among neighbors is described
below.
1. Initializing process of cooperative data oﬄoading.
First, after starting the group construction of a group for
content j, the leader waits a certain time Tadv. After that,
the leader stops to request data and fixes group members
for downloading cooperatively. Then, the leader obtains the
number of terminals within the local group N and assigns
a group member ID k (0≤ k≤N−1) to each group mem-
ber. Note that the group member ID k of 0 is assigned to
the leader, and a group member ID k of 1 to N−1.
2. Cooperative download process via mobile network.
After the initialization process, the leader (k = 0) sends
control messages with containing the group member ID k
of the receiver and the total number of members in the
group N to all followers (k = 1,2, . . . ,N − 1). The con-
trol message also includes the method of cooperative data
download and the type of data sharing which will be used
for sharing content j in the group. Upon receiving the con-
trol message, each follower k decides the oﬄoading proce-
dure and starts to download data based on the method and
the sequence in accordance with the information of the re-
ceived message. After they finish downloading data, each
follower sends a notification of completing data download
to the leader. When the leader receives the notification
from all followers, the leader initiates the establishment of
a connection via direct communication with the followers,
for sharing downloaded data in the local network.
Fig. 2. Operation sequence of the LoCO system.
3. Connection establishment process via direct commu-
nication. After completing the above process, the leader
sends a connection request message to establish a local
connection with all followers in the local network. Upon
receiving the request message, each follower establishes the
local connection using information of the leader obtained
from the peer-to-peer control server in advance. The LoCO
system does not depend on a specific medium. Currently,
it applies mboxWi-Fi Direct [29]–[32] or Bluetooth [33]
as the local direct communication medium. Therefore, the
LoCO system also needs to decide the medium for local
communication during the above process.
4. Data sharing process in local network. After estab-
lishment of the connection in the local network, the group
initiates the sharing of the downloaded data based on the
predefined sequence which is decided based on information
received in advance. When a follower obtains the complete
data, it sends an acknowledgement to the leader, indicating
completion of data reception.
5. Finalizing process of cooperative data oﬄoading.
When the leader receives acknowledgements from all fol-
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lowers, the leader sends a notification informing them of
the completion of cooperative data oﬄoading. Upon re-
ceiving the notification, each follower terminates the local
connection and leaves the local group.
3.4. Local Cooperative Download Method
This section proposes local cooperative download methods
of the LoCO system which are (1) leader election-based co-
operative download, (2) distributed cooperative download
(DCD) and (3) enhanced DCD (eDCD) to be applied for
downloading data from the Internet.
1. Leader election-based cooperative download. Leader
election-based cooperative download (LCD) is a method
where the leader downloads all data and, then, sends the
downloaded data to all followers via a local network, using
direct communication. Figure 3 shows an example behavior
of LCD. Note that it is not necessary for the leader to be
the same as the leader of the group, although the leader is
defined, for convenience purposes, as a terminal responsible
for the download of overall data.
Fig. 3. Leader election-based cooperative download (LCD).
First, the terminals which request the same data construct
a local group based on the construction process. Then,
the group elects a responsible terminal as a leader and the
leader downloads overall data from the Internet. After that,
the leader sends and shares the overall data to all followers
via a local network.
LCD has a simple procedure to share the data, since the
leader only has to send the data to each follower. How-
ever, an unfairness in network resource consumption may
occur, due to the characteristics of the leader election pro-
cess. Therefore, this method is appropriate for a situation in
which some content will be exchanged while changing the
leader. In addition, another situation is that the leader is un-
restricted or it has sufficient resources in terms of network
resource consumption, such as fixed devices (e.g. digital
signage, vending machine and so on) or devices connected
to unlimited wireless LAN, etc.
2. Distributed cooperative download. Distributed co-
operative download (DCD) is a method where all group
members download partial data and, then, transfer it to
others. Figure 4 shows an example behavior of DCD.
Fig. 4. Distributed cooperative download (DCD).
First, the terminals which request the same data construct
a local group based on the same construction process as
LCD. Then, the leader assigns the range and size of the
data to followers. Here, the size and range [s
(head)
j,k ,s
(tail)
j,k ]
are calculated based on data size s j of a content j, the
number of terminals in group N and their group member
ID k from:
s
(head)
j,k =
⌊ s j× k
N
⌋
+1 , (1)
s
(tail)
j,k =
⌊ s j× (k +1)
N
⌋
. (2)
As the above calculation shows, the leader and followers
download partial data. Then, all followers send a notifica-
tion to the leader and, next, all terminals share partial data
via the local network. Last, they restore the whole data by
combining the received partial data.
LCD achieves fairness in terms of network resource con-
sumption in both mobile and local networks. However, due
to its characteristics, DCD requires each terminal to con-
nect with all others, like in the full mesh topology, because
they need to send partial data between each other. Hence,
construction of a local group may become complex, be-
cause DCD needs to establish and keep many connections.
The switching and the keeping of many connections may
cause higher delays.
3. Enhanced DCD. To ease the requirement, this paper
also proposes an enhanced variant of DCD (eDCD) which
operates differently from the normal DCD in order to re-
duce the complexity of the local network. eDCD mainly
focuses on traffic reduction via the Internet without con-
structing a full mesh topology. Figure 5 shows an example
behavior of eDCD.
In this variant, first, after group construction, each termi-
nal download partial data by using the same method as
the normal DCD. After downloading the partial data of all
the members, all followers send their partial data to the
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Fig. 5. Enhanced distributed cooperative download (eDCD).
leader. After that, the leader restores the overall data by
combining them. Finally, the leader sends the whole data
to each follower. Therefore, in eDCD, the leader collects
all partial data from all followers. As a result, each follower
only establishes a connection with the leader based on a tree
topology which includes the leader as the root. Namely, the
eDCD reduces the number of connections without compro-
mising the advantage, since each follower does not need to
establish a connection with other followers.
3.5. Data Sharing in Local Network
This section proposes 3 ways of data sharing with the use of
the LoCO system, to execute a local cooperative download.
Here, we define that the sender of direct communication is
called master, and the receiver of direct communication is
called slave. Note that LCD executes the below sequence
only once, since it is only necessary to connect the master
with the slave. In contrast with LCD, DCD requires execu-
tion of the below sequence more than once while changing
masters. In DCD, a master does not reconnect with a slave
that has already finished the exchange of partial data. The
3 data sharing methods proposed are described below.
1. Data sharing type A. The master establishes a connec-
tion with all slaves through direct communication. After
the connection is established, the master exchanges data
with all slaves simultaneously. After that, they abolish the
connection.
2. Data sharing type B. The master establishes a connec-
tion with all slaves through direct communication. After the
connection is established, the master exchanges data with
all slaves, on a one-by-one basis. After that, they abolish
the connection.
3. Data sharing type C. The master establishes a con-
nection with a slave through direct communication. After
the connection is established, the master exchanges slave.
After that, they abolish the connection. The master re-
peats the above for the unconnected terminals until they
disappear.
4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the LoCO system based on real
world experiments, by measuring the overall performance
as well as comparison between cooperative download meth-
ods and data sharing types. In the experiments, we imple-
mented the LoCO system as an application on Android
OS [34] on 5 smartphones.
4.1. Overall Performance Evaluation Setup
This experiment evaluated the overall performance of the
LoCO system to clarify its effectiveness. This experiment
used NTT East FLET’S Hikari Next [35] as a backbone net-
work and NTT Plala [36] as an Internet service provider,
offering the downlink and uplink speed of 100 Mbps. In
addition, a wireless LAN access point with IEEE 802.11g
is used instead of the mobile networks to simplify the ex-
periment. Wi-Fi Direct [29]–[32] was selected as the lo-
cal direct communication method. The smartphones were
fixed on a desk in a row, at 5 cm intervals. We chose the
eDCD cooperative download method and the data sharing
type B.
First, we boot the application on a single smartphone and
the smartphone waits the requesting time Tadv which is
set to 60 s. After that, we boot the application on the
other smartphones, one-by-one, at 5 s intervals. Next, each
terminal cooperatively downloads 10 MB of data via the
LoCO system. Note that the data request and download
via the Internet was performed based on the range re-
quest [20], which is a kind of a conditional request [19] in
HTTP/1.1 [21], [22]. We also focused the evaluation on the
effect on mobile and fixed networks, and thus we excluded
the direct communication traffic from the result describing
the total amount of traffic. We compared the LoCO system
with the traditional client/server (C/S) model.
4.2. Results of Overall Performance Evaluation
Figure 6 shows total sent and received data of the tradi-
tional C/S model and the proposed system. The C/S model
increases the total amount of data received in proportion to
the number of terminals, since all of them need to down-
load all data independently. In contrast to the C/S model,
the total amount of data received in the case of the LoCO
system is not changed, even if the number of terminals
is increased. This is because the members of the LoCO
group may cooperate with others, and thus data are divided
into partial data based on the number of group members.
Hence, they do not need to download all data. However,
since LoCO requires cooperation among group members,
the total amount of traffic sent is increased as the number
of terminals increases, in comparison with the C/S model.
Figure 7 shows the amount of sent and received data and
control messages of each role on the LoCO system. Note
that the result of the C/S model indicates the result of a sin-
gle terminal. Each LoCO terminal reduces the received
traffic in comparison to the terminal of the C/S model. As
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Fig. 6. Total traffic with varying number of terminals.
Fig. 7. Total traffic of each role in the LoCO system.
mentioned above, LoCO can cooperatively download data
among the group members, and thus the amount of received
data of each terminal decreases since they only download
partial data. In contrast with the amount of received data,
the amount of sent data of increases in LoCO in compar-
ison to the C/S model. In particular, it can be seen that
the leader has the largest amount of sent data among all
group members. This is because the leader sends control
messages to all followers and needs to update group in-
formation on the peer-to-peer server. In addition, LoCO
imposes control traffic on each member since it requires
exchange control messages via the P2P network.
4.3. Setup for Comparing Data Sharing Types and
Cooperative Download Methods
The experiment evaluated the time required to complete
data sharing between all members, to compare the differ-
ences between data sharing types and cooperative download
methods as well. Here, we chose Bluetooth as the direct
communication method [33], based on Nearby Connections
API 2.0 [37]. This experiment analyzes traffic flows and
enables to trace them using Wireshark [38] as a packet
capturing tool.
3 to 5 terminals were used to send/receive 5 MB of data
to each other, and the time required to complete the data
sharing phase between all members, from the beginning
to the end, was measured. Note that this experiment used
throughput in a free flow scenario, as well as throughput in
a congested scenario, which is the throughput pre-measured
in the mobile network to eliminate the effect of deploying
a fraction of the fixed network. A medium-rate conges-
tion level was assumed as well. The throughput was mea-
sured seven times at Tokyo Big Sight, where a large-scale
event was held, from 9:22 to 9:40 on November 31st 2017.
Consequently, the throughput of the mobile network was
determined to offer the uplink speed of 7.48 Mbps and
the downlink speed of 0.8 Mbps in the congested scenario,
to compare with the uplink speed and downlink speed of
11 Mbps for the normal scenario. Note that, in comparison
with the cooperative download methods, data sharing type
C was used, since it offers better performance than others,
based on the experimental results. This experiment varies
the size of data from 7.5 MB to 45 MB, with a varying
number of terminals.
4.4. Results of Comparisons between Data Sharing
Types and Cooperative Download Methods
Figure 8 shows the time required to complete the data shar-
ing phase for 3 types of methods used. The results show
that the difference in the time required to complete data
sharing is small between type B and type C, though type A
needs a longer time to complete the procedure in compari-
son to the remaining types. In particular, with 5 terminals,
the increase observed in the case of data sharing type A is
larger than in other scenarios. We investigated the reason
by tracing data with the use of a packet capturing tool. Con-
sequently, Bluetooth communication established via nearby
connections is relied upon to send data using time-division
multiple access (TDMA) scheduling from the master to the
slave, when the terminals send data simultaneously. There-
fore, if the number of terminals is increased, the delay
Fig. 8. Comparison between the proposed data sharing types of
the LoCO system.
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resulting from switching and waiting is much longer, since
the switching of the slaves is more intense. In contrast with
data sharing type A, the difference between type B and
type C is small. Hence, they can avoid the above problem
by sending data one-by-one, using their own scheduling al-
gorithm even if some connections are established by the
terminals.
Figures 9 and 10 show the time required to complete data
sharing in LCD and DCD, in the normal scenario, without
congestion, and in a scenario with congestion.
Fig. 9. Comparison between local cooperative download methods
of the LoCO system in a normal scenario without congestion (up-
link speed and downlink speed are set to 11 Mbps).
Figure 9 shows the time required to complete data sharing
in LCD and DCD in a normal environment, where there
is no congestion. The result shows that LCD has a shorter
time required to complete data sharing than DCD, at least
in most cases. In particular, when the data size becomes
larger, the difference between LCD and DCD also becomes
larger. This is because the scenario involved is a normal
environment in which uplink and downlink speeds are set to
11 Mbps. In this case, the time for downloading data from
the Internet is decreased in comparison to the congested
scenario. As a result, the effect of the distributed download
of DCD becomes relatively less evident. Therefore, LCD
has the shorter time required to complete data sharing than
DCD, since LCD has a simpler data sharing procedure, as
it only sends all data to all followers in the local network.
In addition, the result also shows that the increase in the
time required to complete data sharing is larger in DCD
than in LCD when the number of terminals increases. As
mentioned above, this is because LCD only sends all data
from the master to all slaves, in contrast to DCD. The count
of connection switching tasks is N−1 when the number of
group members is N, and thus the count of connection
switching tasks increases according to the order of O(n).
On the other hand, in DCD, all group members need to
switch the connection to each other. In other words, the
count of connection switching tasks is NC2. Hence, the
difference between LCD and DCD becomes larger when the
number of terminals increases, because the delays caused
by switching and waiting are imposed since DCD increases
the count of connection switching tasks according to the
order of O(n2).
Fig. 10. Comparison between local cooperative download meth-
ods of the LoCO system in a congested scenario (uplink speed is
set to 7.48 Mbps and downlink speed is set to 0.8 Mbps).
Figure 10 shows the time required to complete data shar-
ing in LCD and DCD, in a congested scenario. The results
show that DCD has a shorter time to complete data shar-
ing than LCD, in contrast to the result of Fig. 9. This is
because the size of data downloaded by each terminal from
the Internet is decreased in DCD, since it downloads par-
tial data, whereas the leader downloads all data in LCD. In
DCD, each terminal may download partial data in parallel
with other terminals, and thus the necessary download time
is decreased in comparison to LCD. Especially, in this sce-
nario, the effect of parallel downloads becomes much larger
than in the previous case, since the backbone network is
slow due to network congestion. In addition, when the size
of data shared becomes larger, the time required to com-
plete data sharing is shorter in DCD than in LCD. However,
regardless of data size, although the time in LCD linearly
increases as the number of terminals increases, DCD shows
a higher increase ratio than LCD. Consequently, the differ-
ence between the time required to complete data sharing,
observed between LCD and DCD, becomes small when the
number of terminals is increased due to the characteristics
of DCD mentioned above.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a local cooperative data oﬄoad-
ing (LoCO) system based on location information, which
realizes cooperative download and data sharing among
neighbors by using peer-to-peer communication and local
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communication. In addition, this paper also proposed two
major types of cooperative download methods and three
types of data sharing sequences. Furthermore, we im-
plemented the LoCO system on Android smartphones as
an application without firmware-level modifications. In or-
der to enable the system to be used on smartphones, ex-
periments were conducted in real world environments to
evaluate the overall performance of LoCO and to establish
the differences between the cooperative download methods
and individual data sharing types. It has been shown that
LoCO reduces data traffic by using local cooperation be-
tween neighbors when they download the same data.
In the future, in order to precisely assess the scalability
of LoCO, its performance should be evaluated in a large-
scale experiment, because performance of the cooperative
data oﬄoading process is affected by the number of group
terminals.
The cooperative download methods remain primitive for the
time being, as this paper only confirms their fundamental
characteristics in real world environments. However, real
world environments, the LoCO system should take into
consideration various conditions, such as communication
quality degradation caused by radio interference, terminal
mobility and so on. Therefore, cooperative download meth-
ods taking the above conditions into consideration should
be studied as future work.
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Abstract—In this paper, a rectangular dielectric resonator an-
tenna (DRA) suitable for wideband applications is presented
and a band notch of WLAN (5.15–5.75) GHz is proposed.
The DRA is mainly composed of a 20 × 20 mm rectangu-
lar dielectric resonator, coated with metal on the top surface,
and a circular monopole excitation patch with an air gap in-
sert. A coaxial line feed is used to excite the circular, planar
monopole. An open-ended quarter wavelength C-shaped slot
is embedded in the circular patch to create the notched band.
The simulated results demonstrate that the proposed design
produces an impedance bandwidth of more than 80%, rang-
ing from 3.10 to 7.25 GHz for a reflection coefficient of less
than −10 dB and with a band rejection at 5.50 GHz. Band
notch characteristics, VSWR, and radiation patterns are stud-
ied using the HFSS high-frequency simulator and CST Studio
software.
Keywords—band-stop function, C-shaped slot, dielectric res-
onator antenna (DRA), planar monopole.
1. Introduction
Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) are widely used due
to their remarkable characteristics, such as different excita-
tion mechanisms, small size and high permittivity. Other
inherent advantages of DRAs include: low dissipation loss
at high frequency, wide bandwidths and high radiation effi-
ciency due to the absence of conductors and surface wave
losses. Many investigations were focused on its bandwidth
and input impedance [1]–[7]. Such parameters may easily
be varied by changing the antenna’s specifications, such as
the dielectric constant of the resonator material, the dimen-
sions and feed mechanisms. Special geometric configura-
tions of DRAs may also enhance bandwidth, e.g. P-shapes,
conical, cylindrical and others [8]–[10].
In the past few years, hybrid dielectric resonator antennas
have received a great deal of attention due to the wideband
operation that is possible without increasing antenna vol-
ume. For example, paper [11] introduced multi-segment
DRAs to enhance wideband coupling between a microstrip
line and a DRA, [12] proposed a hybrid-fed DRA with
a stepped patch and an intermediate substrate to obtain
bandwidth between 7.5 and 12.5 GHz. In [13], a DRA
was designed with an added monopole patch so that the
antenna can simultaneously act as a radiator and a load-
ing element, to produce an ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB).
UWB DRAs with band stop performance have been pro-
posed in [14], [15] and they were also designed to mini-
mize interference between the UWB and narrowband sys-
tems, such as WiMAX and WLAN. A coplanar-fed UWB
DRA with dual band-notched characteristics (WiMAX and
WLAN) was created by introducing two slots in the radia-
tion patch [16]. The notched bands are mainly implemented
by adding stubs around the radiator or a feed line and etch-
ing slots onto the patch. The lengths of the etched slots
or additional stubs are about a quarter wavelength or half
wavelength, corresponding to the designed notch, using U-
shaped [17], C-shaped [18], pi-shaped [19], Y-shaped [20]
or L-shaped slots [21].
In this paper, a compact wideband DRA with single band-
notched characteristics (WLAN band) is presented, which
uses a rectangular dielectric resonator (DR), coated with
metal on the top surface, and a circular monopole excita-
tion patch together with an air gap inserting technique. The
notched frequency is realized by etching a C-shaped slot of
a quarter wavelength onto the radiation patch. The tun-
ing of the notched center frequencies is done by changing
the length of the slot. The proposed antenna achieves an
impedance bandwidth of 3.10 to 7.25 GHz, with a return
loss being lower than −10 dB, and presents a decrement
gain at approximately 5.60 GHz. The design of the antenna
was first simulated using the frequency domain An-soft
high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS), and was then
confirmed with the time domain CST Studio microwave
simulator.
2. Antenna Design
The configuration of the proposed DRA is shown in
Fig. 1. It has physical dimensions of 20× 20 mm and is
centrally placed above a finite ground plane with the size
of 50×50 mm. The proposed DR is depicted by LD, WD,
and h−h1. The DR is designed using microwave dielectric
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna.
Rogers (RO3006) material with a relative permittivity of
εrD = 6.15 and dielectric loss tangent of 0.0025.
Table 1
Optimal parameters of the proposed antenna
Parameter Value [mm] Parameter Value [mm]
W 50 Lc 3
L 50 d 1.5
LD 20 Lslot 7.2
WD 20 tslot 0.3
h1 8.5 p 0.12
h 15 W1 2
εrD 6.15 g 0
Dc 10
The circle patch antenna penetrates into the DR and is con-
nected to a 50 Ω coaxial line. The thickness of the air gap
inserted between the DR and the ground plane is denoted
by h1. The exciting patch has a top width of W1 = 2 mm
and the width of the gap between the patch and the ground
plane is p = 0.12 mm. A C-shaped slot of width ts = 0.3
mm is etched onto the patch. The optimized parameters of
the antenna are listed in Table 1.
2.1. Basic Antenna Design without C-shaped Slot
First of all, the design approach is to simulate the proposed
DRA without a C-shaped slot by varying some parameters;
a parametric study is then performed to see the effect on
the reflection coefficients. The HFSS software was used
for the parametric analysis.
Fig. 2. Simulated S11 of the basic antenna (without metal coating)
for different values of Lc. (For color pictures visit https://doi.org/
10.26636/jtit.2019.124718)
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Figure 2 shows the simulated S11 without metal coating,
when the position of the patch Lc alters from 1 to 7 mm,
with other parameters remaining fixed. It is clear that for
S11 less than−10 dB, the lower edge frequency of the band-
width is about 3.6 GHz and the height edge frequency in-
creases. When Lc = 3 mm, the antenna offers a height edge
frequency with the bandwidth of 7.25 GHz, and the broad
impedance bandwidth of 67% for S11 less than−10 dB, giv-
ing the 3.60 to 7.25 GHz frequency band. The air gap be-
tween the DR and the ground plane (with the thickness h1)
plays an important role in the bandwidth enhancement.
Figure 3 describes the effects of different values of h1. It
may be seen that by introducing an air gap, the lower edge
frequency decreases at 3.6 GHz when h1 = 8.5 mm.
Fig. 3. Simulated S11 of the basic antenna (without metal coating)
for different values of h1.
Fig. 4. Effect of the metal coating on the impedance matching
characteristic.
Figure 4 illustrates the proposed antenna with and with-
out metal coating. When the structure is not coated, the
antenna works in the range of 3.60 to 7.25 GHz, with a
67% impedance bandwidth (for reflection coefficients S11
lower than −10 dB). When it is coated, the lower band
shifts to 3.10 GHz and the antenna has a sharp resonance
dip of S11 −31 dB at 6.30 GHz with an 80% impedance
bandwidth, for S11 lower than −10 dB, which is the highest
when compared to the antenna without metal coating. The
permittivity of the dielectric is much higher than that of
the air. The dielectric-air interface can be approximated as
a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) boundary. The metal-
lic foil on the dielectric resonator is treated as a perfect
electrical conductor (PEC). Hence, the structure forms a
cavity with PMC and PEC on different portions of the DR,
filled with a high-permittivity dielectric.
Fig. 5. Simulated reflection coefficient with different values of
εrD with a metal coating.
It is well known that as the dielectric constant is increased,
the wavelength in the DR is decreased, which results in
a lower resonant frequency. Figure 5 shows the effect that
DR permittivity εrD exerts on resonant frequencies. In-
creasing the permittivity leads to an increase of the Q fac-
tor, thus reducing the bandwidth of the resonant modes.
Note that the resonant frequency is greatly affected by the
dielectric constant. Therefore, permittivity of εrD = 6.15 is
used to design the proposed DRA.
2.2. C-shaped Slot Analysis
The central frequency of the notch band function was de-
signed to adjust the length of the slot. The length of the
slot is about a quarter of the wavelength corresponding to
the resonant frequency:
Lslot ≈
λg
4
=
λ0
4√εe f f
=
c
4 fnotch√εe f f , (1)
εe f f =
εr +1
2
, (2)
where λ0 is the free space wavelength, fnotch is the central
frequency of the notch band and c and εe f f are the speed
of light and the approximated effective dielectric constant,
respectively.
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Fig. 6. C-shaped slot dimensions.
Table 2
Simulations versus theoretical predictions
for a band-notched antenna
L1 L2 L3 L4 Lslot Predicted Simulated
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [GHz] [GHz]
0.7 3.2 1 1.8 6.7 5.8 5.9
0.7 3.2 1 2.3 7.2 5.41 5.49
0.7 3.1 1 2.8 7.6 4.5 4.6
0.7 4.6 1 3.3 9.6 4.03 4.3
Fig. 7. Current distribution at 5.5 GHz.
The dimensions of the C-shaped slot for generating a rel-
ativity wide notch band for WLAN are shown in Fig. 6.
The length of the slot can be deduced by:
Lslot ≈
λg
4
= L1 +L2 +L3 +L4 = 7.2 mm . (3)
When the Ls length simulation values are compared to the
predictions shown in Table 2, it is found that only a few
differences exist.
To understand the phenomena behind notch band perfor-
mance, the simulated current distributions on WLAN band
notched center frequencies were analyzed on the proposed
antenna, as shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the
current is concentrated on the edge of the slot (Fig. 7a),
and that current paths around the straight slots are oriented
in opposite directions (Fig. 7b). When the antenna is work-
ing at the center notched band at 5.5 GHz, the outer slot
behaves as a separator.
The length of Lslot is varied from 6.7 to 9.6 mm. The
simulated VSWR is shown in Fig. 8. It is observed that
when the length of the slot is increased, the band notch
shifts towards a lower frequency and the bandwidth of the
notch band is increased. This is because the slot length
Fig. 8. VSWR characteristics of the single notch band for various
Lslot (h1 = 8.5 mm).
Fig. 9. VSWR characteristics of the single notch band for various
h1 (Lslot = 7.2 mm).
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and notch frequency are inversely proportional to each
other, as specified in Eq. (1). Interfering WLAN frequen-
cies are within the band of 5.15 to 5.75 GHz and, hence,
optimized Lslot is obtained at 7.2 mm for the center fre-
quency of the WLAN band.
Gap g between the C-shaped slot and the air gap
plays a crucial role in deciding the rejection band. As
the gap increases from g = 0 (h1 = 8.5 mm) to 0.9 mm
(h1 = 7.6 mm), the notched band shifts to the lower fre-
quency spectrum, as shown in Fig. 9. For our requirement
of rejection within the band 5.15 to 5.75 GHz, the opti-
mized value is obtained as h1 = 8.5 mm. It is observed
that the notch bandwidth decreases when h1 decreases, but
with a lower peak rejection ratio.
3. Results and Discussion
The simulated VSWR plot of the proposed antenna is given
in Fig. 10. It is clear that the band notch has been at-
tained (5.15 to 5.75 GHz) and the results indicate a wide
impedance bandwidth from 3.10 to 7.25 GHz. The com-
parison plot between the two different numerical analytical
techniques, CST and HFSS, shows a similarity in verifying
the performance of the antenna.
Fig. 10. Simulated VSWR using HFSS and CST software.
Figure 11 shows the simulated radiation in the E plane
(x-z) and H plane (x-y) at frequencies of 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 and
6.5 GHz. The nature of H plane radiation patterns is om-
nidirectional, while the E plane radiation patterns are di-
rectional, which is mainly due to the effects of the metal
coating. In both cases, the simulated results from the two
software packages were found to be in close agreement.
The antenna meets the directional requirement of UWB
terminals.
The real gain comparison for the proposed DRA (with and
without the C-shaped slot antenna) is shown in Fig. 12.
Stable gain is observed over the entire UWB frequency
range, except for band notches because the radiation at the
notched band frequencies is attenuated. The real gain vari-
ation is 4.6 to 6.8 dBi. The decrease in the value of gain
for the WLAN band is 9.0 dBi. As the ultra-band technol-
Fig. 11. HFSS and CST simulated directivity patterns in the
E plane (x-z) and H plane (x-y) for the proposed antenna at 3.5,
4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 GHz.
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Fig. 12. Real gain versus frequency plot with and without
C-shaped slot.
ogy works at a lower power level, the effect of the ultra-
wideband radiation at the notched band is too weak to af-
fect the WLAN communication system, which uses higher
power levels.
4. Conclusion
The results of the simulation work conducted with the use
of HFSS and CST software show that the proposed DRA
provides a wide impedance bandwidth of approximately
80%, offering the range of 3.1 to 7.25 GHz, while provid-
ing one notched band operation at 5.5 GHz. This antenna
is very simple in structure and has a very low overall height
of 0.14λmin at its lowest operation frequency and it is able
to work in the WiMAX system (3.2–3.8 GHz). This DRA
is easy to fabricate and is capable of removing interference
from the ultra-wideband system in the WLAN band. The
impact of changes in dimensions and the position of the
C-shaped slot on the band-notch characteristics of the pro-
posed antenna was analyzed as well. It was observed that
the notched band can be adjusted by changing the thick-
ness of DRA. The air gap, the metal coating on the top
and the position of the patch are important for improv-
ing DRA bandwidth. Furthermore, the proposed antenna
demonstrated a good omnidirectional radiation pattern, an
acceptable gain in operating frequencies and may be a good
candidate for wireless applications.
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Abstract—In this paper, the product of three random vari-
ables (RVs) will be considered. Distribution of the product
of independent random variables is very important in many
applied problems, including wireless relay telecommunication
systems. A few of such products of three random variables
are observed in this work: the level crossing rate (LCR) of
the product of a Nakagami-m random variable, a Rician ran-
dom variable and a Rayleigh random variable, and of the
products of two Rician RVs and one Nakagami-m RV is cal-
culated in closed forms and presented graphically. The LCR
formula may be later used for derivation of average fade du-
ration (AFD) of a wireless relay communication radio system
with three sections, working in the multipath fading channel.
The impact of fading parameters and multipath fading power
on the LCR is analyzed based on the graphs presented.
Keywords—level crossing rate, Nakagami-m fading, Rayleigh
fading, relay telecommunication systems, Rician fading.
1. Introduction
Statistical characteristics of products and ratios of random
variables (RVs) are essential in analyzing the performance
of contemporary wireless telecommunications systems, as
well as in solving numerous applied problems. The prod-
ucts of RVs are encountered naturally in such applications
as: channel modeling, multihop wireless relaying systems,
cascaded fading channels, MIMO keyhole systems [1],
quantum physics, signal processing, tensor sensing prob-
lem, the rate offset of the hybrid automatic repeat request
(H-ARQ) transmission, and even in biological and physical
sciences, econometrics, classification, ranking and selec-
tion [2].
Because of that, in recent years, the products and ratios
of random processes are investigated in the literature by
many researchers [1]–[6]. In the 1960s, Donahue, Springer,
Thompson and Lomnicki started with derivations concern-
ing the distributions of the products of two RVs [7]–[10].
At the beginning of this century, interest in this area has
increased again [11]—[13]. The latest works, with sig-
nificant application in wireless communications systems,
are [14]–[17].
Computational algorithms for derivating the distribution of
the product of two RVs are given in [9]. The product and
the ratio of two independent, Student’s t distributed RVs,
are observed in [10]. The derivation of the probability
density function (PDF) of the product of two independent,
non-identical, and triangularly distributed RVs, by using
integral calculation, is presented in [11].
The problem of characterizing products of independent
RVs is investigated for normal RVs, products of their abso-
lute values, and products of their squares in [13]. Power-
log series expansions of cumulative distribution functions
(CDF), based on the theory of Fox H functions, is com-
puted. It is numerically shown that CDF is well approx-
imated by the lowest orders of this expansion for small
arguments. The moment generating functions (MGF) in
terms of Meijer G functions are also computed for two
non-negative RVs. In that paper, the fading amplitudes of
cascaded fading channels have the distribution of the prod-
uct of Nakagami-m RVs, as in [5] and [6], and of the prod-
uct of Rician RVs, as in [18] and [19].
Signal envelope variations, called fading, are results of re-
flections, refractions, diffraction and scattering. They can
be described by several distributions. So, Rayleigh [20]
and Nakagami-m [21] distributions are used when no dom-
inant component is present. Signal envelope variation is
modeled by Rician distribution when a line-of-sight (LOS)
dominant component exists in the channel [22].
Level crossing rate (LCR) of a product of two Nakaga-
mi-m random processes is analyzed in [6]. Then, the av-
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erage fade duration (AFD) of a wireless relay communica-
tions system consisting of two sections in a Nakagami-m
short term fading channel is obtained. The performance of
the product of arbitrary and independent RVs with a gen-
eral α–µ distribution is given in [15]. The closed-form
expressions for PDF, CDF and moments are obtained and
the calculation process used to obtain the amount of fading
(AoF) and outage probability (OP) in cascaded channels is
presented.
An analysis of the performance of the product of two
independent and non-identically distributed κ–µ RVs is
presented in [17], where analytical formulations for PDF,
CDF and MGF are obtained. By using these formulations,
closed-form expressions for higher order moments, AoF
and channel quality estimation index are derived, as are
analytical formulas for OP, average channel capacity, av-
erage symbol error probability (SEP) and average bit er-
ror probability. This applies to different fading scenarios,
such as double Rayleigh, double Rician, double Naka-
gami-m, κ–µ /Nakagami-m, and Rician/Nakagami-m, iden-
tified as special cases.
The cascaded keyhole channels may be modeled using
the product of individual channels [23]. Further, indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) double fading chan-
nels in a line-of-sight (LOS) environment, typical for key-
hole Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, are
analyzed in [24]. LOS double fading, i.e. double Rician
fading in MIMO channels, is investigated and the density
function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is discussed.
After obtaining the exact expression in a form with infinite
series, an approximation formula of SNR density is pre-
sented by using the Nakagami-m approximation of Rician
distribution.
In [25], the product of Nakagami-m RV, Rician RV and
Rayleigh RV is analyzed. LCR of this product is calculated.
The results obtained may also be used for the evaluation the
AFD of a relay wireless communications system with three
sections in the presence of Nakagami-m fading in the first
section, Rician fading in the second section and Rayleigh
fading in the third section. LCR of the product of three
independent Rician RVs is observed in [26].
In this article, except for the results from [25], the product
of two Rician RVs and one Nakagami-m RV is processed.
The result can be applied for derivation, in a closed form,
of the second order performance of a wireless relay com-
munications system with three sections operating in Rician
and Nakagami-m fading environments. The formulas are
validated by numerical results and impact of the individual
parameters is analyzed.
This work is composed of four sections. Section 1 serves
as an introduction and describes previous works in the
area. In two next sections, the product of three random
variables is given and an expression for LCR in a closed
form is performed for two different sets of RVs. The in-
fluence of parameters is shown via several graphics for
both sets. The work ends with conclusions presented in
Section 4.
2. Derivation of LCR of Product of
Nakagami-m, Rician and Rayleigh
Random Variables
Here, we examine the scenario involving a wireless re-
lay communications system with three sections. The sig-
nal envelope at the output of the relay communications
system with three sections is the product of envelopes at
the individual sections. In the first example observed, the
Nakagami-m signal envelope is at the first section, the Ri-
cian signal envelope at the second section and the Rayleigh
signal envelope at the third section.
As a rule, it is first necessary to calculate the probability
density function. By using PDF, bit error probability (BEP)
can be evaluated, and by using CDF, outage probability can
be obtained [27], [28]. OP and BEP are the first order per-
formance measure of the wireless communications system.
OP may be calculated as probability that the signal envelope
is below the threshold [27], [29]. Level crossing rate is the
second order statistic measure of the wireless communica-
tions system and is associated with envelope fading, as well
as with average fade duration. LCR shows how often the
envelope crosses a specified level and may be calculated as
the number of crossings at this defined level. AFD shows
how long the envelope remains below a specified level and
can be evaluated as the ratio of OP and LCR. These two
quantities are second order statistics because they are af-
fected not only by the scattering in environment, but also
by the speed of mobile stations. Here, PDF of the product
of Nakagami-m RV, Rician RV and Rayleigh RV will be
obtained by using the transformation method. Further, us-
ing this PDF, CDF and moments can be evaluated, as can
be the level crossing rate.
2.1. Distribution of Random Variables
Nakagami-m random variable x1 follows the distribution
defined in [21]:
px1(x1)=
2
Γ(m)
( m
Ω1
)m
x2m−11 e
− mΩ1
x21
, m≥ 1
2
, x1 ≥ 0 , (1)
where Γ(.) is a gamma function. This distribution has two
parameters. The first parameter controls spread. Actually,
Ω1 = E[x21] is the average power of the multipath scattering
field. m is the fading depth parameter or the shape factor
of the Nakagami distribution [30]. For RV x1 the shape
parameter is:
m =
Ω21
E
{[
x21−Ω21
]2} .
It describes the fading degree of the propagation environ-
ment caused by the interference of scattering and multipath
phenomena. So, the severity of fading is indicated by the
Nakagami parameter m.
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Random variable x2 follows Rician distribution [22]:
px2(x2) =
2(κ +1)
Ω2
∞
∑
i1=0
(
κ(κ +1)
Ω2
)i1
× 1
(i1!)2
x
2i1+1
2 e
− κ+1Ω2
x22
, x2 ≥ 0 , (2)
where Ω2 is the average received power for x2 and κ is the
Rician factor. Rician factor κ is defined as a ratio of dom-
inant component’s power and the scattering components’
powers. This type of fading, called Rician fading, is very
often observed in microcellular and mobile satellite appli-
cations [27].
Rayleigh distribution can be easily derived from Rician dis-
tribution for Rician factor κ = 0. For κ = ∞ we have no
fading, i.e. a channel with no multipath and only a LOS
component. The fading parameter κ is therefore a measure
of the severity of fading: a small κ implies severe fading,
a large κ implies more mild fading [31].
Two-dimensional isotropic scattering, where the arriving
waves arrive to the receiver from all directions, with equal
probability, is a scattering model that is often used for the
communication channel in a macrocellular system. For this
type of scattering environment, the received envelope is
Rayleigh distributed at any time, and is said to be Rayleigh
fading.
Random variable x3 follows Rayleigh distribution [31]:
px3(x3) =
x3
Ω3
e−
x33
Ω3 , x3 ≥ 0 , (3)
where Ω3 is the average received signal power of signal x3,
i.e. the received power based alone on path loss and shad-
owing alone [31].
2.2. Product of Three Random Variables
The product of three random variables x1, x2 and x3 is:
x = x1x2x3 . (4)
Then, it is valid that:
x1 =
x
x2x3
. (5)
The first time derivative of x is:
x˙ = x˙1x2x3 + x1x˙2x3 + x1x2x˙3 . (6)
The first time derivative of xi has Gaussian distribution:
px˙i(x˙i) =
1√
2piσ˙2i
e
−
x˙2i
2σ˙2i , −∞ < x˙1 < ∞ ,
where σ˙21 =
pi2 f 2mΩi
m and fm being maximal Doppler fre-
quency. The processes xi and x˙i are considered to be inde-
pendent, as Rice demonstrated in [32].
This is a very interesting result which shows that, in the
Nakagami case and in the Rayleigh and Rice cases, xi and
x˙i are mutually independent random variables [33], i.e., it
is valid that [32]:
pxix˙i(xix˙i) = pxi(xi)px˙i(x˙i) .
Moreover, the probability density function of the time
derivative of the Nakagami envelope is also Gaussian dis-
tributed as are the time derivatives of both Rayleigh and
Rice envelopes [34].
So, all random variables x˙1, x˙2, and x˙3 have Gaussian dis-
tribution. A linear combination of Gaussian RVs is a Gaus-
sian RV. The mean signal level of x˙ is:
x˙ = x˙1x2x3 + x1x˙2x3 + x1x2x˙3 = 0 , (7)
because:
x˙1 = x˙2 = x˙3 = 0 . (8)
The variance of x˙ is:
σ2x˙ = x
2
2x
2
3σx˙1 + x
2
1x
2
3σx˙2 + x
2
1x
2
2σx˙3 , (9)
where:
σx˙1 = pi
2 f 2m
Ω1
m
,
σx˙2 = pi
2 f 2m
Ω2
κ +1
, (10)
σx˙3 = pi
2 f 2mΩ3 .
After substituting, the expression for variance becomes:
σ2x˙ = pi
2 f 2m
(
x22x
2
3
Ω1
m
+ x21x
2
3
Ω2
κ +1
+ x21x
2
2Ω3
)
= pi2 f 2mx22x23
Ω1
m
(
1+
x2
x42x
2
3
Ω2
Ω1
m
κ +1
+
x2
x22x
4
3
Ω3
Ω1
m
)
. (11)
The joint probability density function of x, x˙, x2 and x3 is:
pxx˙x2x3(xx˙x2x3)= px˙(x˙/xx2x3)px(x/x2x3)px2(x2)px3(x3), (12)
where
px(x/x2x3) =
∣∣∣∣
dx1
dx
∣∣∣∣px1
(
x
x2x3
)
, (13)
dx1
dx =
1
x2x3
. (14)
The joint probability density function of x and x˙ is:
pxx˙(xx˙) =
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3 px˙(x˙/xx2x3)
1
x2x3
× px1
(
x
x2x3
)
px2(x2)px3(x3) . (15)
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2.3. LCR of Product of Three Random Variables
Level crossing rate of x in a fading environment is [35]:
Nx =
∞∫
0
dx˙x˙pxx˙(xx˙) . (16)
For our case LCR is:
Nx =
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3
1
x2x3
px1
(
x
x2x3
)
px2(x2)px3(x3)
×
∞∫
0
dx˙x˙px˙(x˙/xx2x3) =
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3
1
x2x3
px1
(
x
x2x3
)
px2(x2)
× px3(x3)
1√
2pi
σx˙ =
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3
1
x2x3
px1
(
x
x2x3
)
px2(x2)
× px3(x3)
1√
2pi
pi fmx2x2 Ω
1
2
m
1
2
(
1+
x2
x42x
2
3
Ω2
Ω1
m
κ +1
+
x2
x22x
4
3
Ω3
Ω1
m
) 1
2
=
1√
2pi
pi fm Ω
1
2
1
m
1
2
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3
× px1
(
x
x2x3
)
px2(x2)px3(x3)
(
1+
x2
x42x
2
3
Ω2
Ω1
m
κ +1
+
x2
x22x
4
3
Ω3
Ω1
m
) 1
2
=
1√
2pi
pi fm Ω
1
2
1
m
1
2
2
Γ(m)
(
m
Ω1
)m
× x2m−1 2(κ +1)
Ω2
∞
∑
i1=0
(
κ(κ +1)
Ω2
)i1 1
(i1!)2
2
Ω3
×
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3x
−2m+1+2i1+1
2 x
−2m+1+1
3 e
− mΩ1
x2
x22x
2
3
− κ+1Ω2
x22−
1
Ω3
x23
×
(
1+
x2
x42x
2
3
Ω2
Ω1
m
κ +1
+
x2
x22x
4
3
Ω3
Ω1
m
) 1
2
. (17)
The previous two-fold integral may be solved using the
Laplace approximation theorem for the solution the two-
fold integrals [36], [37]:
∞∫
0
dx2
∞∫
0
dx3(x2,x3)eλ f (x2,x3) =
pig(x20,x30)
λB(x20,x30)
eλ f (x20,x30), (18)
where B is the matrix:
B(x20,x30) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂ 2 f (x20,x30)
∂x220
∂ 2 f (x20,x30)
∂x20∂x30
∂ 2 f (x20,x30)
∂x20∂x30
∂ 2 f (x20,x30)
∂x230
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (19)
and x20 and x30 are solution of the equations:
∂ f (x20,x30)
∂x20
= 0 ,
∂ f (x20,x30)
∂x30
= 0 . (20)
For considered case, it is:
g(x2,x3)= x−2m+2i1+22 x
−2m+2
3
×
(
1+
x2
x42x
2
3
Ω2
Ω1
m
κ +1
+
x2
x22x
4
3
Ω3
Ω1
m
) 1
2
, (21)
f (x2,x3) =− mΩ1
x2
x22x
2
3
− (κ +1)
Ω2
x22−
1
Ω3
x23 , (22)
∂ f (x2,x3)
∂x2
=
2m
Ω1
x2
x32x
2
3
− 2(κ +1)
Ω2
x2 , (23)
∂ f (x2,x3)
∂x3
=
2m
Ω1
x2
x22x
3
3
− 2
Ω3
x3 , (24)
The solutions of the next two equations are x20 and x30:
2m
Ω1
x2
x32x
2
3
− 2(κ +1)
Ω2
x2 = 0 , (25)
2m
Ω1
x2
x22x
3
3
− 2
Ω3
x3 = 0 . (26)
They should be introduced in Eq. (18) for solving two-fold
integral from Eq. (17). In this manner LCR of the product
of Nakagami-m, Rician and Rayleigh random variables will
be obtained in a closed form.
2.4. Numerical Examples and Discussion
The level crossing rate of the product of Nakagami-m ran-
dom variable, Rician RV and Rayleigh RV is shown in the
next few figures versus resulting signal x for different values
of fading parameters and signal powers.
Fig. 1. LCR normalized by fm depending on signal envelope x
for various values of parameters m and Ω1.
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Dependence of the LCR, normalized by fm, on the result-
ing signal x, for various values of parameters m and Ω1
is presented in Fig. 1. It is possible to notice that LCR
increases for lower values of resulting signal and decreases
for greater values of the resulting signal. All curves reach
the maximum and start to decline. Lower values of the
resulting signal have a greater impact on LCR. LCR in-
creases for low values of Nakagami-m small scale fading
parameter m. The impact of resulting x on LCR is larger
for smaller magnitudes of parameter m. LCR is larger for
smaller values of m.
From this picture, the influence of power Ω1 can also be
observed. For low values of x, LCR increases with the re-
duction of power Ω1, but for bigger values of x, LCR in-
creases along with the growth of power Ω1.
Fig. 2. LCR normalized by fm for different parameters κ and Ω2.
Figure 2 shows the influence of the other two parameters:
Rician factor κ and signal power Ω2. LCR becomes bigger
as the Rician factor κ grows. The influence of x on LCR
is greater for lower values of Rician factor κ . The impact
of Nakagami-m fading parameter m on LCR is higher for
bigger values of Rician factor κ . From this figure, one can
also see that LCR is larger for greater values of power Ω2.
In Fig. 3 the impact of power Ω3 is shown. Based on the
image, one may remark that LCR is higher for bigger values
of Ω3 and low values of x. For higher values of x, LCR is
greater for smaller Ω3. The small resulting signal x exerts
a greater impact on LCR.
The results obtained may be used to evaluate LCR of the
product of Nakagami-m and two Rayleigh RVs, LCR of
Rician and two Rayleigh RVs, and LCR of the product of
three Rayleigh (3* Rayleigh) RVs. This can be achieved
because Nakagami-m and Rician distributions are of the
general variety. For the same reason, LCR of the product
of three independent Rician RVs from [26] can be used
for determination of LCR of the product of three Rayleigh
RVs, or the LCR of the product of two Rician RVs and
Fig. 3. LCR normalized by fm for various values of Ω3.
Rayleigh RV, or LCR of the product of Rician RV and two
Rayleigh RVs, because Rayleigh distribution may be easily
derived from Rician distribution for Rician factor κ = 0.
If Nakagami fading severity parameter m = 12 , Nakagami
distribution is reduced to unilateral (one-sided) Gaussian
distribution. For m = 1, Nakagami distribution reduces to
Rayleigh distribution, and for m > 1, Nakagami distribution
is reduced to Rician distribution. The ratio between Rician
factor κ and parameter m is [27], [38]:
κ =
√
m2−m
m−
√
m2−m
, m > 1 .
On the other hand, for [31]:
m =
(κ +1)2
2(κ +1)
,
the distribution in Eq. (1) is approximately Rician fading
with parameter κ . For m = ∞ we get an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel without fading. We see
that as m increases, fading decreases.
As the Nakagami distribution does not contain a Bessel
function, it can get the close form solution more convenient
than Rician distribution [30].
Thus, the Nakagami distribution may model Rayleigh
distribution and Rician distribution, with certain restric-
tions [21]. Note that some empirical measurements support
values of the m parameter being equal to less than one, in
which case the Nakagami fading causes a more severe per-
formance degradation than Rayleigh fading.
3. LCR of Product of Two Rician and
Nakagami-m Random Variables
In the second example, presented in this section, Rician fad-
ing exists in the first two sections and Nakagami-m fading
is present in the third section. These results are applicable
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in analyzing the performance of multi-hop relay wireless
telecommunications systems when the signal level is much
higher than the noise level. In such a case, the noise level
can be ignored. For that matter, the output signal is a prod-
uct of as many random variables as there are sections in
the relay system [38].
3.1. Distribution of the Second Set of Random Variables
Let random variables x4 and x5 have Rician distribu-
tion [22]:
px4(x4) =
2(κ1 +1)
Ω1
∞
∑
i2=0
(
κ1(κ1 +1)
Ω1
)i2
× 1
(i2!)2
x
2i2+1
4 e
−
κ1+1
Ω1
x24
, x4 ≥ 0 , (27)
px5(x5) =
2(κ2 +1)
Ω2
∞
∑
i3=0
(
κ2(κ2 +1)
Ω2
)i3
× 1
(i3!)2
x
2i3+1
5 e
−
κ2+1
Ω2
x25
, x5 ≥ 0 , (28)
and let random variable x6 have Nakagami-m distribu-
tion [29]:
px6(x6)=
2
Γ(m3)
(
m3
Ω3
)m3
x
2m3−1
3 e
−
m3
Ω3
x26
, x4 ≥ 0, x6 ≥ 0 , (29)
where Ωi, i = 1, 2, 3, are powers of RVs xi, i = 4, 5, 6,
κ1 and κ2 are Rician factors for variables x4 and x5, and
m3 is Nakagami-m fading severity parameter of RV x6.
3.2. Product of Three Random Variables
Here, the random variable x is defined as a product of xi,
i = 4, 5, 6:
x =
6
∏
i=4
xi . (30)
The first time derivative of x is:
x˙ = x˙4x5x6 + x4x˙5x6 + x4x5x˙6 , (31)
the average value of x is:
x˙ = x˙4x5x6 + x4x˙5x6 + x4x5x˙6 = 0 , (32)
because [29]
x˙4 = x˙5 = x˙6 = 0 . (33)
The variance of x˙ is given by:
σ2x˙ = x
2
5x
2
6σ
2
x˙4 + x
2
4x
2
6σ
2
x˙5 + x
2
4x
2
5σ
2
x˙6 , (34)
with:
σ2x˙4 = pi f 2m
Ω1
κ1 +1
, (35)
σ2x˙5 = pi f 2m
Ω2
κ2 +1
, (36)
σ2x˙6 = pi f 2m
Ω3
m3
. (37)
After transformation of Eqs. (35)–(37) into Eq. (34), the
variance is:
σ2x˙ = pi
2 f 2m
(
x25x
2
6
Ω1
κ1 +1
+
x2
x25
Ω2
κ2 +1
+
x2
x26
Ω3
m3
)
= pi2 f 2mx25x26
Ω1
κ1 +1
×
(
1+
x2
x45x
2
6
Ω2
κ2 +1
κ1 +1
Ω1
+
x2
x25x
4
6
Ω3
m3
κ1 +1
Ω1
)
. (38)
Joint PDF of x, x˙, x5 and x6 is:
pxx˙x5x6(xx˙x5x6) = px˙
(
x˙/xx5x6
)
× px
(
x/x5x6
)
px5(x5)px6(x6) , (39)
and joint PDF of x and x˙:
pxx˙(xx˙) =
∞∫
0
dx5
∞∫
0
dx6 pxx˙x5x6(xx˙x5x6)
=
∞∫
0
dx5
∞∫
0
dx6 px˙/xx5x6
(
x˙/xx5x6
)
px
(
x/x5x6
)
px5(x5)px6(x6),
(40)
with:
px
(
x/x5x6
)
=
∣∣∣∣
dx4
dx
∣∣∣∣px4
(
x
x5x6
)
, (41)
dx4
dx
=
1
x5x6
. (42)
The expression for pxx˙(xx˙) in Eq. (40), after some replace-
ments is:
pxx˙(xx˙) =
∞∫
0
dx5
∞∫
0
dx6 px˙
(
x˙/xx5x6
)
× 1
x5x6
px4
(
x
x5x6
)
px5(x5)px6(x6) . (43)
3.3. LCR of Product of the Second Set of Random
Variables
Level crossing rate of x is defined by Eq. (16) [39]. LCR
of product x from Eq. (30), with pxx˙(xx˙) from Eq. (43), is:
Nx =
∞∫
0
dx5
∞∫
0
dx6
( ∞∫
0
dx˙x˙px˙
(
x˙/xx5x6
)
× 1
x5x6
px4
(
x
x5x6
)
px5(x5)px6(x6)
)
. (44)
After introducing Eqs. (27)–(29) and Eq. (38) into Eq. (44),
we obtain LCR as:
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Nx =
1√
2pi
pi fm Ω
1
2
1
(κ1+1)
1
2
x2i1+1
2(κ1 +1)
Ω1
∞
∑
i2=0
(
κ1(κ1 +1)
Ω1
)i2
× 1
(i2!)2
2(κ2 +1)
Ω2
∞
∑
i3=0
(
κ2(κ2 +1)
Ω2
)i3 1
(i3!)2
2
Γ(m3)
×
(
m3
Ω3
)m3 ∞∫
0
dx5
∞∫
0
dx6x
−2i2−1+2i3+1
5 x
−2i2−1+2m3−1
6
× e
−
κ1+1
Ω1
x2
x25x
2
6
−
κ2+1
Ω2
x25−
m3
Ω3
x26
×
(
1+
x2
x45x
2
6
Ω2
κ2 +1
κ1 +1
Ω1
+
x2
x25x
4
6
Ω3
m3
κ1 +1
Ω1
) 1
2
. (45)
Now we need to use the Laplace approximation theorem for
the solution of double integrals, defined in Eqs. (18)–(20),
for x5 and x6, and x50 and x60 as solutions [39], to solve
last integrals in Eq. (45).
For this case the following is valid:
g(x5,x6) = x
−2i2+2i3
5 x
−2i2+2m3−2
6
×
(
1+
x2
x45x
2
6
Ω2
κ2 +1
κ1 +1
Ω1
+
x2
x25x
4
6
Ω3
m3
κ1 +1
Ω1
) 1
2
, (46)
f (x5,x6) =−κ1 +1Ω1
x2
x25x
2
6
− κ2 +1
Ω2
x25−
m3
Ω3
x26 , (47)
∂ f (x5,x6)
∂x6
=
2(κ1 +1)
Ω1
x2
x35x
2
6
− 2(κ2 +1)
Ω2
x5 , (48)
∂ f (x5,x6)
∂x6
=
2(κ1 +1)
Ω1
x2
x25x
3
6
− 2m3
Ω3
x6 . (49)
3.4. Numerical Examples and Discussion
Level crossing rate of the product of two Rician random
variables and a Nakagami-m random variable is calcu-
lated and shown in the next few figures. The influence that
Rician factors κ1 and κ2, Nakagami-m fading severity pa-
rameter m3, Rician multipath fading powers Ω1 and Ω2,
and Nakagami-m fading power Ω3 exert on LCR is dis-
cussed.
LCR, normalized by fm, depending on the signal enve-
lope x, is presented in Fig. 4, for different values of Rician
factor κ1 and Rician fading power Ω1. It is obvious from
the picture that LCR achieves the maximum for small val-
ues of signal envelope x, and starts to decrease for higher
values of x. So, it is evident that the impact of the signal
envelope on LCR is bigger for small values of the signal
envelope. It is also visible from this figure that LCR in-
creases along with the increase in Rician factor κ1 and in
power Ω1. It is known that system performance is better
for smaller values of LCR.
In Fig. 5, the normalized LCR is shown versus signal en-
velope for different values of parameters κ1 and Ω2. It is
Fig. 4. LCR normalized by fm versus signal envelope x for
various values of parameters κ1 and Ω1.
Fig. 5. LCR normalized by fm versus signal envelope x for
several values of parameters κ2 and Ω2.
possible to see from this figure that when κ1 grows, LCR
increases as well, but the increase is insignificant. On the
other hand, with the increase in Ω2, LCR increases visibly,
the curves become wider and the maximums move towards
higher values of the signal envelope x.
The last figure, Fig. 6, presents the LCR, normalized
by fm, depending on signal envelope for various values
of Nakagami-m fading severity parameter m3, and Naka-
gami-m fading power Ω3. It can be noticed that LCR grows
with an increase in fading power Ω3 and with a reduction
in the Nakagami-m fading parameter m3.
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Fig. 6. LCR normalized by fm versus signal envelope for different
values of parameters m3 and Ω3.
4. Conclusion
The product of RVs is applied in multiple relay channels
in the presence of composite fading. In this work, we fo-
cused on a wireless relay communications channel with
three sections, where the product of three RVs describes
the amplitude at the output of the cascaded fading channel
with three sections. A closed form LCR has been calculated
for that channel. The formula obtained has been checked
for different values of fading and power parameters.
The results are valuable for scientists and system de-
signers dealing with fading models for different wireless
channels. It is possible to verify the proposed distribu-
tion of the products of other fading amplitudes by mea-
suring parameters in real wireless relay channels in the
presence of multipath fading, and also due to the fact that
Nakagami-m and Rician distributions are of the general va-
riety. By entering adequate values of fading parameters,
other fading distributions in the individual sections may be
obtained.
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Abstract—This paper presents research on improving the in-
telligibility of spoken messages transmitted to aircraft from
a ground station. The proposed solution is based on the se-
lective calling (SELCAL) system and the audio watermarking
technique. The most important elements of a spoken mes-
sage (commands, numerical values) are transmitted as a wa-
termark embedded in the speech signal and are displayed to
the cockpit crew. The synchronization signal is embedded in
SELCAL duo-tones. The proposed system is resistant to re-
sampling and channel noise (at SNR > 25 dB).
Keywords—audio watermarking, aviation radio services, SEL-
CAL.
1. Introduction
Voice communication between ground and aircraft sta-
tions is based on analog DSB–AM modulation and re-
lies on the 117.975–137.000 MHz band. In order to ensure
proper understanding of the messages, special phraseology
standardized by International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) is used [1], [2]. It consists of a series of keywords
(e.g. acknowledge, affirm, cleared, confirm, over, report,
roger), requires the use of a special spelling system, both
with regard to letters (A – alpha, B – bravo, C – Charlie,
D – delta, etc.) and digits (4 – fower, 9 – niner), pro-
nunciation of numbers (each digit is uttered separately, but
such words as “thousand”, “hundred” and “decimal” are
allowed). Special scenarios are used to increase intelligi-
bility: “read back” – repeat this message back to me exactly
as received, “say again” – repeat the entire transmission or
a portion of your last transmission, “speak slower” – re-
duce your rate of speech, “words twice” – every word, or
group of words, in this message will be pronounced twice.
Nevertheless, some messages are still misunderstood, par-
ticularly by pilots having problems with English. Graphical
representation of the most important elements of the mes-
sage (e.g. numerical flight parameter values, such as flight
level, heading, runaway number) would facilitate compre-
hension of messages sent by the ground station. This re-
quires the transmission of digital information accompany-
ing voice messages.
How to transmit such digital information? The Air-
craft Communication Addressing and Reporting System
(ACARS) is a tool that is commonly used for the trans-
mission of short burst data (SBD) using VHF or satellite
links [3]. A transmission speed of 2400 bps is sufficient to
send weather reports and additional information concern-
ing the flight. However, it is not a real time communication
link, as delivery of messages is delayed by about 5–20 sec-
onds if a satellite link and the SBD protocol are used [3].
The Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC)
system [4] is more suitable for Air Traffic Control (ATC)
applications. It is used for non-time-critical communica-
tions between aircraft and ground. Similarly to ACARS,
a digital VHF radio link is used that is independent of the
analog legacy system. CPDLC is implemented in some
airports in the USA and Europe (e.g. Maastricht). It is
useful in relieving congestion of the analog speech com-
munications system, but it will not replace it, because of
its latency. Therefore, digital data should be transmitted
along with voice message, using the same link.
Two solutions may be applied here: transmission of the
data burst before or after the voice message, or embed-
ding data in the speech signal using watermarking tech-
niques. The sending data bursts may be disturbing to cock-
pit crews of other aircraft. Ground stations use the same
channel to establish voice communications with a number
of aircraft, and flight crews continuously monitor the fre-
quency awaiting radio communications targeted specifically
for their flight. Therefore, the use of audio watermarking
techniques would be a better solution. Due to the short
duration of a typical voice message (several seconds) and
a low bit rate of the watermark transmission (in this case:
20 bps), only small data packs may be transmitted. The
watermark transmission proposed will make it possible to
send short digital messages, such as FL100 (flight level one
zero zero), HEAD080 (heading zero eight zero) or RUN27
(runway two seven).
The watermark transmission system proposed may be eas-
ily integrated with the commonly used selective calling
(SELCAL) system [5], [6]. A traditional voice callout
(e.g. “LOT 245”) is replaced with a special SELCAL code
consisting of 4 tones and attributed to a specific aircraft
using this system. In fact, two duo-tones are transmitted,
each with the duration of about 1 second. The aircraft
crew relying on SELCAL does not have to maintain a lis-
tening watch. The reception of a proper code activates the
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cockpit notification system (a lamp, a bell or a chime).
Then, a cockpit crew member responds with a full ra-
dio call sign (e.g. “LOT 245”) a communication with the
ground station begins by uttering the “go ahead” message.
SELCAL is quite popular – 10920 codes have been as-
signed. At present, the system is fully saturated (dupli-
cate codes start to appear), and its further extension is
planned [6]. In the proposed watermark transmission sys-
tem, SELCAL pulses are used for synchronization of digital
transmissions. The task is accomplished by adding a third
tone to both duo-tones. Its frequency is lower than the
frequencies of all SELCAL tones, so the SELCAL system
itself remains unaffected.
A solution that is an alternative to SELCAL was proposed
in [7]. A 24-bit aircraft identifier was to be transmitted as
a watermark embedded in the speech signal. However, this
idea has not been implemented in practice.
The problem of misunderstandings in controller – pilot ex-
changes is the subject of extensive research, with some so-
lutions including automatic speech recognition [8]. In this
paper, a simple solution is proposed, fulfilling the following
requirements:
• compatibility with the existing analog voice commu-
nications system. Watermarks should not degrade the
quality of transmitted speech signals transmitted;
• compatibility with SELCAL system. SELCAL codes
should be detected and no other non-speech signals
should appear;
• no surplus tasks for cockpit crews, except for read-
ing the information displayed. Messages typed by
cockpit crews resulted in latency in the CPDLC sys-
tem [4]. In the proposed system, digital data is sent
from the ground to the aircraft only. The task of typ-
ing the data accompanying the voice message is the
responsibility of the controller;
• safety and reliability: inconsistent digital data (parity
check failure, atypical syntax or semantics) is not
displayed;
• resistance to channel noise generated at the AM re-
ceiver’s output;
• resistance to resampling. Due to the analog nature of
the transmission, the watermarked signal should be
resampled on the receiver side, but the sampling fre-
quency differs, by several dozen Hz, from that used
on the transmitter side. This leads to desynchroniza-
tion of the watermark transmission.
Watermarking algorithms described in this paper are par-
tially based on a solution proposed for steganography in
VoIP transmissions [9]. However, they are thoroughly mod-
ified to deal with short messages and with the resampling
of watermarked speech.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 the syntax of digital data and the manner
in which it is embedded in the accompanying voice message
are presented. In Section 3 the watermark synthesis and de-
tection algorithms are described. In Section 4 synchroniza-
tion problems are discussed, particularly those concerned
with sampling frequency offset estimation and correction.
Section 5 is devoted to testing resistance to channel noise
and resampling. A short summary concludes in Section 6.
2. Embedding Digital Messages in their
Spoken Counterparts
The watermark transmission system proposed should en-
hance the intelligibility of most important keywords and
parameters. It should be noted that a watermark transmis-
sion is relatively slow, so only abbreviated forms of ground-
Table 1
Examples of messages transmitted in an abbreviated form
Spoken Transmitted as a watermark Displayed to the pilot
Flight level niner five FL95 Flight level 95
Heading one one zero HD110 Heading 110
Wind two zero zero degrees two five knots WIND200D25K Wind 200 deg 25 knots
Cloud base two thousand two hundred CB2200 Cloud base 2200
Visibility seven hundred VIS700 Visibility 700
Runway visual range six hundred RVR600 Runway visual range 600
Altimeter setting one thousand QNH1000 QNH 1000
Report level RLEV Report level
Climb flight level seven zero CL70 Climb 70
Descend flight level six zero DS60 Descend 60
Cleared for take off CLETAO Cleared for take off
Cancel take off CANCTAO Cancel take off
Runway two seven RUN27 Runway 27
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to-aircraft messages may be embedded in the speech signal.
The watermark bit rate used in the system proposed equals
20 bits per second, so up to 2.5 ASCII codes may be trans-
mitted in one second. Generally, such as rate is sufficient
and the duration of the watermark is not longer than that
of the corresponding spoken message. Some examples of
spoken messages along with their abbreviated and displayed
counterparts are given in Table 1.
The encoding of abbreviated messages in a bit stream is
presented in Fig. 1. It starts with a preamble consisting
of 8 bits – the 01010101 pattern was selected due to its
favorable synchronization properties. 7-bit ASCII codes
are used to encode the message. They are extended to
8 bits due to parity checks. At the end, another series of
at least 8 bits appears, according to the same pattern. This
supplement continues to be generated until the end of the
spoken message.
Fig. 1. Bit stream representing the abbreviated message.
Fig. 2. Waveform of a watermarked voice message with SELCAL
pulses – short bit stream.
The method of embedding this bit stream in the spoken
message is explained in Fig. 2. The transmission starts
with two SELCAL pulses with the duration of 1 s, each
containing two tones. These tones form a selective call
code, identifying a given aircraft. The basic SELCAL sys-
tem uses 16 tone frequencies, from 312.6 Hz to 1479.1 Hz.
Speech signal transmissions may start much later, but in
Fig. 2, the time interval between SELCAL pulses and the
voice message is shortened for simulation purposes. The
watermark containing digital information commences when
speech amplitude becomes greater than a preset threshold.
It continues until the end of the voice message. After the
information bits have been sent, the 010101. . . sequence is
transmitted until the end of the voice message.
Fig. 3. Waveform of a watermarked voice message with SELCAL
pulses – long bit stream.
If digital information is longer than the spoken message,
then low amplitude noise is appended to the speech signal.
The watermark is embedded in the speech and accompa-
nying noise. This is shown in Fig. 3. If the energy of the
speech signal drops to a preset threshold (e.g. intervals be-
tween spoken words), noise is added in order to maintain
the required level of the watermarked signal.
3. Watermark Embedding and Detection
Watermark embedding and decoding algorithms proposed
for ground-to-aircraft communications are partially based
on steganographic algorithms intended for VoIP commu-
nications systems [9]. Watermarking in the frequency do-
main is applied, i.e. spectral analysis is performed to detect
the watermark. This approach was also applied in water-
marking of wideband audio [10]. Frequency domain water-
marking yields the transmission system robust to imprecise
synchronization [10], [11].
For embedding one bit of digital information, two windows
with the length of N = 200 samples are used at the sampling
frequency of 8000 Hz. This yields the bit rate equal to
20 bps. In each window the amplitude and phase spectrum
of the windowed audio signal x (speech or appended noise)
are calculated:
X = DFT [Hanning(x)] ,
|X |= ABS(X) (1)
Φ = X ./|X | ,
where the absolute value calculations (ABS) and divisions
(./) are element-wise operations, |X | and Φ are vectors.
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Fig. 4. Two patterns (data transmission symbols w and −w) used for spectrum modulation: 1 – increase, (−1) – decrease, 0 – no
change.
Next, the selected spectral components (here, within the
frequency range of 0.5–3.5 kHz) are modulated – their
amplitudes are increased or decreased. Low frequencies
(0–0.5 kHz) and high frequencies (3.5–4 kHz) are not
modified, because of potential attenuation in the DSB-AM
transmission. Modulation is performed in 6 sub-bands us-
ing two opposite polarity patterns (Fig. 4).
To reduce the influence of strong spectral peaks (formants)
of speech signal on watermark detection, a distinctive type
of differential coding is applied. Two windows (subframes)
are used to transmit a single bit. For a logical “1”, the w
pattern (red pattern in Fig. 4) is used in the first window,
and the (−w) pattern, i.e. the blue pattern in Fig. 4, is used
in the second window. For a logical “0” - the situation is
reversed. This increases the difference between modified
spectrums, but strong spectral components of the speech
signal are attenuated.
In order to maintain good quality of watermarked speech,
modification of spectral components should not exceed the
masking threshold. A simplified algorithm used to compute
the masking curve is applied. It is based on the perceptual
filtering concept that is widely used in speech compres-
sion. The masking curve is the frequency response of the
attenuated IIR predictive filter:
M(z) =
α
1+
10
∑
i=1
aiγ iz−i
, (2)
where a1, a2, . . . , a10 are prediction coefficients calculated
for N = 200 samples of the speech signal, γ = 0.95 is the at-
tenuation coefficient, α is the offset, influencing watermark
strength and quality of watermarked speech. An example
of a masking curve is shown in Fig. 5. Modifications of
speech spectrum amplitudes should not exceed the masking
threshold. These modifications (amplifications or attenua-
tions of spectral components) are performed only in the fre-
quency range of 0.5–3.5 kHz (Fig. 4). Moreover, due to the
simplified method of calculating the masking curve, ampli-
fications are restricted to triple values of speech spectrum
amplitudes, and attenuations to 0.3 of these amplitudes.
Fig. 5. Amplitude spectrum of a window of speech signal (1)
and the estimated masking curve (2).
The spectrum of the watermark is obtained by subtracting
the original amplitude spectrum |X | from the modified am-
plitude spectrum |X |∗ and by applying the phase spectrum
Φ of windowed speech from Eq. (1):
V =
(
|X |∗−|X |
)
.∗Φ , (3)
where (.∗) denotes element-wise multiplications.
Then, the time domain of the watermark is calculated us-
ing inverse DFT. In order to suppress discontinuities at the
edges of the windows, a trapezoidal window is applied in
the time domain:
v = Trapezoid
[
IDFT(V )
]
, (4)
Then, the watermark is added to speech or noise (if noise
is appended to a short speech phrase):
y = x+ v , (5)
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Reception of the hidden bit is based on correlation, as
previously proposed for speech and audio watermarking –
Fig. 6 [9], [10].
Fig. 6. Reception of a single symbol y, < ·> denotes correlation
(inner product).
The use of logarithms in the frequency domain requires
some explanation. Let us assume that in both windows
(subframes, each one with the duration of N = 200 sam-
ples) the amplitude spectrum of speech is almost the same:
|X |1 ≈ |X |2 ≈ |X |. The masking curve M (frequency re-
sponse of predictive filter M(z)) is a smoothed and atten-
uated copy of the signal spectrum |X |. If γ → 1 and the
number of prediction coefficients are high, then M→α |X |.
Watermarking consists in adding or subtracting components
of M to/from components of |X |:
|Y |= |X |±M ≈ |X |±α |X|= |X |(1±α) . (6)
The subtraction of watermarked spectrums of two sub-
frames yields:
∆|Y |= |Y |1−|Y |2 ≈ |X |(1±α)−|X|(1∓α) =
±2α |X | . (7)
Due to the great dynamic range of speech spectrum, the
∆|Y | function is weakly correlated with the pattern w and
correlation receiver yields frequent errors. Moreover, only
a small part of the signal spectrum influences the decision-
making process – Fig. 7.
Using the log spectrum for correlation computations,
yields:
log |Y | ≈ log
[
|X |(1±α)
]
= log |X |+ log(1±α) . (8)
Fig. 7. Correlation computation relying on a linear spectrum (log
operation skipped): ∆|Y | – blue (1), w – red (2).
The subtraction of log spectrums of two subframes yields:
∆ log |Y |= log |Y |1− log |Y |2 ≈
log(1±α)− log(1∓α) . (9)
It needs to be noted that there is no influence of the speech
spectrum |X | on the decision algorithm and that ∆ log |Y |
should be flat within each subband. In a real situation, it
is not exactly like that, because the condition M → α |X | is
not fulfilled. Nevertheless, ∆ log |Y | is strongly correlated
with the w or (−w) pattern, depending on the logical value
of the bit transmitted – Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Correlation computation using log spectrum: ∆ log |Y | –
blue (1), w – red (2).
This allows to detect the bit stream presented in Fig. 1.
The decoder starts at the beginning of the ground-to-aircraft
transmission or after the SELCAL pulses. The digital wa-
termark transmission starts later, so many random bits
may be detected before the preamble. Nevertheless, the
entire bit stream received is analyzed for the positions
of ASCII codes. There are eight possible segmentation
methods: starting from the first, second, . . . , then eighth
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bit received. Every time bytes are extracted, the parity test
is performed and the number of failures is noted. The low-
est value of parity errors indicates a proper segmentation
manner. Then the preamble is found and the digital mes-
sage is decoded. All bytes carrying ASCII codes should
fulfill the requirements of the parity test. If not, the whole
message is classified as uncertain and is not displayed.
Additional tests may be performed, based on prior knowl-
edge of syntax and semantics of the transmitted messages.
For example, messages presented in Table 1 contain capi-
tal letters and numbers only. Detection of other characters
indicates a transmission error. Such a message will not be
displayed.
4. Bit Synchronization and Sampling
Frequency Offset Correction
The watermark reception algorithm described in the pre-
vious section requires bit synchronization. Time intervals
lasting 50 ms (400 samples) should be localized in the
time domain. The synchronization algorithm is based on
the observation that the correlation c =< ∆ log |Y |, w >
(Fig. 8) attains the maximum absolute value if both sub-
frames are correctly localized. Therefore, the reception
algorithm (Fig. 6) is executed many times with a small
shift (here, 10 samples). Each time, the absolute value of
correlation is noted (Fig. 9). Note the maximum values
every 40×10 = 400 samples. They correspond to the true
positions of windows containing watermarked bits. In
the middle of each window the watermarking pattern is
changed (from w to (−w) or vice versa) and the difference
of log spectrums ∆ log |Y | is maximized. If the same log-
ical value is transmitted in neighboring windows, the wa-
termarking pattern is changed at the edge. That is why
additional maximum values in between the true ones are
observed. If the bit sequence of 010101. . . is transmitted,
no additional maximum values are observed. That is why
these sequences are used as the preamble and the supple-
ment for the transmitted data.
Fig. 9. Series of correlations |ci| calculated with a shift of
10 samples.
To identify the positions of bit transmission windows, the
correlations (Fig. 9) are summed up with the shift equal to
window duration (40 times ten samples). This is performed
40 times, starting from different positions:
C1 = |c1| + |c41|+ |c81| + . . .
C2 = |c2| + |c42|+ |c82| + . . .
. . .
C40 = |c40|+ |c80|+ |c120|+ . . .
. (10)
An example of these sums of correlations is presented in
Fig. 10. The maximum value indicates the position of data
transmitting windows, the secondary maximum is also vis-
ible, pointing to the middle of the windows.
Fig. 10. Sums of correlations C1, C2, . . . , C40.
Satisfactory performance of the bit synchronization algo-
rithm is obtained if each window contains exactly 2N =
400 samples. Unfortunately, it is not the case because the
watermarked signal is transmitted using an analog DSB-
AM communication link and is then resampled at the re-
ceiver side. Sampling frequencies used for watermark em-
bedding and detection are not synchronized and a difference
of some tens of Hz may be expected. Thus the sampling
frequency offset should be estimated and the number of
samples in a window (real number T ) should be calcu-
lated. Then, the true position of the first window is found
by maximizing the modified sums of correlations:
imax = argmax(Ci) ,
Ci = |ci|+ |ci+round( T10 )|+ ci+round( 2T10 )|+ . . . ,
(11)
where round denotes rounding to the nearest integer. Thus
the first window starts at 10imax and the others at 10imax +
round(nT ).
Now it begs the question of how to estimate the sampling
frequency f ′s at the receiver and the number of samples in
the window T .
The first approach is based on a series of correlations |ci|
(Fig. 9). Its quasi-period T10 may be estimated with Fourier
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analysis. In Fig. 11 the absolute values of DFT coefficients
of a correlations series |ci| are shown. The position of the
first harmonic indicates the inverse of the quasi period.
In order to increase resolution, zeros were appended to
the correlations series. Therefore, big values of DFT lags
appear in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11. Fourier analysis of a series of correlations.
The second approach to sampling frequency offset estima-
tion consists in transmitting tones. This technique is widely
used in OFDM systems [12]. It has been also applied in au-
dio watermarking systems [13], [14]. This approach would
be particularly interesting if the SELCAL system is used.
SELCAL pulses consist of two tones, so there is no problem
if the third tone is added and used for sampling frequency
estimation. Its frequency should be out of the band used
for SELCAL tones (312.6–1479.1 Hz). Thus, the frequency
of fp = 8000/28≈ 285.71 Hz is selected. One period con-
tains exactly 28 samples. The amplitude of this tone is
6 dB below that of SELCAL tones. Two SELCAL pulses
are used for sampling frequency estimation.
This additional tone, Acos(2pi fpt + ϕ0), is synthesized at
the transmitter side as a series of samples Acos(2pi fp nfs +
ϕ0), where fs = 8000 Hz. Its period is P = fsfp = 28 samples.
At the receiver side, this tone is sampled at the sampling
frequency of f ′s : Acos(2pi fp nf ′s +ϕ0). For estimation of f
′
s
the maximum likelihood estimator may be used, maximiz-
ing absolute value of the correlation of the received tone
with e
j2pi fp nf ′s [15]. This estimator is optimal in the Cramer-
Rao sense, but it requires many correlation calculations for
all tested values of f ′s . The algorithm used in [12]–[14]
is suboptimal but less complex, because the correlation is
computed only once, in windows of short duration (here,
in windows containing P = 28 samples). For correlation
computation, one period of the complex signal sampled at
fs = 8000 Hz is used: ej2pi fp
n
fs , n = 0, 1, . . . , P−1. For the
k-th window this correlation equals:
r(k) = A
kP−1
∑
n−(k−1)P
cos
(
2pi fp nf ′s
+ϕ0
)
e
j2pin fpfs . (12)
If f ′s = fs and noise and the other distortions are absent,
then the complex correlations are equal. If f ′s 6= fs, then
the phase shift ∆ϕ appears at the end of each window and
is accumulated. At the end of the first window the phase
shift equals:
∆ϕ = 2pi fp Pfs +ϕ0−2pi fp
P
f ′s
−ϕ0 = 2pi−2pi
fs
f ′s
. (13)
Then it is cumulated: ∆ϕ(k) = k∆ϕ .
Fig. 12. Cumulated complex correlations before (blue – 1) and
after (red – 2) correction.
In Fig. 12 sums of complex correlations R(K) =
K
∑
k=1
r(k)
are shown ( f ′s − fs = 25 Hz). An increasing phase shift
may be observed. Compensation of the phase shift makes
all correlations equal and the corresponding sum yields its
maximum absolute value: R′(K) =
K
∑
k=1
r(k)e−j∆ϕ(k). This
suggests an algorithm for phase shift estimation:
∆φ = argmax
v
∣∣∣∣
Kmax
∑
k=1
r(k)e−jkv
∣∣∣∣ . (14)
Having ∆ϕ we may calculate the sampling frequency f ′s =
2pi fs
2pi−∆ϕ and the number of samples within a bit transmitting
window: T = 2N f
′
s
fs
.
5. Testing
Tests were performed with Matlab, using seven phrases of
duration between 3 and 10 s, recorded during a listening
watch at the Warsaw Chopin Airport. Only ground-to-
airplane communications were recorded. Phrases were of
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good quality, noise level was more than 30 dB below the
speech level. Two SELCAL pulses were inserted before the
speech phrase (Figs. 2–3).
To simulate an analog communication channel, pseudoran-
dom noise was added, at SNR = 5–30 dB. At the receiver
the incoming signal was resampled at the sampling fre-
quency of 7970–8030 Hz.
The bit stream included a 8-bit preamble, 8 bytes (7-bit
ASCII codes with 1 bit for parity control) and a supple-
ment containing at least 8 bits (Fig. 1). Simulations were
repeated 3–10 times to improve the accuracy of bit error
rate (BER) estimation.
The quality of watermarked speech was evaluated using the
PESQ algorithm [16]. The mean opinion score (MOS) and
listening quality MOS (MOS-LQO) were measured before
the addition of channel noise. The results are shown in
Fig. 13. Speech quality depends on watermark strength α –
Eq. (2). Watermark attenuation of 3 dB (α = 0.707) yields
a MOS improvement of about 0.2. Mean MOS-LQO value
equals 3.82 for a stronger watermark (α = 1) and 4.03 for
a weaker watermark (α = 0.707). In both cases speech
quality is judged as good.
Fig. 13. MOS-LQO for 7 watermarked speech phrases.
Preliminary tests of the bit detection algorithm (Fig. 6)
were performed to check the robustness of this algorithm
and its resistance to resampling and window shift. Without
sampling frequency offset correction, the transmission and
the reception of windows cannot be aligned and BER in-
creases. Due to the short duration of watermarked speech,
tolerance to sampling frequency offset of up to 10 Hz is
obtained (Fig. 14). Therefore, the sampling frequency es-
timation error should not exceed 10 Hz.
Then, the robustness to window shift was tested. The sam-
pling frequency at the receiver was set to 8 kHz and bit
synchronization was blocked. The increase in BER started
at a shift value equal to 30 samples (Fig. 15). The bit
synchronization algorithm proposed localizes windows with
the position error of up to 10 samples (Figs. 9–10), which
seems to be sufficient.
Then, the comparison of two sampling frequency estimation
algorithms was made. One phrase of speech signal with
Fig. 14. BER as a function of sampling frequency (without
frequency offset correction).
Fig. 15. BER as a function of window shift: without bit syn-
chronization (blue – 1) and with bit synchronization (red – 2).
Fig. 16. Observation of sampling frequency estimation errors:
DFT of a series of correlations (∗) and adding a tone to SELCAL
signals ().
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SELCAL pulses was generated (Fig. 2), then channel noise
was added (SNR from 10 to 30 dB). Three sampling fre-
quency values were tested: 8000 Hz (no change of sampling
frequency), 7975 Hz (sampling frequency offset −25 Hz)
and 8025 Hz (sampling frequency offset +25 Hz). Errors
of sampling frequency estimation are shown in Fig. 16.
Frequency estimation based on DFT of a series of corre-
lations (Fig. 9, Fig. 11) was less accurate than frequency
estimation based on an additional tone added to SECAL
pulses (Fig. 12). The bit detection algorithm is robust to
a sampling frequency mismatch of up to 10 Hz (Fig. 14),
so both algorithms may be applied.
Fig. 17. BER as a function of SNR at the output of the AM re-
ceiver (confidence intervals marked with asterisks and squares).
Finally, robustness to channel noise was tested using
7 speech phrases, 4 SNR values and 2 watermark strength
coefficients: α = 1 (full strength) and α = 0.707 (water-
mark attenuation of 3 dB). Each simulation was repeated
10 times using different noise waveforms, in order to re-
duce confidence intervals. The results (Fig. 17) show that
BER approaches 0.001 at SNR = 30 dB. A typical message
does not exceed 100 bits, so it can be received without any
error at a probability greater than 0.9.
6. Conclusions
The audio watermarking system proposed may be helpful
in increasing comprehension of voice commands transmit-
ted from ground to aircraft using an analog communication
link. Digital information is embedded in the speech signal
and may be displayed in the cockpit. A relatively low bit
rate of 20 bps is sufficient to encode keywords and flight pa-
rameters. The algorithms proposed meet the requirements
specified in the introduction, namely:
• compatibility with existing analog voice communica-
tions systems. Digital information embedded in the
speech signal does not degrade its quality. MOS val-
ues measured with the PESQ algorithm [16] show
a good speech quality. The mean MOS-LQO value
equals 3.82 for a stronger watermark and 4.03 for
a weaker watermark (attenuation of 3 dB). No other
non-speech signals appear, like in a modem-based
approach [17];
• compatibility with SELCAL system. SELCAL pulses
contain duo-tones of frequencies from 312.6 to
1479.1 Hz. In the proposed system the third tone
is added outside of this range, at frequency of fp ≈
285.71 Hz. It is used for sampling frequency estima-
tion does not affect detection of duotones;
• no surplus charge for cockpit crew and low latency.
Digital messages are transmitted from the ground to
the aircraft, the cockpit crew is only required to ob-
serve a display. The decoding of the message is com-
menced immediately after reception of the bitstream.
A decoder programmed in Matlab and run on a typ-
ical laptop was operating at less than half of real
time. A voice message lasts several seconds, so the
displayed message should appear a few seconds after
the spoken phrase;
• safety and reliability: only error-free messages are
displayed. Parity check is used for error detection
and syntax of the detected commands is verified (Ta-
ble 1). In the case of doubts, digital content is not
displayed and the cockpit crew should rely on the
voice message alone, as in the standard case;
• robustness to channel noise. In most cases the dis-
tance between the transmitter and the receiver is
short, because ground-to-airplane messages are used
during takeoff or landing phases. Therefore, the AM
signal is strong and SNR is about 30 dB. In these
conditions BER of the watermark transmission ap-
proaches 0.001 (Fig. 17) and more than 90% of typ-
ical messages are received without errors. This may
be improved if EEC are used, at the cost of a lower
bit rate. The proposed system may be used at low
SNR values, but below 20 dB BER becomes too high
and the quality of voice messages deteriorates con-
siderably;
• robustness to resampling. The sampling frequency
used at the receiver differs by some tens of Hz from
the sampling frequency at the transmitter. There-
fore, the sampling frequency should be estimated at
the receiver and it should be used in the bit syn-
chronization algorithm. A sampling frequency es-
timation algorithm based on tone embedding was
applied [12]–[14]. This tone is added to SELCAL
pulses. The bit synchronization algorithm is robust
to a sampling frequency offset of up to 30 Hz, which
is sufficient in practice.
The problem of ground-to-airplane messaging may be
solved by transmitting a burst of data before or after the
speech phrase [17]. This guarantees good robustness to
channel noise but the data transmitting signal is audible as
a short burst of noise. This is not convenient for crews on
a listening watch.
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Abstract—There is a way to automatically wake up television
receivers when a broadcaster sends out an emergency alert.
In the Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting-Terrestrial
(ISDB-T) digital television standard, the emergency wake-up
procedure is called an Emergency Warning System (EWS). In
ISDB-T, the special signal is embedded in a control message
known as transmission and modulation configuration control
(TMCC). However, improper identification of the wake-up sig-
nal, often encountered in mobile reception, leads to unneces-
sary wake ups. In this paper, a method of reliably determining
a wake-up signal is proposed by assuming that broadcasters
will not change the TMCC message except for the wake-up
signal when the broadcaster sends out an emergency alert.
A change in the wake-up bit leads to variation parity, and
the proposed method also relies on such variations. Mutual
information to be obtained by the wake-up receiver is evalu-
ated using the memoryless binary asymmetric channel model.
Results showed that the proposed method provided mutual in-
formation even at a Eb/N0 being lower than 10 dB. Mutual
information of the proposed method with intermittent recep-
tion is also analyzed as a function of the duty ratio of the
intermittent receiver.
Keywords—binary asymmetric channel, emergency warning sys-
tem (EWS), intermittent reception, transmission and modulation
coding configuration (TMCC).
1. Introduction
When tremors are felt on the ground, we may turn on
television sets or radios to listen to alert messages about
earthquakes, tsunami alerts, etc. Prompt audio-and-visual
alerts during emergencies have been important, as the re-
quirement to place fire sensors inside houses in the United
States significantly reduces the number of people who have
died while sleeping.
One could easily come up with ideas to provide automatic
wake-up television receivers with a broadcaster assigned
emergency signal. This idea has been implemented by
broadcasters who send special signals to advise of emer-
gencies. Some components of a television receiver, such
as the tuner and the power supply controller, are still ac-
tive and the receiver continues to receive signals from the
broadcaster when it is idle, until special messages are sent.
Emergency alerts are sent out based on requests from local
governments or meteorological agencies.
Emergency alerts provided by means of broadcasting sig-
nals are now available. An Emergency Alert System (EAS)
is in operation in the United States. The wake-up signal
in EAS is encoded into the main audio channel using fre-
quency shift keying (FSK) modulation, and therefore the
EAS wake-up signal is mainly available on analog tele-
vision sets and radios [1]. Digital television sets in the
United States employed the Advanced Television Standard
Committee (ATSC) standard after analog television broad-
casting ended. ATSC-class television receivers had to be
woken up by EAS, by decoding the transport stream (TS),
the audio channel and the alert message during the idle
state. One possible way of designing ATSC wake-up re-
ceivers is to use a guard band between broadcasting chan-
nels [2]. ATSC 3.0, a successor of ATSC, plans to imple-
ment a new EAS wake-up method [3]. The wake-up sig-
nal in the Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T)
television standard is also encoded into the main audio
channel, just as it was the case with FSK modulation in
TS, and is delivered by an optional Announcement Ser-
vice [4]. This procedure is also called EWS. A method of
displaying an emergency pop-up message on the screen has
been proposed [5].
The emergency wake-up procedure of ISDB-T is defined
as EWS. The wake-up signal bit is embedded in a control
signal named TMCC, while detailed emergency content is
included in the Program Map Table (PMT) in Transport
Stream (TS) [6]. Therefore, accurate determination of the
specific bit in a TMCC message may serve as a substitute
to improve the effectiveness of the wake-up procedure. An
emergency wake-up will also be available in the Terrestrial
Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (T-DMB) standard [1].
In T-DMB, both the wake-up signal and the detailed in-
formation are embedded in the Fast Information Channel
(FIC) that also carries multiplexing, service, and condi-
tional access-related information.
It is important for mobile receivers to decrease their power
consumption. Separation of transmissions of the wake-up
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Fig. 1. The TMCC message structure.
signal and the signal containing detailed information de-
creases, in ISDB-T, power consumption of television re-
ceivers remaining at an idle state, because all the idle re-
ceiver has to do is only to receive the control signal. A way
of potentially decreasing power consumption further is to
employ intermittent reception. It enables the receiver to
sleep periodically, for a certain time, in order to reduce
mean power consumption. Because the frequency of dis-
asters is extremely low, the use of intermittently-active re-
ceivers could be possible, but on the other hand, intermit-
tent reception may also lead to misdetection of emergency
alerts.
In this paper, a method of determining the wake-up sig-
nal in ISDB-T is proposed. Performance evaluation is car-
ried out using the probability of misdetection, the prob-
ability of a false alarm and mutual information. Mutual
information is also analyzed in intermittent reception to de-
termine the trade-off between performance and power con-
sumption.
2. Emergency Wake-up Procedure for
ISDB-T Television Receivers
2.1. ISDB-T Signals
ISDB-T employs band segment transmission-orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (BST-OFDM) with 5616
subcarriers and a phase reference subcarrier. It segments
a 5.7 MHz channel band into 13 bands. Each segment
consists of two control signals (TMCC and AC1) and the
payload.
ISDB-T digital television is capable of layering the payload
into A, B and C layers. Each layer employs mutually dif-
ferent modulations and coding rates. For example, a broad-
caster would choose one-segment QPSK modulation in the
A layer for mobile receivers, and 12-segment 64 QAM
1Auxiliary channel (AC) is used for broadcasters and for the early earth-
quake warning in ISDB-T.
modulation in the B layer for fixed receivers. Some im-
portant messages, such as the network information table
(NIT) and conditional access table (CAT) are sent in the
A layer. The arrangement, as well as the wake-up signal,
are described in the TMCC message.
The TMCC signal is periodically sent in 0.2 s cycles
by differential bi-phase shift keying (DBPSK) modulation.
ISDB-T broadcasters in Japan use a subcarrier bandwidth
called mode 3, and there are four TMCC subcarriers in
a segment. Each TMCC signal contains a 204-bit message
and the message is periodically sent at 992 bps.
The TMCC message structure is shown in Fig. 1. It con-
sists of a 1-bit length phase reference to demodulate the
DBPSK signal (not shown in Fig. 1), a 16-bit length syn-
chronization word (alternation of fixed patterns 0x39EE
and 0xCA11 in a hexagonal expression), a 3-bit length
segment type identifier, a 2-bit length system identifier,
a 4-bit length indication of parameter change and a 1-bit
length emergency wake-up signal (denoted by the EWS
flag). There is also a 1-bit length current partial recep-
tion flag, a 39-bit length current modulation, coding rate,
and segment number, a 1-bit length next partial reception
flag, a 39-bit length next modulation, coding rate, and seg-
ment number, a 3-bit length phase compensation for seg-
ment concatenation, a 12-bit length reserved space and an
82-bit length parity.
2.2. Bit Error Rate in Receiving TMCC Messages
The radio signal in stationary reception arriving at the
receiver is represented by additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). The bit error rate, Pe, for DBPSK modulation is
Pe =
1
2
e−γ ,
where γ is the signal energy per bit above the noise power
density, which is usually denoted by Eb/N0. γ is also pro-
portional to signal strength. An increase in γ monotonically
decreases Pe.
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Signal strength observed by a moving receiver varies from
time to time due to the multipath phenomenon. Signal
fluctuation due to Rayleigh fading is caused by both scat-
tered waves in mobile reception. The Pe is [7]:
Pe =
1
2
1+ γ(1−ρC)
1+ γ
, (1)
where ρC is the correlation coefficient of signals between
the symbol duration of Ts. The ρC of the uniformly spread
scatterers model becomes:
ρC = J0(2pi fD Ts) , (2)
where J0(·) is the first-kind Bessel function of the zero-
th order, and fD is the maximum Doppler frequency. fD
is obtained from fD = v/λ , and v is the velocity and λ
is the wavelength. Because the error is the source of the
multipath and the Doppler effect, the Pe in mobile reception
depends on v and Ts. Various ρC are found in reference [7].
Fig. 2. Pe vs. γ in stationary reception (AWGN) and mobile
reception (Rayleigh fading) environments.
Pe in AWGN and Rayleigh fading environments are com-
pared in Fig. 2. In the Rayleigh fading environment, an
increase in γ leads to the exhibition of Pe floor, and it is
often referred to as an irreducible error. The error floor in
Rayleigh fading is calculated by taking the limit of γ → ∞
in Eq. (1),
Pe =
1
2
(1−ρC) . (3)
2.3. Error Correction Code Employed in TMCC
Message
Parity in a TMCC message is generated by the polynomial
of x82 +x77 +x76 +x71 +x67 +x66 +x56 +x52 +x48 +x40 +
x36 + x34 + x24 + x22 + x18 + x10 + x4 + 1. The (273, 191)
difference set cyclic code is a type of the BCH code that
is capable of correcting 8 error bits2. In general, decod-
ing a BCH code requires cumbersome polynomial factori-
zation. But the code may be decoded by majority determi-
nation of the summarized syndromes [8]. The code orig-
inally proposed by Weldon is shortened to fit the 102-bit
TMCC information. A method of efficiently correcting er-
rors with the (184, 102) shortened code is also proposed,
relying on majority determination of the syndrome sum-
mary [9].
At the receiver, the TMCC message is divided by the gen-
erating polynomial to obtain the 82 syndrome bits S0−S81.
They are further summarized into following 18 work bits:
A1 = S71 +S76
A2 = S17
A3 = S5 +S23
A4 = S21 +S27 +S45
A5 = S3 +S25 +S31 +S49
A6 = S16 +S40 +S42 +S66
A7 = S35 +S52 +S56 +S78
A8 = S8 +S44 +S61 +S65
A9 = S2 +S11 +S47 +S64 +S68
A10 = S10 +S13 +S22 +S58 +S75 +S79
A11 = S1 +S12 +S15 +S24 +S60 +S77 +S81
A12 = S30 +S32 +S43 +S46 +S55
A13 = S6 +S37 +S39 +S50 +S53 +S62
A14 = S0 +S7 +S38 +S40 +S51 +S54 +S63
A15 = S18 +S19 +S26 +S57 +S59 +S70 +S73
A16 = S9 +S28 +S29 +S36 +S67 +S69 +S80
A17 = S4 +S14 +S33 +S34 +S41 +S72 +S74
If more than 8 bits out of A1−A17 are active, the first bit
is determined to be wrong and should be inverted. The
procedure of the cyclic shift of the syndrome S0−S81, the
calculation of A1−A17, and the majority determination are
repeated to correct errors in the TMCC message. We could
correct an error in the wake-up signal by repeating the
procedure by 25 times.
3. Proposed Method of Determining
Emergency Wake-Up Signal
3.1. Observation of Broadcaster Advised TMCC Message
under Normal Conditions
Broadcaster-sent TMCC messages were observed in the Hi-
roshima area in Japan to determine actual TMCC messages.
An ISDB-T front-end decoder by EIDEN 6500A-001 was
2Because the Hamming weight is 18, this code can correct up to 8 bits
through an erroneous channel.
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Table 1
Results of observations of broadcaster-sent TMCC
messages in the area of Hiroshima city in Japan
System identification Terrestrial digital television
Parameter switching Normal
Wake-up signal (EWS flag) Inactive
Current information Partial reception on
A layer QPSK, coding rate of 2/3 inter-
leave length of 4, one segment
B layer 64QAM, coding rate of 3/4 inter-
leave length of 2, 12 segments
C layer Unused
Next information Same as current ones
Concatenate transmission Unused
Reserved Unused
used in this observation. Except for the original channel of
a cable television (CATV) broadcaster, all six broadcasters
sent the same TMCC message listed in Table 1.
Table 2
Parity bit changes according to a change
in the wake-up signal
Bit Change Coefficient Bit Change Coefficient
122 0 → 1 x81 160 1 → 0 x43
124 1 → 0 x79 163 1 → 0 x40
127 0 → 1 x76 164 1 → 0 x39
128 1 → 0 x75 165 1 → 0 x38
130 1 → 0 x73 169 0 → 1 x34
132 1 → 0 x71 170 1 → 0 x33
133 0 → 1 x70 171 1 → 0 x32
135 0 → 1 x68 173 1 → 0 x30
138 0 → 1 x65 177 1 → 0 x26
139 0 → 1 x64 178 1 → 0 x25
140 0 → 1 x63 182 1 → 0 x21
142 1 → 0 x61 183 0 → 1 x20
144 0 → 1 x59 187 1 → 0 x16
148 0 → 1 x55 194 1 → 0 x9
149 0 → 1 x54 200 0 → 1 x3
150 1 → 0 x53 201 1 → 0 x2
156 1 → 0 x47 202 1 → 0 x1
158 1 → 0 x45
The TMCC message shown in Table 1 is 3D 25 8B 4B 3F
FF 25 8B 4B 3F FF FF FC in a hexagonal representation.
The 82-bit length parity summarizes the 102-bit TMCC
message. Dividing the polynomial representing the TMCC
message by the generating polynomial, we obtain the parity
of 2B E8 19 CF AE 72 DB A8 F8 A5 80. If the wake-up
signal is sent, the parity becomes 8D 5C F3 F7 84 03 0A
24 B8 26 00.
3.2. Determination Method Proposed
We assume that the broadcasters would not change the
TMCC message when sending out an emergency signal,
except for the wake-up signal. A change in the wake-up
signal varies the parity bits listed in Table 2 in a scenario
in which the broadcaster sends the TMCC message listed
in Table 2 where the broadcaster sends the TMCC message
listed in Table 1.
Therefore, the proposed method of determining the wake-
up signal is described by the majority of the correspond-
ing bits matched as the 26-th bit (the wake-up signal)
being one, the 122-nd bit being one, the 124-th bit be-
ing zero and so on, while the synchronization word exactly
matches the definition [10]. It is unlucky that the total num-
ber of them is an even number of 36. Here, the receiver
determines the wake-up signal by agreeing to more than
18 matching bits.
Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram of the proposed method.
It should be noted that parity bit positions to be alternated
by change in the wake-up signal state are fixed, regardless
of what type of TMCC message is provided, though their
values are changed according to the TMCC message kind,
as such is the characteristics of linear codes. The schematic
block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. Misdetection and False Alarm Probabilities
Performance is evaluated in terms of misdetection proba-
bility Pmd, and the false alarm probability, Pfa. Misdetec-
tion means the receiver has missed the wake-up signal, and
a false alarm means the receiver has wrongly been activated
when the wake-up signal was not present.
First of all, we obtain Pmd and Pfa when the receiver de-
termines the wake-up signal only. Such determination is
defined, hereinafter, as single-bit determination. The re-
ceiver decodes a TMCC message after the frame synchro-
nization that matches the reception bit sequence with the
synchronization word. Pmd for the single-bit determination
is the complement probability that all 16-bit synchroniza-
tion words agrees and that the wake-up signal is correctly
detected:
Psinglemd = 1− (1−Pe)
17 . (4)
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On the other hand, Pfa is the probability that the synchro-
nization word matches and the wake-up signal is wrongly
detected:
Psinglefa = (1−Pe)
16 Pe . (5)
Pmd for the proposed method is the complement proba-
bility that the synchronization word will agree and that
more than 18 bits of the 36 corresponding bits will agree,
and is 3:
Ppropmd = 1− (1−Pe)
16
·
{
18
∑
k=0
36Ck (1−Pe)36−kPke
}
. (6)
The proposed Pfa is also obtained where the 16 synchro-
nization bits are correctly received and more than 18 bits
of the 36 bits are wrong:
Ppropfa = (1−Pe)
16
·
{
36
∑
k=18
36Ck (1−Pe)36−kPke
}
. (7)
Pfa is a decreasing function for a sufficiently small Pe, but
it is also an increasing function where Pe is near to 0.5,
which is the highest value. Therefore, the Pfa is a convex
function of Pe.
The receiver’s error correction of the wake-up signal is
expressed as “ec” It seems possible to obtain Pmd for an ec
of the receiver as:
P˜ecmd =1− (1−Pe)
16
·
{
8
∑
k=0
184Ck (1−Pe)184−kPke
}
, (8)
but it is virtually impossible to solve the equation, since the
number of combinations becomes huge, while the exponent
of Pe rapidly approaches zero. Therefore, transmission per-
formance has been evaluated by the Monte Carlo method
that uses computer-generated random numbers [11]. But
an analytical evaluation using the summarized syndrome in
Subsection 3.2 is proposed [12]. Pmd is the complement
probability that the synchronization word is correctly re-
ceived and that 8 or fewer bits out of the 17 work bits are
active:
Pecmd = 1− (1−Pe)
16
·
{
8
∑
k=0
17Ck (1−Pe)17−k ·Pke
}
. (9)
Because a single syndrome is obtained with exclusive-or
operations of the received sequence, the active ratio of the
single syndrome is Pe and the work bit active ratio is also Pe.
Therefore, Pfa is also obtained when the synchronization
word is correctly received and 9 or more work bits are
active,
Pecfa = (1−Pe)
16
·
{
17
∑
k=9
17Ck (1−Pe)17−kPke
}
. (10)
3The combinations number of k out of n, n Ck for a large n can be cal-
culated using the gamma function as n! = Γ(n+1) and nCk =
n!
k!(n− k)!
.
The frequency of 600 MHz, the moving velocity of
10 m/s, and Rayleigh fading were also assumed. Substi-
tuting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eqs. (4), (6) and (9), we
obtain Pmd. They are compared in Fig. 4a. All Pmd were
monotonically decreased as γ increased, and were almost
the same, because the probability that the synchroniza-
tion word would agree was dominant over the probability
of agreeing corresponding bits. Pmd also indicated a floor
value, and the high Pmd, even for a higher γ , was the re-
maining problem for the all methods.
Fig. 4. Pmd and Pfa comparisons in a Rayleigh fading environ-
ment: (a) Pmd and (b) Pfa.
Pfa are also derived by substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into
Eqs. (5), (7) and (10). They are shown in Fig. 4b. For
a higher γ , Pfa decreased as γ increased. But for a lower γ ,
Pfa decreased as γ decreased, because synchronization
tended to be lost and the receiver did not received any
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alerts. Therefore, Pfa were a convex in shape. The proposed
method provided the lowest Pfa. The proposed method uses
the parity capability only for correcting the wake-up sig-
nal, while the ec receiver uses that capability for correcting
all information bits. Focusing on the said capability in the
proposed method reduced Pfa.
Fig. 5. Pfa vs. Pmd at v = 10 m/s.
Fig. 6. Pfa as a function of v for various methods at γ → ∞.
Both Pmd and Pfa depended on Pe. A strict determination
would decrease Pfa but would increase Pmd, while a looser
determination may decrease Pmd but increases Pfa. For com-
paring the trade-off, Pfa as a function of Pmd is plotted in
Fig. 5. According to the figure, the proposed method indi-
cated the lowest Pfa among all other methods. If we assume
that power consumption in the television receiver portion
was more dominant than in in portion related to wake-up
signal determination, power consumption during the idle
state could also be decreased by the same rate as in false
alarms.
Pfa for a sufficiently high γ is obtained to evaluate the Pe
floor effect on Pfa. The Pfa is obtained using Eqs. (2), (3),
(5), (7), and (10) and the results are shown in Fig. 6 as
a function of v. A decrease in v also decreased Pfa, and
the proposed method decreased Pfa significantly more than
other methods did.
4. Mutual Information Obtained from
Wake-up Receiver
Performance can also be compared using the mutual infor-
mation, instead of using Pmd and Pfa. For evaluating mutual
information, we use the line diagram shown in Fig. 7, in
Fig. 7. Line diagram between the broadcaster’s alert X and
receiver’s determination Y .
Fig. 8. I(X ;Y) as a function of γ at p1 = 10−5.
which the broadcaster sends an wake-up signal X . We use
0 for expressing the situation in which the broadcaster does
not send the wake-up signal and 1 is used for sending out
the wake-up signal. Then, Pmd and Pfa can be expressed as
p10 and p01, respectively. Because the curve shapes of Pfa
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and Pmd as a function of γ were different, the line diagram
is asymmetric. Because we can also assume that the cur-
rent determination does not affect future determination, the
channel is memoryless. Mutual information I(X ;Y ) is:
I(X ;Y ) = (1− p1)
{
(1−Pfa) log2
1−Pfa
q0
+Pfa log2
Pfa
q1
}
+ p1
{
Pmd log2
Pmd
q0
+(1−Pmd) log2
1−Pmd
q1
}
,
q0 = (1− p1)(1−Pfa)+ p1 Pmd ,
q1 = (1− p1)Pfa + p1 (1−Pmd) , (11)
where p1 is the probability of an emergency alert.
I(X ;Y ) are plotted in Fig. 8 where we assume p1 = 10−5.
p1 corresponds to the probability of an emergency alert
being issued for 26 min over a one year period. The entropy
of the broadcaster-issued emergency alerts:
H(p1) =−p1 log2(p1)− (1− p1) log2(1− p1) , (12)
was also shown in the figure. For a lower region of γ ,
I(X ;Y ) increased along with the increase in γ . On the other
hand, I(X ;Y ) saturated to H(p1) for the higher γ . Saturation
means that we cannot extract more information from the
receiver. The γ that I(X ;Y ) saturated are about 5 dB for
the proposed method and the error correction method, and
γ is about 10 dB for the single-bit determination.
Fig. 9. I(X ;Y ) as a function of p1 at γ = 0 dB.
I(X ;Y ) as a function of p1 is calculated and shown in
Fig. 9 at γ = 0 dB. I(X ;Y ) increased linearly along with
the increase in p1. I(X ;Y ) for the proposed method and
the error correction method were almost the same, and
I(X ;Y ) for the single-bit determination was lower than the
above mentioned values.
The dependence of I(X ;Y ) on v is shown in Fig. 10. In the
figure, I(X ;Y ) was obtained assuming a sufficiently high γ .
Fig. 10. I(X ;Y ) as a function of v at p1 = 10−5 and γ → ∞.
Therefore, I(X ;Y ) at v of 30 m/s or less are the same in both
the methods, but I(X ;Y ) for the single-bit determination
decreased at the higher v because of the higher Pe.
5. Change in False Alarm and
Misdetection Probabilities due to
Intermittent Reception
Here, we introduce the intermittent reception of the wake-
up signal for the proposed method. The following analysis
of intermittent reception will indicate that both false alarm
Fig. 11. Pe for TMCC with 1-subcarrier branch (1 br.) and
4-subcarrier branch (4 br.) diversity in a Rayleigh fading envi-
ronment.
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and misdetection rates are increased significantly. There-
fore, we employ the subcarrier frequency diversity of 4
TMCC signals. Pe with a 4-branch maximum ratio com-
bining the TMCC signals is also derived [7]:
Pe =
1
2
{
1+ γ(1−ρC)
1+ γ
}4
. (13)
The comparison of Pe for a 1-subcarrier branch and a 4-sub-
carrier branch diversity in a Rayleigh fading environment
is plotted in Fig. 11.
Pmd and Pfa in TMCC with a 1-subcarrier branch and
a 4-subcarrier branch diversity are compared in Fig. 12.
Subcarrier diversity has significantly reduced both Pmd
and Pfa.
Fig. 12. Pmd and Pfa of the proposed method with and without
subcarrier diversity: (a) Pmd and (b) Pfa.
Fig. 13. Pmd and Pfa for various τ: (a) Pmd and (b) Pfa.
While the receiver is in the sleep mode, it does not mis-
detect wake-up signals, nor does it produce false alarms.
For the actual duty ratio τ , (0 < τ ≤ 1), the false alarm
probability P˜fa is:
P˜fa = τ Pfa. (14)
On the other hand, the complementary event of misdetec-
tion probability (i.e. detection probability) is increased by
τ times over the complementary event of Pmd. The misde-
tection probability, ˜Pmd, becomes:
˜Pmd = 1− τ(1−Pmd). (15)
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eqs. (6), (7), (15), and (14), we
obtain ˜Pmd and P˜fa as in Fig. 13. This figure indicated
that an increase in both γ and τ decreased Pmd, and that τ
significantly impacted Pmd. On the other hand, an increase
in τ increased Pfa.
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I(X ;Y ) is also calculated and plotted in Fig. 14, where
τ = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. I(X ;Y ) decreased as along with
the decrease in τ , and I(X ;Y ) is almost proportional
to τ . A receiver with a smaller τ produces a smaller
I(X ;Y ). The saturation value of I(X ;Y ) also decreased
with a decrease in τ . The intermittent reception reduced
the mutual information that could not be compensated by
increasing γ .
Fig. 14. I(X ;Y) as a function of γ for various τ .
Fig. 15. I(X ;Y) as a function of p1 for various τ .
For obtaining the highest I(X ;Y ) for various p1 and τ , the
Pe floor value is calculated. I(X ;Y ) is plotted in Fig. 15 by
taking the limit of γ →∞. I(X ;Y ) increased along with the
increase in p1, and I(X ;Y ) decreased along with a decrease
in τ . I(X ;Y ) approached H(p1) at τ = 1.
Fig. 16. I(X ;Y ) as a function of τ for γ =−5, 0, and 5 dB.
For obtaining I(X ;Y ) in a weak signal reception environ-
ment, I(X ;Y ) is calculated and plotted in Fig. 16 as a func-
tion of τ at γ = 0 dB. According to the figure, I(X ;Y )
increased along with the increase in τ at a constant rate,
and no significant change was observed.
6. Conclusion
A method of identifying wake-up signals was proposed to
reduce the number of false alarms in ISDB-T digital tele-
vision receivers during idle state. It has been assumed, in
this research, that broadcasters did not change the TMCC
message except for a situation in which a wake-up signal is
sent out. This paper proposed the majority decision method
concerning the wake-up signal and corresponding parity
bits. The proposed method decreased the number of false
alarms, especially for low-mobility users. Mutual informa-
tion on intermittent reception was also analyzed using the
memoryless binary asymmetrical channel model. Intermit-
tent reception always decreased the mutual information that
could not be compensated with a higher Eb/N0. The mu-
tual information exhibited full saturation in a high Eb/N0
region.
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Abstract—In recent years, we have been experiencing fast pro-
liferation of different types of ransomware targeting home
users, companies and even critical telecommunications in-
frastructure elements. Modern day ransomware relies on
sophisticated infection, persistence and recovery prevention
mechanisms. Some recent examples that received significant
attention include WannaCry, Petya and BadRabbit. To de-
sign and develop appropriate defense mechanisms, it is im-
portant to understand the characteristics and the behavior of
different types of ransomware. Dynamic analysis techniques
are typically used to achieve that purpose, where the mali-
cious binaries are executed in a controlled environment and
are then observed. In this work, the dynamic analysis re-
sults focusing on the infamous WannaCry ransomware are
presented. In particular, WannaCry is examined, during its
execution in a purpose-built virtual lab environment, in order
to analyze its infection, persistence, recovery prevention and
propagation mechanisms. The results obtained may be used
for developing appropriate detection and defense solutions
for WannaCry and other ransomware families that exhibit
similar behaviors.
Keywords—dynamic malware analysis, ransomware, WannaCry.
1. Introduction
Ransomware threat is currently considered to be the main
moneymaking scheme for cyber criminals and the key threat
to Internet users [1], [2]. In recent years, the appearance of
new types of ransomware has been observed, combining the
use of worm-like spreading mechanisms and advanced re-
covery prevention schemes. Recent examples include Wan-
naCry [3], [4] and Petya [5], [6], which exploit the weak-
nesses of Microsoft Windows, as well as BadRabbit [7],
which spreads via insecure compromised websites.
From the defense perspective, the design of new counter-
measures is considered, in addition to traditional security
approaches, an important and trending task in this field.
Such a design, however, requires a comprehensive analysis
of ransomware functionality and behavior. This typically
involves a wide range of malware analysis tools and tech-
niques. Such techniques may be broadly classified as static
and dynamic. Static analysis is performed without execut-
ing the malicious binary, while dynamic analysis involves
executing the binary in an isolated environment.
In one of our previous works [8], we performed an initial
static and dynamic analysis of WannaCry to identify its re-
sources and functions, as well as its use of dynamic-link
libraries (DLLs) and communication protocols. In this
work, we have performed a comprehensive dynamic anal-
ysis, focusing on WannaCry’s infection, persistence, re-
covery prevention and propagation mechanisms. The tech-
niques presented are also applicable in the cases of other
ransomware families whose characteristics are similar to
that of WannaCry, such as worm-spreading mechanisms
and public-key based encryption. In particular, the research
presented examines WannaCry’s behavior during its execu-
tion in a safe, purpose-built virtual lab environment at the
University of York. The results obtained may form a basis
for designing and developing effective ransomware defense
solutions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the relevant background information on ran-
somware in general and on WannaCry in particular. In
Section 3, the main findings from the dynamic analysis
of WannaCry we have performed, including its encryption
process, recovery prevention and propagation mechanisms,
are presented. Finally, Section 4 draws conclusions and
discusses potential future directions.
2. Background
2.1. Ransomware
Ransomware is a type of malicious software (malware) that
prevents users from accessing or limits their access to the
system or files, either by locking the screen or by encrypting
files, until a ransom is paid [9]. In most cases, ransomware
leaves the user with very few options, such as only allowing
the victim to communicate with the attacker and pay the
ransom.
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The most common types of ransomware use some form of
encryption, including both symmetric and public-key based
encryption schemes. Ransomware that relies on public-
key encryption is particularly difficult to mitigate, since
the encryption keys are stored in a remote command and
control (C&C) server. There is usually a time limit for
ransom to be paid, the users are provided with a special
website to purchase cryptocurrency (e.g. Bitcoins) and step-
by-step instructions on how to pay the ransom.
The lifecycle of modern day ransomware typically consists
of the following steps [10]: distribution, infection, C&C
communications, file search, file encryption and ransom
demand.
2.2. WannaCry
WannaCry ransomware (also known as Wana Decrypt0r,
WCry, WannaCry, WannaCrypt, and WanaCrypt0r) was ob-
served during a massive attack across multiple countries on
12 May 2017 [11]. According to multiple reports from se-
curity vendors, the total of 300,000 systems in over 150
countries had been severely damaged. The attack affected
a wide range of sectors, including healthcare, government,
telecommunications and gas/oil production.
The difficulty in protecting against WannaCry stems from
its ability to spread to other systems by using a worm com-
ponent. This feature makes the attacks more effective and
requires defense mechanisms that can react quickly and in
real time. Furthermore, WannaCry has an encryption com-
ponent that is based on public-key cryptography.
During the infection phase, WannaCry uses the Eternal-
Blue and DoublePulsar exploits that were allegedly leaked
in April 2017 by a group called The Shadow Brokers. Eter-
nalBlue exploits the server message block (SMB) vulnera-
bility that was patched by Microsoft on March 14, 2017 and
has been described in the security bulletin MS17-010 [12].
This vulnerability allows the adversaries to execute a re-
mote code on the infected machines by sending specially
crafted messages to an SMB v1 server, connecting to TCP
ports 139 and 445 of unpatched Windows systems. In par-
ticular, this vulnerability affects all unpatched Windows ver-
sions starting from Windows XP to Windows 8.1, except
for Windows 10.
DoublePulsar is a persistent backdoor that may be used to
access and execute code on previously compromised sys-
tems, thus allowing the attackers to install additional mal-
ware on the system. During the distribution process, Wan-
naCry’s worm component uses EternalBlue for initial in-
fection through the SMB vulnerability, by actively probing
appropriate TCP ports and, if successful, tries to implant
the DoublePulsar backdoor on the infected systems.
3. WannaCry Analysis
In this section, we present our findings based on the dy-
namic analysis of WannaCry we have performed. Samples
of WannaCry were obtained from VirusShare [13]. Two
executable files were analyzed: the worm component and
the encryption component (Table 1).
Table 1
WannaCry components
Worm component
MD5 db349b97c37d22f5ea1d1841e3c89eb4
SHA1
e889544aff85ffaf8b0d0da705105dee7c
97fe26
SHA256
24d004a104d4d54034dbcffc2a4b19a11
f39008a575aa614ea04703480b1022c
File type
PE32 executable (GUI) Intel 80386,
for MS Windows
Encryption component
MD5 84c82835a5d21bbcf75a61706d8ab549
SHA1
5ff465afaabcbf0150d1a3ab2c2e74f3a4
426467
SHA256
ed01ebfbc9eb5bbea545af4d01bf5f1071
661840480439c6e5babe8e080e41aa
File type
PE32 executable (GUI) Intel 80386,
for MS Windows
3.1. Testbed
In order to analyze WannaCry, a virtual testbed shown in
Fig. 1 was built. The characteristics of the host machine
are as follows: Intel Core i7-4700MQ 2.40 GHz and 16 GB
RAM. The host machine acts as a virtual switch and is run-
ning REMnux [14], which is a free Linux toolkit for reverse
engineering and malware analysis. Two virtual machines
(VMs), running Windows 7 SP1, were used. The first VM
was infected with WannaCry, whereas the other VM was
clean. A custom network VMnet 5 – 192.168.180.0/24 was
created with the Virtual Network Editor option in VMWare
hypervisor. This testbed allows observing domain name
system (DNS) queries made by WannaCry during the in-
fection and replication process across internal and external
Fig. 1. Testbed for dynamic WannaCry analysis.
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networks via port 445 of the SMB v1 protocol. The REM-
nux machine acts as a DNS and HTTP server, and is able
to intercept all network communications using Wireshark.
DNS and HTTP services in REMnux were enabled using
FakeDNS and HTTP Daemon utilities, respectively.
The system level actions performed by WannaCry were ob-
served on the infected Windows 7 SP1 machine with the
192.168.180.130 IP address. In order to observe and report
the actions that WannaCry took while running on the sys-
tem, the SysAnalyzer tool [15] was used. The main benefit
of SysAnalyzer is that it is capable of taking system snap-
shots before and after malware execution, thus making it
possible to inspect system attributes, such as running pro-
cesses, open ports, DLLs loaded, registry key changes, run
time file modifications, scheduled tasks, mutual exclusion
objects (mutexes) and network connections. SysAnalyzer is
also capable of taking memory dumps and scanning them
for specific regular expressions. Before executing the Wan-
naCry sample on the infected machine, the SysAnalyzer’s
configuration wizard was set to apply a 120 s delay be-
tween system snapshots, thus allowing to inspect all system
attribute changes.
3.2. Libraries and Functions
Analysis performed with the Pestudio tool [16] revealed
that the worm and the encryption components of WannaCry
Table 2
DLLs of the worm component
Library Imports Description
ws2 32.dll 13
Windows Socket 2.0 32-bit
DLL
iphlpapi.dll 2 IP Helper API
wininet.dll 3 Internet Extensions for Win32
kernel32.dll 32
Windows NT Base API
Client DLL
advapi32.dll 11
Advanced Windows 32 Base
API
msvcp60.dll 2
Windows NT C++ Runtime
Library DLL
msvcrt.dll 28 Windows NT CRT DLL
Table 3
DLLs of the encryption component
Library Imports Description
kernel32.dll 54
Windows NT Base API
Client DLL
advapi32.dll 10
Advanced Windows 32 Base
API
user32.dll 1
Multi-User Windows User
API Client DLL
msvcrt.dll 49 Windows NT CRT DLL
contain DLLs shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. During
its execution, the worm component invokes iphlpapi.dll to
retrieve network configuration settings for the infected host.
Kernel32.dll and msvcrt.dll are the two libraries most fre-
quently invoked by the encryption component. This may
indicate that the main encryption functionality was im-
plemented by these two malicious libraries. To confirm
this, the imported functions of the libraries needed to be
examined.
Table 4
Functions of the encryption component
Function Location
GetCurrentThread 0xa53a
GetStartupInfoA 0xa97a
StartServiceCtrDispatcherA 0xa6f6
RegisterServiceCtrDispatcherA 0xa6d8
CreateServiceA 0xa688
StartServiceA 0xa662
CryptGenRandom 0xa650
CryptAcquireContextA 0xa638
OpenServiceA 0xa714
GetAdaptersInfo 0xa792
InternetOpenUrlA 0xa7c8
Table 5
Functions of the encryption component
Function Location
OpenMutexA 0xda84
GetComputerNameW 0xd8b2
CreateServiceA 0xdc2a
OpenServiceA 0xdc62
StartServiceA 0xdc52
CryptReleaseContext 0xdc14
RegCreateKeyW 0xdc04
fopen 0xdcd4
fread 0xdccc
fwrite 0xdcc2
fclose 0xdcb8
CreateFileA 0xd922
ReadFile 0xd964
The imported functions of the samples were observed by
Pestudio. The most suspicious functions identified among
them are shown in Tables 4 and 5. One may observe that
in general, WannaCry uses Microsoft’s crypto, file manage-
ment and C runtime file APIs. The crypto API library is
used to generate and manage random symmetric and asym-
metric cryptographic keys.
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Fig. 2. FakeDNS capture of the malicious DNS request.
Fig. 3. Wireshark capture of the malicious DNS request.
3.3. Initial Interactions
The dynamic analysis conducted has revealed that, upon
startup, the worm component tries to connect to the fol-
lowing domain, using the InternetOpenUrl function:
www.iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfaewrwergwea.com
The aforementioned domain is a kill-switch domain. This
means that if the domain is active, the worm component
stops running. On the other hand, if the worm component
cannot establish a connection with this domain (e.g. if the
domain is not active or if there is no connectivity), it con-
tinues to run and registers itself as a “Microsoft Security
Center (2.0) Service” mssecsvs2.0 process on the infected
machine. Hence, this kill-switch domain may be used as
part of a detection technique when developing a defense
system.
The FakeDNS utility at REMnux captures the malicious
DNS request on port 80 (Fig. 2), while Wireshark shows
(Fig. 3) the DNS packet query field from the infected ma-
chine (IP 192.168.180.130) to the DNS server on REMnux
(IP 192.168.180.128).
3.4. Persistence Mechanisms
After connection failure with the kill-switch domain, the
worm component attempts to create a mssecsvs2.0 pro-
cess with the DisplayName of “Microsoft Security Center
(2.0) Service”. This can be observed in the Process Hacker
tool with 4016 PID, indicating that the service has been
launched (Fig. 4). In addition to this, the worm compo-
nent of WannaCry extracts the hardcoded R resource bi-
nary and then copies it to “C:\Windows\taskche.exe” di-
rectory path. The R resource represents the binary of the
WannaCry encryption component. After that, the worm
runs the executable with the following parameters in the
command line: “C:\Windows\taskche.exe/i”. Next, the
worm tries to move the “C:\Windows\taskche.exe” file to
“C:\Windows\qeriuwjhrf”, to replace the original file if it
exists. This is done to ensure multiple infections and avoid
any issues with creating the tasksche.exe process.
Fig. 4. Microsoft Security Center (2.0) Service.
Finally, WannaCry creates an entry in the Windows reg-
istry in order to ensure that it runs every time the
computer is restarted. The new entry contains a string
(e.g. “midtxzggq900”), which is a unique identifier ran-
domly generated by using the computer name. Once the
tasksche.exe component runs, it copies itself to a folder
with a randomly generated name in the Common Appdata
directory of the infected machine. Then, it attempts to es-
tablish memory persistence by adding itself to the AutoRun
feature.
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Fig. 5. WannaCry dropped files to the working directory.
Fig. 6. WannaCry extortion message.
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In summary, the dynamic analysis has revealed that, to
achieve persistence on the infected machine, WannaCry per-
forms the following actions:
• creates an entry in the Windows registry to ensure
that it executes every time the machine is restarted,
• attempts to achieve memory persistence by adding
itself to the AutoRun feature of Windows,
• uses Windows icacls command to grant itself a full
access to all files on the machine,
• deletes all backup (shadow) copies and tries to pre-
vent being booted in safe mode by executing several
commands in the Windows command line,
• deletes all backup folders,
• by using the Windows command line, creates a
VBScript program which generates a single shortcut
of the @WanaDecryptor@.exe decrypter file,
• tries to kill SQL and MS Exchange database pro-
cesses by executing several commands in the Win-
dows command line.
3.5. Configuration Data Load
After the persistence phase, WannaCry loads the XIA re-
source, which corresponds to a password protected ZIP file.
It decompresses the files and drops them to the working di-
rectory of the running process (Fig. 5), as observed in the
DirWatch module of SysAnalyzer.
As one can see, WannaCry loads configuration data from
the c.wnry file into memory. WannaCry randomly chooses
one of the three available Bitcoin addresses and then writes
this address back to the configuration data. This is done
in order to display the payment address in the extortion
message (Fig. 6). After that, WannaCry sets the hidden
attribute (Fig. 7) for the working directory with the help
of the CreateProcess function. Next, with the help of the
Windows icacls command, WannaCry grants full access to
all files on the target system (Fig. 8).
Fig. 7. WannaCry sets the hidden attribute for the working
directory.
Fig. 8. WannaCry grants full access on the target system.
The next step is to import one of the hardcoded public RSA
keys as was identified at offset 0xec00 of the tasksche.exe
process (Fig. 9). WannaCry then loads and executes, in
memory, the contents of the t.wnry file (Fig. 10) which
contains the default encrypted AES key required for de-
crypting the DLL responsible for the file encryption rou-
tine. The first 8 bytes of the file are checked to match the
WANACRY! string. Then, the imported public RSA key
hardcoded within binary is used to decrypt the AES key
stored at the beginning of the t.wnry file. The AES key
obtained is then used to decrypt and load the encryption
DLL, which can be observed with the help of OllyDbg de-
bugging tool [17] during WannaCry execution, as shown in
Fig. 11. This DLL is responsible for file encryption on the
infected machine and is summarized in Table 6.
Table 6
Encryption DLL
MD5 f351e1fcca0c4ea05fc44d15a17f8b36
SHA1
7d36a6aa8cb6b504ee9213c200c831e
b8d4ef26b
Size 65536 bytes
File type Dynamic-Link-Library
Internal name kbdlv.dll
File description Latvia keyboard layout
Timestamp Mon, Jul 13 18:12:55 2009
3.6. Encryption Process
The encryption component of WannaCry is invoked with
the TaskStart system thread. During its execution, the en-
cryption component checks if one of the following mutexes
exists:
GlobalnMsWinZonesCacheCounterMutexA,
GlobalnMsWinZonesCacheCounterMutexW,
MsWinZonesCacheCounterMutexA.
If the mutex “MsWinZonesCacheCounterMutexA” is
present, then the encryption component automatically stops
without taking any further action. If the mutex is not
present on the system, the encryption process starts. In
particular, TaskStart creates a new mutex named “MsWin-
ZonesCacheCounterMutexA” and reads the contents of the
c.wnry file from the current directory. After that, Wan-
naCry creates three configuration files shown in Table 7.
Table 7
WannaCry configuration files
Filename Description
00000000.res TOR/C2 info
00000000.pky Public RSA key
00000000.eky Encrypted private RSA key
After the configuration files have been created, the encryp-
tion component is ready to start encrypting files on the sys-
tem. To accomplish this, it spawns several threads. First,
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Fig. 9. Imported RSA private key.
Fig. 10. Loaded and executed t.wnry file.
Fig. 11. Decrypted AES key in a memory dump.
WannaCry attempts to load and check the existence of two
keys in the 00000000.pky and 00000000.dky files. The
00000000.dky file presents a decryption RSA key which
is received upon the payment has been verified. When the
victim clicks the “Check Payment” button, WannaCry starts
checking for the presence of the 00000000.dky file on the
system. If the two aforementioned files do not exist, Wan-
naCry generates a new unique RSA 2048-bit asymmetric
key pair, which can be seen in the memory dump made
with with SysAnalyzer tool at 0x2B3795 offset (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12. Generation of an RSA key pair.
Once the key pair has been generated, WannaCry exports
the victim’s public RSA key to a 00000000.pky file using
Microsoft’s CryptExportKey function. Next, WannaCry ex-
ports the victim’s private RSA key and encrypts it with
another hard-coded RSA public key. The encrypted pri-
vate key is stored as a 00000000.eky file. After the key
has been safely stored, WannaCry calls upon the CryptDe-
stroyKey function to destroy the private key in memory, to
limit any key recovery options.
Next, WannaCry starts enumerating, every 3 seconds, in-
formation about all logical drives attached to the system.
If a new attached drive is not a CD ROM drive, then it be-
gins the encryption process on the new drive. At this stage,
WannaCry also starts iterating through all existing directo-
ries and searching for predefined file extensions of interest.
To encrypt each file, it generates a 16-byte symmetric AES
key using the CryptGenRandom function. Then, it encrypts
every generated AES key with the public RSA key and
stores it inside the file header starting with the WANACRY!
string value. Encrypted files are renamed and appended
with the .WNCRY file extension.
Fig. 13. Password for a ZIP archive in the encryption component.
The encryption component contains a password-protected
ZIP archive. We managed to obtain the password, “WN-
cry@2ol7”, by disassembling the encrypter with the IDA
Pro tool [18] (see Fig. 13). The contents of the ZIP archive
are summarized in Table 8 and described below:
• msg is a folder that contains a list of rich text format
(RTF) files with the wnry extension. These files are
the readme instructions used to show the extortion
message to the victim in different languages, based
on the information obtained from the system by ma-
licious WannaCry functions;
• b.wnry is an image file used for displaying instruc-
tions for the decryption of user files. It starts with 42
4D strings, which indicates that this file is a bitmap
image;
• c.wnry contains a list of Tor addresses with the .onion
extension and a link to a zipped installation file of
the Tor browser from Tor Project [19];
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Table 8
Files in the password protected ZIP archive
Name Size [bytes] Modified
msg 1,329,657 2017-05-11
b.wnry 1,440,054 2017-05-11
c.wnry 780 2017-05-11
r.wnry 864 2017-05-10
s.wnry 3,038,286 2017-05-09
t.wnry 65,816 2017-05-11
taskdl.exe 20,480 2017-05-11
taskse.exe 20,480 2017-05-11
u.wnry 245,760 2017-05-11
• r.wnry is a text file in English with additional de-
cryption instructions to be used by the decryption
component (the u.wnry file mentioned below);
• s.wnry file is a ZIP archive (HEX signature 50 4B 03
04) which contains the Tor software executable. This
executable has been obtained with the assistance of
the WinHex tool [20] by saving raw binary data with
the .zip extension;
• t.wnry is an encrypted file with the WANACRY!
encryption format. The file header starts with the
WANACRY! string;
• taskdl.exe is a supporting tool for the deletion of
files with the .WNCRY extension. By observing the
properties of the file, the following masquerade de-
scription can be found: “SQL Client Configuration
Utility”;
• taskse.exe is a supporting tool for malware execu-
tion on remote desktop protocol (RDP) sessions. The
following file description was identified: “waitfor –
wait/send a signal over a network”;
• u.wnry is an executable file (HEX signature 4D 5A)
with the name of “@WanaDecryptor@.exe”, which
represents the decryption component of WannaCry.
At the same time, another thread calls the taskse.exe process
every 30 s, which tries to enumerate active RDP sessions on
connected remote machines and to run the @WanaDecryp-
tor@.exe binary file. This file is extracted from the u.wnry
file and represents the decryption component of WannaCry.
The persistence of RDP session injections is ensured by
adding the value in the AutoRun registry key.
3.7. Recovery Prevention
After finishing the encryption process, WannaCry tries to
prevent various common data recovery methods by exe-
cuting several commands on the system. To prevent data
recovery, WannaCry executes the following commands:
• vssadmin delete shadows/all/quiet. Deletes all the
shadow volumes on the system without alerting the
user. By default, these volumes contain backup data
in the event of a system fault;
• wmic shadowcopy delete. Ensures deletion of any
copies relevant to shadow volumes;
• bcdedit/set default bootstatuspolicy ignoreallfailures.
Ensures that the machine is booted, even if errors are
found;
• bcdedit/set default recoveryenabled no. Disables the
Windows recovery feature, thus preventing the vic-
tims from the possibility to reverting their system to
a previous build;
• wbadmin delete catalog −q. Ensures that victim can
no longer use any backup files created by Windows
Server.
3.8. Propagation
The worm component of WannaCry carries the main prop-
agation and exploit functionality, which utilizes the Eter-
nalBlue exploit and the DoublePulsar backdoor to leverage
the MS17-010 SMB vulnerability [12]. After performing
the initial interactions and checking connectivity with the
kill-switch domain, the worm functionality is established by
initiating the mssecsvs2.0 service, which WannaCry installs
after being executed. This service tries to spread WannaCry
payload through the SMB vulnerability on any vulnerable
systems on both internal and external networks.
In order to perform this, WannaCry creates and spawns
two separate threads that simultaneously replicate worm
payload in all detected networks. In the internal network,
before starting the propagation process, the component ob-
tains the IP addresses of local network interfaces by in-
voking the GetAdaptersInfo function, and determines the
subnets existing in the network.
After that, the worm component tries to connect to all
possible IP addresses in any available local network on
port 445, which is the default port for SMB over IP
service. If successful, the worm attempts to exploit the
service for the MS17-010 vulnerability. In our testbed,
connection attempts were observed with Wireshark on
a REMnux machine, when the infected machine (IP
192.168.180.130) sent SMB probe packets to the clean ma-
chine (IP 192.168.180.134), as shown in Fig. 14.
During the SMB probing, one of the unique features of
the generated traffic is that it contains two hardcoded IP
addresses: 192.168.56.20 and 172.16.99.5. They can be
observed by extracting strings from the binary. In particu-
lar, WannaCry sends three NetBIOS session setup packets,
where two of them contain the aforementioned hardcoded
IP addresses.
At the same time, the worm component attempts to spread
across the external networks by generating various IP ad-
dresses and by trying to connect to TCP port 445. This
can be observed with Wireshark on REMnux, as shown
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Fig. 14. WannaCry internal network traffic attempting the SMB exploit.
Fig. 15. WannaCry external network traffic attempting the SMB exploit.
in Fig. 15. As it can be seen, the worm attempts to probe
external Internet IP addresses for the MS17-010 vulnera-
bility. This explains the reason for the widespread infec-
Table 9
External IP addresses generated
by WannaCry
IP address : port
109.140.223.210 : 445
206.242.244.156 : 445
52.213.90.240 : 445
202.76.26.154 : 445
205.215.5.24 : 445
80.133.73.130 : 445
198.73.58.205 : 445
40.188.28.244 : 445
184.55.110.103 : 445
tion seen during the massive outbreak on 12 May 2017.
The full list of WannaCry generated IP addresses obtained
during the analysis is presented in Table 9.
3.9. C&C Communication
During its execution, the software also tries to contact
the C&C servers. To this end, WannaCry unpacked
and dropped files from the s.wnry file, containing the
Tor executable, into the installation directory as shown
Fig. 16. Tor executable dropped into the installation directory.
in Fig. 16. Before unpacking, it starts listening on the
localhost address 127.0.0.1:9050. This address, with the
specified 9050 port, is typically used for configuring the
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Tor browser application. If the contents of the s.wnry
file are corrupted, then WannaCry tries to download
the Tor executable from a hardcoded URL. After the
successful extraction of the Tor executable, it copies
“TaskData\Tor\tor.exe” to “TaskData\Tor\taskhsvc.exe”
and executes it. Next, WannaCry parses the contents of
the c.wnry file, which specifies the configuration data,
including the following .onion addresses to connect and
the zipped Tor browser installation file:
gx7ekbenv2riucmf.onion
57g7spgrzlojinas.onion
xxlvbrloxvriy2c5.onion
76jdd2ir2embyv47.onion
cwwnhwhlz52maqm7.onion
https://dist.torporject.org/torbrowser/6.5.1/tor
-win32-0.2.9.10.zip
After that, WannaCry sends the first eight bytes of the
00000000.res file content to the C&C server. These bytes
specify the host and user name of the infected machine.
The 00000000.res file, which is dropped during encryption
process, accumulates in total 88 bytes of configuration data,
including internal flags, counters, and timestamps.
During its communication with Tor addresses, WannaCry
establishes a secure HTTPS channel to port 443, and uses
common Tor ports, 9001 and 9050, for network traffic and
directory information.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
We have performed a comprehensive dynamic analysis of
WannaCry ransomware in a purpose-built virtual testbed.
We analyzed the WannaCry version which was observed
during the massive attacks on 12 May 2017. The analysis
has revealed that the given ransomware is composed of two
distinctive components, which enable the worm-like self-
propagating mechanism and combined encryption process.
Both worm and encryption components of WannaCry have
been examined.
The focus of this study was on WannaCry’s initial inter-
actions and the infection process, its persistence mech-
anism, encryption process, recovery prevention as well
as its propagation mechanisms and communication with
C&C servers. The analysis has revealed important char-
acteristics and behaviors of WannaCry during its execu-
tion. In particular, we identified Tor addresses used for
C&C, observed TCP and DNS connections, SMB probes,
as well as actions related to WannaCry persistence and
obfuscation.
The worm component of WannaCry weaponized by the
functionality enabling it to exploit and propagate via
Microsoft’s MS17-010 on unpatched systems by sending
SMB probing packets on port 445. In addition to the
modular nature of WannaCry, it was also observed that
it has embedded RSA keys used to decrypt the required
malicious DLL representing the encryption component. It
was identified that the worm component scans both in-
ternal and external networks for MS17-010 vulnerability,
by generating a list of local and global IP addresses. The
worm tries to probe the hosts from the generated list by
sending packets to port 445. Before its execution, Wan-
naCry also performs an initial check with the kill-switch
domain.
At the same time, the analysis has identified two hardcoded
IP addresses (192.168.56.20 and 172.16.99.5), which are
sent during the SMB probing. Depending on the condition
of the s.wnry file dropped during execution, WannaCry can
also communicate with embedded .onion addresses via a se-
cure channel on port 443 and via common Tor ports 900
and 9050 to download the Tor browser installation software
from a specified URL.
The findings of this work could be used for designing effec-
tive mitigation mechanisms for WannaCry and other ran-
somware families that exhibit similar behavior. This is left
as future work. In particular, we plan to investigate the
use of software-defining networking (SDN) [21], [22] for
ransomware detection and mitigation. SDN is an emerg-
ing paradigm of programmable networks that decouples the
control and data planes. SDN controllers maintain a view
of the entire network and implement policy decisions. On
the other hand, each device at the data plane maintains
one or more flow tables, where the packet handling rules
are stored. This changes the way that networks are de-
signed and managed, and enables new SDN-based security
solutions [23]–[25], such as firewalls and intrusion detec-
tion systems for various types of malware, including ran-
somware mitigation [26], [27].
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Abstract—The paper presents a theoretical introduction to
the cryptographic hash function theory and a statistical
experimental analysis of selected hash functions. The def-
inition of hash functions, differences between them, their
strengths and weaknesses are explained as well. Different hash
function types, classes and parameters are described. The fea-
tures of hash functions are analyzed by performing statistical
analysis. Experimental analysis is performed for three cer-
tified hash functions: SHA1-160, SHA2-512 and SHA3-512.
Such an analysis helps understand the behavior of crypto-
graphic hash functions and may be very helpful for compar-
ing the security level of the hashing method selected. The tests
may serve as a basis for examination of each newly proposed
hash function. Additionally, the analysis may be harness as
a method for comparing future proposals with the existing
functions.
Keywords—cryptographic hash function, hashing metod, secu-
rity.
1. Introduction
As they play an important role in ensuring the security
and confidentiality of information, identification and au-
thentication methods are approached with an ever greater
attention, both in civilian (personal information, passwords,
PIN codes) and military domains. Hashing is one of the
techniques enabling to meet some of the demands described
above. Practical applications of cryptographic hash func-
tions include message integrity checking, digital signatures,
authentication procedures and other information security-
related applications.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the properties of one way functions, as well as the prop-
erties and classes of hash functions. In Section 3, methods
of creating hashing functions are presented. In Section 4,
the strengths and weaknesses of hashing functions certifi-
cated by NIST are presented. Section 5 is devoted to statis-
tical tests involving SHA1-160, SHA-512 and SHA3-512,
with their results described. Section 6 summarizes the work
and offers conclusions.
2. Hash Functions: Properties,
Classes and Types
Let us start with the definition of a one way function, which
is given below [1]:
∀x ∈ X , f : x → y∧¬(∃g : y → x) . (1)
It means that for all function arguments x there exist
a value y, but it is impossible to identify a function which
will assume this value y as an argument and return x. Hash
functions belong to family of one way functions, but are
bound by an additional restriction. Formally, they are de-
fined as follows [2]:
h : {0,1}∗→ {0,1}n,n ≥ 1 , (2)
where {0,1}∗ is an input set (formally its elements may be
of any length), and will be further denoted by M. Elements
from M will be denoted by m (m ∈ M). {0,1}n is an set
of output hashes, each with a fixed length and a finite
number of combinations, and will be further denoted by
H (note, that n is greater than or equal to 1) [2]. Hashes
from H will be denoted by h(m) (h(m) ∈ H).
In article [3] Carter and Wegman presented three basic hash
function classes.
2.1. Universal Hash Functions Classes
Class H1 is designated for computers which are capable of
fast multiplication of the input bit string. Hashes from this
class may become inconvenient when the input bit string
is too long to multiply it in a single machine instruction.
The basic formula of hashes from this group is: for 2 ele-
ments, let us call them m and n, the hash is calculated as
follows [3]:
hm,n(x) = (mx+n) mod p . (3)
In class H3, only simple linear transformations are used
instead of multiplication. Formally, the class is defined
as follows: if the hash function transforms elements from
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set A (each element is a binary number with length i) to
set B (each element is a binary number with length j),
M is an array of size i and contains elements from B, and
m are elements of M (m∈ M) where m(k) is the k-th bit of
element m, then for any x ∈ A (with the same bit indexing
as m), the hash function is represented by [3]:
hm(x) = x1m(1)⊕ x2m(2)⊕·· ·⊕ xim(i). (4)
Then H3 is a set defined in the following manner [3]:
{ fm : m ∈ M} . (5)
Class H2 is very similar to class H3. The difference is
that hashing functions from this class require more space
for hash computation, but need less time. The key point
is to find a function g which maps an input bit string into
a longer input bit stream containing fewer less ‘1s’. Then,
H2 can be defined [3]:
{ f ∗g : f ∈ H3} . (6)
To define when a set of hashing functions becomes uni-
versal, we have to introduce a certain notation. Let us
consider hash function h which maps set A into set B. It
is always assumed that |A| > |B|. Then, it is possible to
define function δh in the following manner [3]:
δh(x,y) =
{
1 if x 6= y and h(x) = h(y)
0 otherwise , (7)
where x,y ∈ A. We can say that collection of hashing func-
tions C is universal when for all x and y in A δC(x,y) ≤
|C|
|B| [3]. In practice, this means that no pair of distinct in-
puts from A collides under more than ( 1|B|)−th of the func-
tions [3]. All three classes (H1, H2, and H3) are universal,
but H2 and H3 classes are the most popular ones [3].
2.2. Hash Function Types
Cryptographic hash functions may be divided into two
groups [2]:
• keyed hash functions – require a secret key and are
known as message authentication code (MAC) [2],
• un-keyed hash functions – do not require any secret
key and may be referred to as manipulation detection
code (MDC).
Generally, the term hash functions refer to un-keyed
hash functions [2].
In this paper, we will focus on un-keyed hash functions
which can be divided into three subgroups, based on their
additional properties:
1. One way hash functions (OWHF) – defined by
Merkle [4] and fulfilling the following requirements:
• hash function does not give any constraint on
input data size,
• output hash has constant length,
• output hash should be easy to compute,
• “given h and h(x), it is computationally infea-
sible to determine x” – a preimage resistance
feature,
• “given h and x, it is computationally infeasible
to find an x′ 6= x such feature that h(x) = h(x′)”
– the second preimage resistance.
2. Collision resistant hash functions (CRHF) – belong-
ing to the OWHF group and fulfilling an addi-
tional requirement: it is impossible to find a pair
(x,x′) where x 6= x′, which have the same hash value
(h(x) = h(x′)). This condition is known as collision
resistance. The difference between the second preim-
age resistance depends on the selection of arguments.
In the second preimage resistance condition, the at-
tacker has a given value x and has to find x′. In the
collision resistance condition, the selection of both:
x and x′ is a free choice of the attacker.
3. Universal one way hash functions – a family in which
the probability of finding a second preimage for a ran-
domly chosen hash function is negligible [2], [5].
These functions are faster than CRHF and allow
to omit trapdoors during digital signature creation.
They are used when it is impossible to make a de-
cision in which the hash function should be chosen
before computation starts.
3. MDC Construction Method
3.1. Hash Function Based on Block Ciphers
To describe the general concept of creation of hash func-
tions based on block ciphers, the following set have to be
defined [6], [7]:
S ∈ {Mi,Mi XOR Xi,Xi,C} , (8)
where Mi is one block of a message, Xi is a chaining value
from the previous step and C is a chosen constant value [7].
Note that all these values are given for i-th round of hash
computation, and that secure block cipher B was already
chosen. Then the construction of i-th round is:
1. Choose a private key P for B from set S.
2. Choose an input I from set S.
3. Pass I and P to the algorithm B and calculate cipher
value CV .
4. Choose value T from set S.
5. Calculate Xi+1 = T ⊕CV .
6. Update set S with values Xi+1 and Mi+1 (next block
of message) according to the formula (8). If it is
impossible, computation ends.
7. Go to step 1.
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The selection of variables depends on the algorithm design,
but at least one variable should be Mi. The output hash
should be as big as block size of B, or twice as big [6].
This is caused by the small size (mainly 64 bits) of the
block. Hash should be bigger to avoid collisions. The
speed of hash functions based on block ciphers is equal to
the number of encryptions to process r plaintext bits, where
r is defined as block size [6].
Most hash functions constructed in this way suffer from nu-
merous security vulnerabilities [7] and cannot be used in
practice. However, an opposite situation may occur when
the block cipher construction is based on the hash func-
tion, for example in SHACAL and SHACAL-2, with both
being based on the SHA-1 cryptographic hash function [2].
A good example of a hash function with its length equal
to the size of the block is described by Meyer and Oseas
in [8]. More examples may be found in [6].
3.2. Hash Functions Based on Cellular Automata
Cellular automata (CA) can be used for ciphers generations
and for hash functions design [7], since Wolfram [9] de-
veloped a pseudorandom generator based on CA rule 30.
Cellhas, as described in [10], is a good example of a hash-
ing function based on CA.
3.3. Hash Functions Based on Math
There are three ways of creating of hashing functions based
on mathematical constructions:
1. Hashing function based on mathematical primitives
is based on modular arithmetic, discrete logarithm
problem and factorization problem [11].
• Factorization problem is based on the difficulty
of finding two factors, for any positive integer,
which, when multiplied, will give these inte-
gers. This problem can be also described by
the following formula: for a given integer I it
is hard to find a and b such that ab = I.
• Discrete logarithm problem, such as that for a
given abelian group O, generator of this group o
and an element e which belongs to O, finding (if
it is possible) x such that ox = e. The difficulty
of the discrete logarithm problem depends on
group O.
2. Hashing function based on Knapsack NP-complete
problem. From a cryptographic point of view its
formula may be formulated as [6]:
n
∑
i=1
ai · xi = S , (9)
where each ai is a m bit integers: {a1,a2, . . . ,an},
S is a p bit integer and p ≈ m + log2 n, and X is a
vector of elements xi ∈ {0,1}, [6], [7] and [11].
3. Hashing function based on algebraic matrices, de-
veloped by Harari [12]. Here, the key K is a n× n
random matrix and M is the 1× n message ma-
trix. Then the digest D is: MT KM or equivalently
KT MK [7], [12]:
D = MT KM. (10)
or
D = KT MK. (11)
Unfortunately, collisions appeared in the Harari hash
function proposition [7].
3.4. Dedicated Hash Functions
Dedicated hash functions created only for hashing opera-
tion. Their security can be proved mainly in an empiri-
cal way, because they very often do not base on any hard
problem, like factorization or discrete logarithm problem.
Examples are MD4, MD5, SHA1, SHA2 or SHA3. Based
on them algorithms were designed to be as fast as possible
in software implementations rather than hardware [11].
3.5. Standardization of Hashing Functions
After the first collision for MD5 was discovered, the Na-
tional Institute of Standard and Technology, USA, created
a hashing standard – Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA). The
first version of SHA, known as SHA-0, was published in
1993. In 1995 SHA-0 was replaced by a new version –
SHA-1. In 2005 vulnerabilities were identified in SHA-1
and NIST introduced SHA-2, which is used currently. In
2007 an open competition for the next generation SHA-3
was announced. The evaluation criteria are as follows [13]:
• applications of the hash functions – the wider va-
riety of cryptographic usage, the better. The new
standard should be useful for the creation of hashed
message authentication code (HMAC), as well as for
the creation of digital signatures or random bit gen-
erators [14].
• specific requirements when hash functions are used
to support HMAC, pseudo-random functions (PRFs),
or randomized hashing – each algorithm had to have
at least one scheme to support HMAC as PRFs [14].
These PRFs have to be secure against known attacks
which require less than 2
n
2 queries or which require
less computation then the preimage attack [14]. If the
hashing function is capable of randomized hashing, it
has to have n security bits against attacks mentioned
in [14].
• additional security requirements of hash functions –
for a digest with size n: n2 bits of collision resistance,
n bits of preimage resistance and n−k bits second
preimage resistance for any message shorter than 2k
bits [14]. All these rules should be fulfilled with
m replacing n for any m size subset taken from the
digest [14].
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• evaluation of attack resistance- hashing functions
were attacked with well-known and popular meth-
ods discovered during the security evaluation phase.
Other validation methods were based on statistical
and behavioral tests, such randomness of hash cre-
ation [14].
• other consideration factors – for example quality of
security proofs, proper analysis, documentation and
simplicity of the algorithm, as well as opinions by
NIST and the cryptographic community.
The remaining criteria included speed of the algorithm,
code size, memory and hardware implementation require-
ments, flexibility and simplicity [13]. The final report an-
nouncing the winner (the Keccak algorithm) was published
in 2012 [15].
4. Theoretical Analysis of Security
Parameters
In this section, we will present the results of an analysis of
the dependence between the length of the digested messages
and the security parameters of hashing functions.
The security level of a cryptographic primitive is expressed
in bits, where n-bit security means that the attacker would
have to perform 2n operations to break it. The security level
of a cryptographic hash function has been defined using the
following properties:
• collision resistance bits of security,
• preimage attacks bits of security,
• second preimage resistance bits of security.
To compromise collision resistance using the brute force
method, the attacker needs to hash a huge number of
variants of the message m, and hash a huge number of
variants m′, go through the lists and see if there are values
that are equal. For example, in a 160-bit hash output, the
attacker needs 280 inputs to test in both lists. Therefore, in
the case of this hash function, the number of bits of secu-
rity against this attack is equal to 80, due to the Birthday
Paradox.
While breaking preimage and second preimage resis-
tance, the attacker cannot apply the Birthday Paradox. For
a mbox160-bit hash output, the attacker needs to examine
2160 input messages, which means that 160 bits of security
are achieved.
In Table 1, security parameters of selected hashing func-
tions, as accepted by NIST, are presented [16]. In Table 1,
function L(M) is defined as:
L(M) =
⌈
log2
len(M)
B
⌉
. (12)
where M is the input message, B is the block size of the
hash function and d.e denotes the least integer not strictly
lower than the argument in the brackets.
Table 1
NIST-approved security parameters of hash functions
Bits of security
Function
Output
Collision
Pre- Second
size image preimage
SHA-1 160 < 80 160 160-L(M)
SHA-224 224 112 224 min [224, 256-L(M)]
SHA-256 256 128 256 256-L(M)
SHA-384 384 192 384 384
SHA-512 512 256 512 512-L(M)
SHA3-224 224 112 224 224
SHA3-256 256 128 256 256
SHA3-384 384 192 384 384
SHA3-512 512 256 512 512
Using the brute force method, there always exists a generic
attack comprising 2
n
2 , 2n and 2n steps, respectively, where
n is the hash length [17]. This is the maximum (ideal) se-
curity level which can be achieved for any hash function.
As it can be seen in Table 1, SHA-1 has a lower-than-
ideal security level in terms of collision attacks and second
preimage attacks. SHA-1 offers the maximum potential
strength in terms of second preimage attacks, when the
message size (in bits) is up to 160. With bigger message
sizes, Eq. (12) is growing up to 1 (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. SHA-160 second preimage attack bits of security.
Fig. 2. SHA-256 second preimage attack bits of security.
The SHA-2 family is collision resistant but in every case
(except for SHA-384), the security bit parameter of the
second preimage attack cannot be ideal when the length
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of M is greater than the block size B. Dependencies be-
tween the number of bits of security and the message length
for SHA-256 and SHA-512 are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
For SHA-256, resistance to second preimage attacks is not
perfect when the message size is over 256 bits. the max-
imum message size was measured in the same way as in
the case of SHA-1.
Fig. 3. SHA-512 second preimage attack bits of security.
Fig. 4. SHA-224 second preimage attack bits of security.
The case of SHA-512 is similar to that of SHA-256, but
this time the maximum secure message size is 512 bits. It
is so because Eq. (12) is greater than or equal to 1 only
when log2
len(M)
B is greater than 0. log2
len(M)
B is greater
than 0 only when the message length is greater than the
block size. SHA-224 is different than its predecessors. As
can be seen in Fig. 4 the dependence between the number
of bits of security and the message size is constant, but ac-
cording to NIST (Table 1), SHA-224 is not totally resistant
against second preimage attacks. This is because the secu-
rity bits are defined in this case by min[224, 256−L(M)].
A vulnerability appears when L(M) = 33 (56−33 = 223).
This situation may occur when
⌈
len(M)
512
⌉
= 233. Thus, len(M)512
should be in the range of (233−1, 233). len(M)512 = 2
33−1
when len(M) = 4398046510592 bits. It means that SHA-
224 becomes insecure against second preimage attacks
when the size of M is about 512 GB.
The SHA3 function family currently offers perfect security
against all three attacks: collision, preimage and second
preimage.
5. Experimental Analysis for Selected
NIST Hash Functions
For statistical analysis, we have chosen the strongest (the
longest) hash function from the SHA1, SHA2 and SHA3
families, i.e. SHA-512, SHA3-512 and SHA1-160, respec-
tively. A data sample consisting of 10,000 messages was
considered. All tests were implemented in the JAVA pro-
gramming language (JDK 1.8) and hashes were generated
with the use of the Bouncy Castle library [18].
All 10000 random messages were binary strings. Each
input had the same length as the output digest size (160 bit
inputs for SHA1 function and 512 bit inputs for SHA-512
and SHA3-512 functions). All input data was generated
one by one, separately for SHA1, SHA-512 and SHA3-
512, with the use of SecureRandom Java class [19].
By hashing those inputs, we have received the same number
pairs: (input, digest) for every hash function.
Three statistical tests were performed: hamming distance
test, bits probability test and series test. The details, results,
conclusions and comparisons are described in the following
subsections.
5.1. Hamming Distance Test
The idea of this test was to measure how small (or even
micro) changes in input data influence the output hash.
Hash function is passing the test when the statistic |Z| from
T-Student test (13) is within the (0,1.96) interval. The ex-
pected value is equal to Hashsize2 (50%). Significance level
α was set to 5%. The T-Student formula is:
|Z|=
∣∣∣∣
Average value−Expected value
Standard deviation
√
Sample size
∣∣∣∣. (13)
Firstly, we generated, for each of the pairs (input,hash),
another pair (input ′, hash′), where input ′ was the original
input with one random bit changed to the opposite (1 into 0
or 0 into 1), and hash′ was a digest calculated from input′.
We have received two very similar inputs and two hashes.
The aim of the experiment was to measure the Hamming
distance [20] between these hashes and to repeat this pro-
cedure for all inputs generated and for all hashing functions
chosen. The hamming distance may be defined as follows.
If S1 is the first bit string, S2 is the second bit string and
len(S1) = len(S2), the Hamming distance between S1 and
S2 is the number of 1s in the string S3 = S1⊕ S2. It is
the number of positions in which S1 have different values
than S2, which can be interpreted as the distance between
S1 and S2.
Results of the experiment for the SHA1 hashing function
are presented in Fig. 5 and in Table 2. The horizontal black
line is set to 80 because it is the expected value (distance).
4673 out of 10, 000 values were over the black line, but
the score is close to 50%. The critical values presented in
Table 2 indicate that the average is almost 50%. The |Z|
statistic was equal to 1.17, so the T-Student test had been
passed. The conclusion is that micro changes in input data
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Fig. 5. SHA1 Hamming distance test.
make SHA1 hashes at least 50% different, so the Hamming
distance test has been passed.
Results of the experiment for the SHA-512 hashing function
are presented in Fig. 6 and Table 2.
Fig. 6. SHA-512 Hamming distance test.
Table 2
Comparison of Hamming distance critical values
Hamming distance [% values]
Function Max Min AVG SD
SHA-1 66.25 33.75 50.04 ±4.02
SHA-512 58.40 41.41 50.00 ±2.21
SHA3-512 59.38 41.99 50.00 ±2.22
The black line is equal to 256, because it is the expected
value (distance). In 4836 out of 10,000 cases, the dif-
ference between hashes was lower than 50%, but in some
case it was also close to 50%. The average distance be-
tween hash and hash′ is equal to 50% and the |Z| value
Fig. 7. SHA3-512 Hamming distance test.
was 0.148. T-Student test was also passed, but the score
achieved was much better than in the SHA1 case. SHA-512
has also passed the Hamming distance test.
The research results for SHA3-512 hashing function are
presented in Fig. 7 and in Table 2.
The black line is equal to 256, because it is the expected
value. In 4799 out of 10,000 cases, the difference between
hashes was lower than 50%. The critical values are very
similar to SHA-512 (average, standard deviation). |Z| statis-
tic was equal to 0.44, thus SHA3-512 has also passed the
Hamming distance test.
All three hashing functions passed the Hamming distance
test, however, statistically, the SHA-512 is the best, SHA3-
512 ranks second and SHA1 ranks third.
5.2. Bits Probability Test
This time, the aim was to check whether bits in the digest
may be predicted or not. To measure it, we had to estimate
the probability of 1s in every bit position. The ideal situa-
tion is when every bit has a 50% probability of being a 1,
and a 50% probability of being a 0:
P1(i) = 50%, i = 1, . . . , l , (14)
where i denotes the bit position and l is the hash length. For
each hashing function, we used 10,000 generated digests to
estimate the probability of ‘1’:
P1(i) =
10000
∑
j=1
hashes[ j][i]
10000
, i = 1, . . . , l , (15)
where hashes is a table of generated digests, j denotes j-th
hash from hashes. We used Eq. (13) to calculate the |Z|
statistic. The test is passed when |Z| < 1.96 (significance
level of α = 5%). The expected value is 50%.
Results of the experiment for the SHA1 hashing function
are presented in Fig. (8) and in Table 3.
Fig. 8. SHA1 bits prediction.
As one can see, the average value is very close to 50% and
the standard deviation is low. Despite the fact that none
of the bits have the probability that is equal to 50%, the
fluctuations are very small. The |Z| statistic is equal to 1.04,
so the conclusion is that none of 160 SHA1 bits can be
predicted.
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Table 3
Comparison of bits prediction test values
Probability of 1
Function Max Min AVG SD
SHA1 51.35 48.20 50.04 ±0.52
SHA-512 51.46 48.49 49.99 ±0.53
SHA3-512 51.74 48.76 49.99 ±0.51
Results of the test for the SHA-512 hashing function are
presented in Table 3 and in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. SHA-512 bits prediction.
Performance of SHA-512 is a similar to that of SHA1 in the
context of bits prediction. 510 of the bits have a P1(i) value
that is different than 50%. However, despite small fluctua-
tions, the average value and |Z| equal to 0.863 clearly prove
that none of the 512 bits of SHA-512 can be predicted.
Results of the experiment results for the SHA3-512 hashing
function are presented in Table 3 and in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. SHA3-512 bits prediction.
The results for SHA3-512 are similar to those for SHA-512.
506 out of 512 bits fail to satisfy P1(i) = 50%, but the dif-
ferences are small. |Z| is equal to 0.317, so the conclusion
is that none of 512 bits of the SHA3-512 hashing function
may be predicted.
All tested functions pass the bits probability test. This
test shows that in every bit position its value is random
(ones and zeroes are equally probable). The best score
was achieved by SHA3-512, SHA-512 ranked second and
SHA1 third.
5.3. Series Test
This test allows to measure whether all hashes were gener-
ated in a random manner. Previously, in the bits prediction
test, we considered each bit of digest separately, but in the
context of all generated hashes. This time the existence of
internal dependencies of each hash of each chosen hash-
ing function was measured. To do this, we performed the
Wald-Wolfowitz series test [21].
This measure is the subsequence taken from a sequence
consisting of the same values only (0 or 1). The number of
all series found in one hash will be further denoted by R.
n1 is the number of subsequences consisting only of 1s, and
n0 is the number of subsequences consisting only of 0s.
For example, in the 00101101 sequence, the parameters
are: R = 6, n1 = 3 and n0 = 3. The null hypothesis H0
claims that the investigated sequence (in this case digest) is
random. The alternative hypothesis Ha claims that the in-
vestigated sequence was not produced in a random manner.
To decide whether H0 is true or not, a proper test statis-
tic value has to be calculated. Because every generated
hash has n0 > 20 and n1 > 20, test statistics tend to have
normal distribution N(0,1) (when H0 is true) and will be
denoted by Z. Test statistic Z for each hash was calculated
from [21]:
Z =
R−R
SD
, (16)
where R is the expected number of all series, such as:
R =
2n0n1
n0 +n1
+1 , (17)
and SD is the standard deviation:
SD =
√
2n0n1(2n0n1−n0−n1)
(n0 +n1)2(n0 +n1−1)
. (18)
We have chosen significance level of α = 5%. Thus when
|Z| > Z0.975 the H0 is true and the hash investigated was
created randomly. Parameter Z0.975 is equal to 1.96.
Results of the experiment for the SHA1 hashing function
are presented in Table 4 and Fig. 11.
Table 4
Comparison of series test critical values
Z statistic values
Function Max Min AVG SD
SHA1 4.23 0˜ 0.79 ±0.60
SHA-512 4.04 0˜ 0.80 ±0.61
SHA3-512 4.39 0˜ 0.79 ±0.59
The black horizontal line is indicating Z = 1.96 (α = 5%).
The average value and the standard deviation show that,
generally, SHA1 passes the series test, but one may notice
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Fig. 11. SHA1 series test.
in the chart that definitely not all digests do so. 480 out of
10,000 samples (4.8%) are considered to have failed.
Results of the test for the SHA-512 hashing function are
presented in Table 4 and Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. SHA-512 series test.
In the case of SHA-512, the test was failed in the case of
498 out of 10,000 samples (4.98%). The value is higher
than in the case of SHA1 and SHA3-512. The average Z
value is the highest, however it is still far from the critical
region. We can say that SHA-512 passes the series test
with the worst results achieved.
Research results for the SHA3-512 hashing function are
shown in Table 4 and Fig. 13.
Fig. 13. SHA3-512 series test.
In contrast to SHA-512, SHA3-512 achieved the best test
results. Only 417 out of 10,000 samples failed (4.17%),
which is the lowest value among all hashing functions
tested. The average Z value is also closest to 0. SHA3-512
definitely passes the test.
All three hashing functions have passed our last test. The
best score was achieved by SHA3-512 and the worst by
SHA-512. In all cases, the test was not passed by less than
5% of samples, so it may be stated that, statistically (with
a significance level set to 5%), all hashes were generated
randomly.
6. Summary
The aim of this paper was to describe the types, classes
and main characteristics of cryptographic hash functions.
The formal definition of a hash function was presented and
universal hash function classes were described. Then, sev-
eral methods for the construction of hash functions were
disclosed. Standardization procedures for hash functions,
as drawn up by NIST, USA, finalize the theoretical part of
this paper.
In the research-related sections, we provided an analysis on
the influence of the hashed message length on the theoret-
ical security of hash functions, described as the number of
bits of security.
The paper describes numerous experiments evaluating the
basic features of SHA1, SHA-512 and SHA3-512. The
randomness of such functions in terms of input spreading,
single bit prediction ability and randomness inside each
single bit output, were illustrated. Three tests were per-
formed. The first was based on the Hamming distance
measurement, the second examined the frequency of zeros
and ones in a large sample, and the third was a series test.
Numerous experiments proved that the features of certified
hash functions differ, but they all offer very good character-
istics in terms of collision resistance, preimage resistance
and second preimage resistance attacks.
The analysis provided may be very useful for testing new
or proprietary hash functions.
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